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NIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE EXTENSION SERVICE
FOR RELEASE WEEK OP JANUARY l6, 1956
Ag Journalism Career Day on February 18
High school students who are Interested In finding out more
about career opportxinltles In the field of agricultural journalism are
especially Invited to attend Career Opportunities Day at the University
of Illinois on Saturday, February l8.
Students attending junior colleges and freshman and sophomore
students at the University of Illinois are invited to attend too.
L. E, Sarbaugh, chairman of the Career Day committee, says
there is a big need right now for young men with college training in
agriculture who know how to write for newspapers and magazines and who
know how to present farm Information on radio and television. Young
men are also needed as public relations specialists, as consultants in
agricultural industry and advertising and for similar jobs.
Young women with college training in home economics and jour-
nalism are needed just as much. These young women may work as home
economics editors for newspapers, magazines, radio and television, and
as advertising and public relations consultants.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OF JANUARY 16, 1956
Ag Journalism Career Day - 2
Outstanding speakers from the field of agricultural journal-
Ism will discuss job opportunities during the day's program, Sarbaugh
says. Visitors will have a chance to talk with the speakers and ask
specific questions about jobs and the kind of training needed for them,
Registration starts at 9:00 a.m. in Gregory Hall on the
Urbana campus. A film of last fall's University of Illinois football
victory over Michigan will be shown between 9:00 and 10:00 a.m.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP JANUARY 16, 1956
Graded Markets Discount Low-Quality Eggs
Most graded egg markets In Illinois heavily discount the
price they pay for dirty, cracked and low-quality eggs, according to
an egg market survey by the University of Illinois.
Because quality buyers cannot sell these eggs at a premium,
they cannot afford to pay producers premiums for them, reports Jim
Roush, egg marketing specialist at the College of Agriculture.
Graded buyers report that it takes more time and effort to
grade and sort a case of low-quality eggs. Also, they do not have good
outlets for these eggs.
Many graded buyers would prefer to have the producers of low-
quality eggs take tUeir product to other markets.
The heavy discount for low-quality eggs explains why many
producers prefer the current -receipt market to a graded market.
On checking the grading slips of two neighboring producers
last September, Roush found that one producer was getting 9 cents a
dozen over the local current -receipt price because he produced and mar-
keted a high proportion of top-quality eggs. His neighbor was actually
getting 2 cents less than the current-receipt price because too many of
his eggs fell into the low-quality classification.
This lower return on the graded market will force the low-
quality producer to improve his quality or sell his eggs to the current
-
receipt buyer. Roush says that graded buyers hope that these producers
will work to improve their quality. But, if they don't, the buyers
don't want their eggs.
Some areas of the state have no graded markets. Graded buyers
seek out areas where they can obtain producer cooperation in supplying
a large quantity of high-quality eggs throughout the year, reports
Roush. If graded markets are desired, local conditions should be de-
veloped to attract graded buyers.
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FOR RELEAAE WEEK OP JANUARY 16, 1956
Let Pneumatic Grain Conveyors Haul Your Feed
Pneumatic grain conveyors are joining the long list of labor-
saving equipment In use on many Illinois farms.
Pneumatic (forced air) systems have several advantages over
mechanical conveyors, according to R. W. Klels, agricultural engineer
at the University of Illinois College of Agriculture. Klels uncovered
the advantages while studying electric power as a means of reducing
farm chore labor.
Pneumatic conveyors are more simply constructed than convey-
ors using belts, chains or augers. Just a blower at the feed supply
and a pipe to the feeding area complete the system. There are fewer
things to go wrong with a pneumatic conveyor and its one moving part.
The pipe is sheet steel, which is lightweight and flexible.
It's fairly inexpensive, even for long-distance conveying. The sys-
tem can be waterproofed. You can set it up for a lower first cost than
mechanical equipment of equal length, Klels adds.
The one drawback is the pneumatic conveyor's more costly use
of power. But this disadvantage is outweighed by its convenience and
simplicity.
Here are some other findings Klels reports about pneumatic
conveyors:
Ground feed is broken up even more when blown through a
pneumatic conveyor. Take this point Into consideration when you grind
feed to be handled pneumatically.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP JANUARY 16, 1956
Pneumatic Grain Conveyors - 2
You'll get no Increase In efficiency by sloping the conveyor
pipe one way or another. It's best to give the pipe a little slope
toward the discharge end, though, to allow moisture drainage.
Kleis has consolidated his findings in a publication, "Opera-
ting Characteristics of Pneumatic Grain Conveyors." You can get a free
copy by writing to the University of Illinois College of Agriculture,
Urbana, Illinois. Ask for Bulletin 59^.
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Farm News
DIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE EXTENSION SERVICE
FOR RELEASE WEEK OP JANUARY 23, 1956
Drive Carefully When Roads Are Icy
Snappy weather calls for snappy driving. Be sure your safety
arithmetic adds up right when you're at the wheel, says 0. L. Hogsett,
extension safety specialist at the University of Illinois College of
Agriculture.
Watch for road-surface conditions, and add more following
distance when it's slippery. Be more prompt in applying brakes, and
add more distance for stopping. Don't forget that your brakes, lights,
tires and windshield wipers need special and regular attention during
the winter.
Along with these special precautions, here are a few things
you should carry with you in the car: a short -handled shovel or spade,
a tow rope or tow chain and a sack of dry sand. Also, make sure your
flares, markers and skid chains are all readjr for duty. Carry a good
flashlight and an ice scraper to remove ice and frost from your wind-
shield.
And, for good measure, take plenty of extra care when you are
driving.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OF JANUARY 23, 1956
Studies Show Milking Parlors Are Best
Detailed studies of several hundred dairies In the Midwest,
California and Massachusetts have shown that elevated-type milking
parlors are generally superior to other types of dairy barn facilities,
regardless of size of herd.
Thayer Cleaver, a member of the Agricultural Engineering Re-
search Branch, USDA, and Agricultural Engineering Department, Univer-
sity of Illinois, lists these findings from the studies:
Herds can be milked almost as fast In floor-level, abreast
or walk-through stalls as In elevated stalls, but the operator will do
just as much bending, stooping and hard work as In conventional stall-
type milking barns
.
The herd can be milked more rapidly and with less labor and
usually less walking In elevated stalls than in other types of milking
stalls. In most cases It was found that herds could be milked faster
If concentrates were not fed while they were being milked.
Cleaver also says that good modern milking equipment Is es-
sential In reducing the time, travel and effort of dairy chores, re-
gardless of type of barn used. For dairymen who like to feed concen-
trates during milking, overhead feed storage with chutes directly to
the stall feed boxes provides a fast and accurate way to feed. Prob-
ably most Important Is cost--the farmer must plan for the type and size
of unit to suit his own needs.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OF JANUARY 23, 1956
Name National 4-H Camp Delegates From Illinois
Susannah Alfredson, 19, Big Rock, Kane county; Loretta Nagel,
20, Basco, Hancock county; Phil B. Jones, 19, Rlchvlew, Washington
county; and Wayne Herberer, l8, Belleville, St. Clair county, have been
named delegates from Illinois to National ^-H Club Camp In Washington,
D. C., next June.
These four outstanding young people will represent the state's
64,000 4-H club members in a full week of citizenship training during
their visit to the nation's capital.
They will visit Congress and other governmental functions
and will go on educational tours to historic places in and around Wash-
ington. They will hear some of the top officials in the government on
the nature and history of our democratic system and will meet in dis-
cussion groups to summarize what they learn.
Selection to attend National Camp is the highest delegate
honor that a 4-H Club member can achieve, according to Miss Anna Searl
and E. I. Pilchard, state leaders of home economics and agricultural
4-H Club work in the state respectively. Delegates are chosen by the
state 4-H Club staff at the University of Illinois for their leadership
ability, outstanding achievements in 4-H Club work and their participa-
tion in project and community activities.
Miss Florence Kimmelshue and F. H. Mynard of the state 4-H
staff wjll accompany the Illinois delegation this year.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OF JANUARY 23, 1956
Ag Alumni to Form Association
Former students of the University of Illinois College of Ag-
riculture are joining forces to make agriculture even better.
They will meet at 4 p.m. on Tuesday, January 31, during Farm
and Home Week on the College of Agriculture campus in Urbana, to or-
ganize an Illinois Agricultural Alumni Association.
Graduates who attend the charter session on January 31 will
formally set the objectives, projects and activities of the organiza-
tion.
John BehrenSj secretary of the association planning committee,
points out that active membership in the new organization is open to
all graduates of the University of Illinois College of Agriculture.
You can be an associate member if you have attended the Uni-
versity of Illinois and were enrolled in the College of Agriculture for
at least one semester, or if you are now actively associated with the
college.
Behrens has extended the committee's invitation to attend the
charter meeting to all persons who fall into either of the above cate-
gories.
The planning committee envisions the Ag Alumni Association
as a virile force in agricultural affairs of the state--one that would
encourage higher standards of research, teaching and extension; encour-
age activities that would emphasize the Importance of agriculture as a
profession; and assist the College of Agriculture in encouraging in-
creased student enrollment.
End results of the association, according to Behrens, might
be to establish scholarships, fellowships and assistantshlps, open up
new avenues for exchange of information between alumni and give the
University of Illinois family an appreciation of agriculture.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OF JANUARY 23, 1956
Rural Youth Meet During Farm and Home Week
Livingston County Rural Youth will highlight the annual Rural
Youth program on Monday, January 30, during Farm and Home Week on the
campus of the University of Illinois College of Agriculture in Urbana.
The Livingston group will open the morning session at 10:30
with a skit showing a Rural Youth group In action before the regular
program is presented. At the end of the afternoon session, the group
will close with another skit showing the same group in action after the
program has taken effect
.
Theme of the day's program is "Rural Youth Today -- Leaders
Tomorrow," and the entire program will be devoted to leadership and its
development, according to Clareta Walker, Extension Rural Youth spe-
cialist at the college.
Van Miller, professor of education at the University of Illi-
nois, is scheduled to discuss ways to develop leadership. Then he will
open a panel discussion with the entire group on the subject. Panel
members Include Chairman Bob Friedrlch, Havana; Mary Ellen Koch, Mt
.
Sterling; Ken Ruckman, Farmer City; Mary Sellmyer, Saunemin; Prof.
Miller, and Ed Dalhaus, director of young people's activities, I. A .A.,
Chicago, moderator.
Speaker at the afternoon session will be Dr. Karl Gardner,
Department of Dairy Science, discussing "Science and Its Effect on
Leadership." The program will adjourn at 3:00 o'clock to hear Presi-
dent David D. Henry of the University of Illinois speak at the general
session in the auditorium.
Miss Fannie M. Brooks, University of Illinois, will talk
about personality leadership as the featured speaker at the annual
Rural Youth banquet starting at 5:^5 P.m. in the Illlnl Union ballroom.
Rural Youth registration will start at 10:00 a.m. in Gregory
Hall.
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Farm News
tllVERSITY OF ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE EXTENSION SERVICE
FOR RELEASE WEEK OP JANUARY 30, 1956
Dairy Records Tell Which Cows To Keep
Latest group to join the growing list of 102 Dairy Herd Im-
provement Associations In Illinois are dairymen in Jackson county.
These progressive dairy farmers have joined more than 2,000
others in the state to increase their profits from turning their crops
into milk, says Leo R. Fryman, extension dairy specialist at the Uni-
versity of Illinois College of Agriculture.
These dairymen will give special attention to three basic
practices in dairy herd management --culling, feeding, and breeding. By
using production and feed records obtained through their association,
they no longer will have to guess which cows to discard, how much to
feed those they keep and which animals to use for breeding purposes.
Most dairymen would not care to admit that they are unable,
without production records, to point out the best cows in their herds.
Yet, time and time again, new members of dairy herd improvement asso-
ciations have found that their judgment did not agree with the records
they obtained when their cows were tested. Many dairymen have been
asked to point out their best cows at the time they first joined an as-
sociation, and invariably at the end of the year the records have shown
that some of their "best" cows were really among the poorest.
Not until a dairyman begins to keep records of feed consump-
tion and milk production on every cow in his herd Is he in a position
to increase the profit from the pasture, hay, and grain he turns into
milk on his farm, Fryman says.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP JANUARY 3O, 1956
Liquid Fertilizers Are Easy to Apply
Farmers are finding liquid fertilizers cheap, fast and easy
to apply says R. H. Bray, University of Illinois agronomist. Liquid
fertilizer undersells the mixed bagged fertilizers in most areas of
Illinois and is similar in price to the blended fertilizers. New bulk
plants in the state make liquid fertilizer readily available with
short hauls. These plants are able to serve farmers within a 50-mlle
radius.
Concentrated fertilizer is shipped into the bulk plants where
it is mixed for the farmer to get the mixture his soil needs. The so-
lution must be neutral to prevent corrosion of equipment, Bray points
out .
Liquid fertilizer can be spread faster than dry fertilizer
and with less work. Liquid applicators use a 40-foot boom to cover a
field 4^ times faster than with a 9-foot spreader applying dry ferti-
lizer. Backaches and extra labor of handling are eliminated, too.
Most farmers also consider the cost of getting fertilizer in^
to the soil when they decide which type of material to use. The equip-
ment needed is more expensive for the liquid fertilizer than for dry
material. However, a number of liquid fertilizer dealers have appli-
cators which they rent at no cost to the farmer or sell to him at cost.
Others rent the applicators for 50 cents an acre.
One farmer in Indiana helps meet the equipment problem by con-
verting 4-row corn planters into liquid fertilizer applicators at a cost
of $55.
Bray says the crop response is about the same from liquid as
from dry fertilizer, so the farmer must decide which to use on the
basis of cost and ease of handling.
-30-
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OF JANUARY 30, 1956
Don't Treat Your Dog for Worms Unless He Really Needs It
Treating a dog for worms periodically "just on general prin-
ciples" may do more harm than good, declares Dr. N. D. Levine of the
College of Veterinary Medicine at the University of Illinois.
He points out that large numbers of worms in dogs are harm-
ful and should be removed. But if a dog is only lightly infested with
internal parasites, repeated treatment may be more damaging than bene-
ficial.
The best way to find out whether your "pooch" really needs
worming is to have a veterinarian make a diagnosis and, if necessary,
administer the cure. You might suspect your dog has worms if he is
thin and weak and has a rough hair coat. Puppies are more severely
affected than adults and may die from heavy worm infestation.
Generally speaking, dogs may have two types of worm3--tape-
worms and roundworms. Varieties of round worms are hookworms, whip-
worms and ascarids, which are also known as large round worms. Occa-
sionally ascarids are passed in the dog's feces and can be seen, but
usually diagnosis must be made by microscopic examination for worm eggs.
Dogs may contract whipworms or ascarids by eating Infective
eggs. Infestation by hookworms is through larvae that have hatched
from eggs. The larvae may be eaten or they may penetrate the skin.
Tapeworm eggs cannot directly infect a dog. They must de-
velop in an intermediate host which the dog then eats to become in-
fected. Two principal types of tapeworms are one in which a flea acts
as the intermediate host and one in which a rabbit is the intermediate
host
.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP JANUARY 30, 1956
Fill Your Own Lumber Needs
Pill your lumber bill with wood right from your own farm
woodlot . No need to buy high-priced shipped-in conifers when native
hardwoods can furnish most of your lumber needs around the farmstead.
Harold Scholten, extension forester at the University of Il-
linois College of Agriculture, says farm woodlot s should be considered
a farm crop just like corn or soybeans or vegetables.
It's true you don't harvest your entire tree crop every year
like you do corn. And you don't store wood in a bin or crib like corn.
But trees produce new growth every year and store it within their bark.
Scholten says you can harvest healthy, high-quality lumber
from your timber if you'll follow these simple steps:
1. Keep livestock out of the woods. Livestock can damage
farm forests just like they would hurt a growing corn field.
2. Protect your farm woodlot from fire. Pire may wipe out
weeds and brush, but it will also destroy valuable trees.
3. Cut grape and ivy vines that cling to desirable trees.
One of the objectives of corn field cultivation is to keep weed compe-
tition down. Grape and ivy vines compete with trees.
4. Girdle, poison or cut low-value or cull trees, Some of
these trees may be used for treated fence posts, rough lumber or fuel
wood. Poultry-raisers know they must cull undesirable birds for most
profitable production. The same applies to profitable farm lumber pro-
duction.
-30-
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OF JANUARY 30, 1956
Save More Pigs With W-P-A
Farm management records show that some Illinois swine pro-
ducers will make over twice as much money on their 1956 spring pig crop
as others.
One of the first places to start making money Is saving as
many baby pigs as possible, says G. R. Carlisle, extension livestock
specialist at the University of Illinois College of Agriculture. About
71^ of all pigs lost are lost the first weeks after farrowing. Here
is where paying some attention to W-P-A comes in.
W is for well-fed sows during pregnancy. Hand-fed sows
should receive four to five pounds of grain plus 1-1^ pounds of a sup-
plement containing plenty of protein, mineral and vitamins a day. Good
self-fed rations containing plenty of bulk will also do the job. Big
pigs have a much better chance of surviving than little ones. Less
than half of the pigs weighing less than two pounds survlve--over 85^
of those weighing over three pounds live to go to market.
P is for proper farrowing quarters. Good farrowing quarters
are clean warm and dry. Guard rails and heat lamps also save pigs. A
development of recent year3--farrowlng stalls--are doing a good job
for many producers. If you have a permanent farrowing house and haven't
tried farrowing stalls, try at least one in 1956. Your farm adviser
has plans. About 20% of all pigs lost are by accidents. Proper far-
rowing equipment can largely eliminate this.
A is for attention to details by the hog man. Farrowing pens
have helped reduce the number of "sltting-up" hours many hog men used
to spend at farrowing time. However, in 1956 when an extra pig saved
per litter may mean the difference between profit and loss, a few ex-
tra hours spent in the hog house can pay big dividends.
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Farm News
irVERSITY OF ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE EXTENSION SERVICE
FOR RELEASE WEEK OF FEBRUARY 6, 1956
Brisk Demand Expected at Calf Club Sale
A good demand for top-quality diary heifers is expected at
the eighth annual 4-H and Future Farmers of America Purebred Dairy Calf
Club Sale on Saturday, February 25, at the University of Illinois.
J. G. Cash, Illinois extension dairyman, said that about 100
head of select heifers, all born after July 1, 1955 would be offered
for sale. Holstein, Brown Swiss, Jersey, Guernsey and Ayrshire breeds
will be included in the offering.
Early demand for catalogs for the sale indicates widespread
interest and a large attendance. Catalogs may be obtained by writing
0. Leslie James, Mansfield, secretary of the Illinois Purebred Cattle
Association.
The annual sale was organized and is sponsored by the Illi-
nois Purebred Dairy Cattle Association to give 4-H Club and F.F.A. mem-
bers an opportunity to buy excellent project heifers.
The event has gained steadily in popularity with members.
The sale will start promptly at 11:00 a.m. at the Stock Pavilion on the
College of Agriculture Campus.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OF FEBRUARY 6, 1956
B±R Job Demand for Ag Journalists
Demand for agricultural journalism graduates exceeds supply
six to one, according to reports from 10 agricultural colleges compiled
by agricultural journalists at the University of Illinois.
Newspapers, magazines, radio and television stations, adver-
tising agencies and agricultural industry want graduates with training
In both agriculture and journalism, or both home economics and journal-
Ism.
To help acquaint high school and college students with oppor-
tunities for jobs and training in this field, the University of Illi-
nois will hold an Agricultural-Home Economics Journalism Career Oppor-
tunity Day on Saturday, February l8.
I
The School of Journalism and the College of Agriculture have
secured nine of the nation's top agricultural and home economics jour-
nalists to discuss opportunities in their field and to answer students'
questions.
Scheduled speakers include Lane Palmer, associate editor.
Farm Journal; Ted Mangner, farm program director, radio station KMOX,
St. Louis; Ralph Yohe, associate editor, Prairie Farmer; Bill Anderson,
farm program director, television station WTTV, Bloomington, Indiana;
Helen Hostetter, home economics editor, Kansas State College; R. Lyle
if/ebster, director of information, U. S. Department of Agriculture; Cliff
Lant, farm editor, Moline Dispatch; Lyle C. Abbott, Klau-Van Pietersom-
Dunlap advertising agency, Milwaukee; and Herb Schaller, editor. Better
Farming Methods, representing specialty publication.
The program starts at 9 a.m. in Gregory Hall on the University
Df Illinois campus. Registration and a movie of the 1955 Illinois-
yiichlgan football game will open the day's events.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP FEBRUARY 6, 1956
Model Farm Program After Europe's, Economist Says
An agricultural economist at the University of Illinois Col-
lege of Agriculture thinks we should borrow a page from the European's
book of efficient agriculture.
Speaking before a Farm and Home Week audience at the Univer-
sity, H. 0. M. Case said European countries are not burdened with sur-
pluses, carry on a flourishing export trade and still keep their people
well-fed.
Case said "artificial prices" and allotments for agricultural
products force land prices up and invite competition. He said European
countries sometimes offer price Incentives for producing certain com-
modities, but they don't let them lead to over-production as such pro-
grams have in this country.
Case, who traveled extensively in Europe and South America
last year, told Farm and Home Week visitors that Denmark has built a
healthy hog business without "artificial prices." The Danes have a
certified breeding program emphasizing quality. The United States buys
a lot of good Danish bacon.
Case said our high tariff policy, dating back to 1929, helped
lose our trade with Europe. The Europeans took to growing their own
wheat, for instance, and now have no use for ours. We exported more
than 200 million bushels of wheat in 1919. This fell off to an all-
time low of three-million bushels in 1933, soon after trade barriers
were erected in this country.
Case said no country can get a monopoly on the production and
price of a commodity. Brazil tried it. Competition soon sprang up in
Dther Latin countries. Brazil has never recovered her entire coffee
;aiarket
.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OF FEBRUARY 6, 1956
More Milk for More People
Milk production at a record high 2^^ billion pounds in 1955
is likely to continue increasing in the years ahead in the opinion of
W. W. Yapp, dairy specialist at the University of Illinois College of
Agriculture.
Yapp says we've had more cows on the job producing milk in
some other years ^ but it appears that high-quality cows fed good, bal-
anced rations account for the high output evident in the industry today.
Great overproduction, drought or a highly successful method
for making synthetic milk could halt the present healthy trend in the
nation's dairying business, but all seem unlikely.
Yapp believes the wise dairyman will increase production to
meet rising demand by raising high-producing cows rather than by in-
creasing herd numbers.
There is a law in dairying, says Yapp, stating that "As the
annual yield of a cow Increases, cost of producing each 100 pounds of
milk she yields goes down." To illustrate, maintenance cost for a
good cow is little different than for a poor cow. And there is less
labor involved in getting 100 pounds of milk from one cow than from two.
Performance records are the best guide to selecting high pro-
ducers. If records aren't available, a good pedigree and good body and
udder capacity are helpful in predicting future production.
Research at the University shows there is some galn--but not
much--in trying to pick herd replacements by palpating heifers' udders
at about four months of age.
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Farm News
DIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE EXTENSION SERVICE
FOR RELEASE WEEK OP FEBRUARY 13, 1956
Don't Let Low Voltage Lay You Low
Many people shrug off or laugh off the low voltage electri-
city of the home and farm buildings as not dangerous, says 0. L, Hog-
sett, extension safety specialist at the University of Illinois College
of Agriculture
But too often somebody gets hold of a 110 or 220 volt current
that they can't shake loose. And sometimes the skeptic pays with se-
vere shock and burn injuries or death.
Remember, it isn't just the voltage but also the resistance
of the body which determines the degree of danger. If you are working
around water or on a damp, wet floor, your resistance is less. Check
all your appliance cords and plugs to see that there isn't any broken
insulation or bare wires that you can touch which could give you a
shock.
If your job calls for an electrical appliance or tool, know
all the hazards and all the precautions.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OF FEBRUARY 13, 1956
Leptospirosis Linked to Moon Blindness In Horses
Recent veterinary research reports Indicate that periodic
ophthalmia (moon blindness) In horses, one of the oldest diseases known
to veterinary medicine, may be a manifestation of leptosplrosls
.
Dr. L. E. Boley of the University of Illinois College of Vet-
erinary Medicine says that In one Instance 10 blind horses were tested
for lepto and eight reacted positively. However, he warns that further
research Is needed to determine the complete significance of the role
the Infection may play in periodic ophthalmia.
A few years ago, a deficiency of the vitamin riboflavin was
definitely thought to result in moon blindness. Dr. Boley notes that
the vitamin deficiency and the germ that causes leptosplrosls may pos-
sibly combine to produce the disease.
Symptoms are swollen and inflamed eyelids, a watery discharge,
and perhaps a cloudiness in the eye. The eyes of a horse may be af-
fected singly, together, or alternately. Usually there is a temporary
recovery but attacks recur from two or three weeks to a year or more.
Complete blindness results eventually with the eye turning chalky white.
As soon as symptoms are noticed, the horse ovmer should iso-
late the animal and turn it on pasture or feed it a good ration of hay
, and grain. Riboflavin should be added to the daily ration.
Because leptosplrosls is a possible cause, the veterinarian
should make a blood test to see whether leptosplrosls is present.
Moon blindness in horses was described in the fourth century.
It received this designation from early belief that the recurrent at-
tacks were related to changes in the moon.
It has been prevalent in many parts of the world and is wide-
•lapread in the United States, especially the eastern half. In Illinois
lis causes more blindness in horses than all other factors combined.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OF FEBRUARY 13, 1956
Us e Ground Covers for Distinctive Landscape Styling
Low growing ornamental plants which cover a large surface of
the ground are called ground covers. They are generally used under
trees or in other shady spots where grass won't grow.
But they have other uses, says H. R. Kemmerer, farm land-
scape specialist at the University of Illinois College of Agriculture.
Nothing is better than a ground cover for use in a small area between
the house and walk where mowing is a problem.
Also no other plants compare with ground covers for use as a
means of tying tree and shrub groups together, Kemmerer says.
Most ground covers are of the broadleaf evergreen type and
retain their foliage throughout the year. In addition to their orna-
mental characterisitcs, they are also desirable because once they are
established only a very little maintenance is necessary to keep them
attractive.
Ground covers are more expensive than grass seed but their
attractiveness and ability to thrive with a small amount of maintenance
justify their cost.
One good broadleaf ground cover is Purpleleaf euonymus, euony-
mus, fortuner coloratus, grows about 1 foot high and has light green
foliage in the summer and reddish or purplish foliage in the fall and
winter. It will grow in sun or shade and in moist or dry soil.
Myrtle, vinca minor, attains a height of 4 to 6 inches, has
little blue flowers in May and intermittently throughout the summer.
Myrtle does best in partial shade and in moist soil.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OF FEBRUARY 13, 1956
Distinctive Landscape Styling - 2
English ivy, hedera helix, a climber and a groiond cover in
southern Illinois but strictly a ground cover in the northern part of
the state. Similar to the ordinary house ivy, it creeps along the ground.
Its' blue-green foliage adds a lot of appeal to a landscape setting.
Some of the varieties such as Baltica are considered more hardy than
the species in northern Illinois. The ivy prefers partial shade.
Japanese spurge, pachysandra terminalis, has light green
foliage that makes it distinctive. It reaches a height of 8 inches.
Plant only in shade and areas protected from cold north winds.
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Farm News
IIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE EXTENSION SERVICE
FOR RELEASE WEEK OP FEBRUARY 20, 1956
Set Svflne Growers ' Day for March 29
Swine Growers* Day has been set for Thursday, March 29, at
the University of Illinois College of Agriculture at Urbana.
J. Marion Steddom, Granger, Iowa, will headline the afternoon
program. Steddom, president of the Iowa Swine Producers Association,
was a member of the 1955 delegation to Russia. He will give his views
concerning Russian agriculture.
John F. Lasley, animal husbandry department. University of
Missouri at Columbia, will be another featured speaker. His subject
will be "Breeding Methods for Profitable Pork Production."
S. W. Terrill, head of the swine division, announced that
this year's Swine Day program has been planned to bring swine raisers
up to date in the fields of swine production and marketing.
Early visitors will tour the swine farm to inspect experimen-
tal work in progress. During the remainder of the morning and after-
noon sessions, swine specialists will discuss recent developments in
learly weaning, breeding, swine diseases and market demands for meat-
type hogs.
The 1956 meeting will be the 23rd in the series of Swine Day
events held on the Urbana campus.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP FEBRUARY 20, 1956
Plan for Juicy, Delicious Strawberries Nov
It's too early to plant strawberries, but not too early to
plan for them, says Frank Owen, extension specialist in fruit crops at
the University of Illinois College of Agriculture.
It ' 3 a good idea to order plants for your new strawberry bed
now so that you'll get what you want when you want it.
Owen says Blakemore, Tennessee Beauty, Premier and Robinson
are good varieties that perform well in Illinois home gardens. However,
If red stele disease is a problem In your area, order a resistant va-
riety like Sparkle or Temple.
Everbearers are also popular in Illinois. Some good varie-
ties for home gardens are Gem, Superfection and Red Rich.
Where to plant? Owen says part of the garden is fine, but
stay away from newly worked sod. White grubs live in sod and can wipe
out your strawberry bed. Work the land at least two years before plant-
ing berries.
The planting system you choose will determine how many plants
to order. Two common methods of planting are the matted row and hill
systems.
In the matted row, plants are spaced two feet apart in rows
four feet wide. Let the plants runner, and set runner plants so that
you'll have l8-lnch rows at the end of the first growing season.
Hill planting will probably yield more and better berries
than matted-row planting. Set the plants in three-foot rows 15 to l8
inches apart. With this system, you should remove all runners and run-
ner plants as they form.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OF FEBRUARY 20, 1956
National 4-H Club Week Set for March 3-11
National 4-H Club Week, when more than two million young peo-
ple all over the country will start making their plans for the coming
year, will be held from March 3 through 11.
In Illinois the more than 65,000 4-H'ers will make use of
their special week to evaluate last year's achievements and organize
active membership campaigns to enroll other young people in their clubs.
Miss Anna Searl and E. I. Pilchard, state leaders of home
economics and agricultural 4-H Clubs respectively, emphasize that
through 4-H Club work rural and urban young people are taught scientif-
ic farming and homemaking. This instruction is coupled with "on-the-
job" training under the guidance of local volunteer club leaders in
their home communities.
Eldon Rebhorn, Oswego 4-H Club member, will be one of six
outstanding members from all parts of the United States to spend Na-
tional Club Week in Washington, D.C., giving a "Report to the Nation."
The group will visit the White House and meet with members of Congress,
government officials and other national leaders to tell about 4-H ac-
complishments of the past year and about plans for 1956.
4-H Club members carry on a wide variety of projects in farm-
ing, homemaking, community service and other activities. Miss Searl and
Pilchard point out. They raise livestock and poultry, grow gardens and
field crops, conserve the soil, make their clothing, prepare and pre-
serve foods and improve their homes. Character development and good
citizenship are two of their most important goals.
Theme for 1956 Club Week is "Improving Family and Community
Living." In addition to their project work, all of these young people
will team up this year to work together for better farms, better homes,
better schools and churches in their own communities.
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Farm News
DIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE EXTENSION SERVICE
FOR RELEASE WEEK OF FEBRUARY 27, 1956
Use Your Head to Save Your Back
Professional weight lifters, who sometimes lift as much as
half a ton, will tell you that such a feat requires more than muscle.
Plenty of know-how is needed too.
Next time you're doing any lifting, keep a few simple prac-
tices in mind, says 0. L. Hogsett, extension safety specialist at the
University of Illinois College of Agriculture.
Size up the job--if it's too big, get someone to help you.
Wear glove3--they '11 protect your hands from slivers and
jagged edges.
Check the direction in which you are going to see that it is
clear.
Crouch close to the load, get a good solid footing and a good
grip and let your legs do the work.
Lift slowly and steadily. Sudden jerks or twisting can
wrench or sprain your back.
Using a truck or hoist to lift heavy loads isn't a sign of
laziness; you are just using your head to save your back.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OF FEBRUARY 27, 1956
Large and Small Flocks Can Be Successful
Results of the 1955 Illinois Sheep Production Contest spon-
sored by the Extension Service of the University of Illinois College
of Agriculture show that growers can produce large flocks as success-
fully as smaller flocks.
Top flock among those numbering 75 or more head had 70 breed-
ing ewes that produced an average of 10 2/3 pounds of wool and 1^5
pounds of lamb per ewe, according to D. E. Walker, extension livestock
specialist at the college.
This best flock had a combined score of 177 points in the
system that allowed three points for each pound of wool produced and
one point for each pound of lamb.
In flocks numbering from 25 to 75 head, the top flock had
27 breeding ewes that produced an average of 9 pounds of wool and l48
pounds of lamb for a combined score of 175, Walker says. Best flocks
in the two other groups of one to 10 and 11 to 25 head scored 167 and
182 respectively.
A survey of all records submitted in the contest shows that
there was no difference in the average production of various-sized
flocks. Good management paid off, no matter what size the flock was,
in all areas scattered from Winnebago to Massac counties.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OF FEBRUARY 27, 1956
Be Prepared When the Power Falls
Don't he In the dark when the lights go out.
Electricity has become almost the life-blood of many an Illi-
nois farm. Even brief interruption of electric service can cause in-
convenience and possibly economic loss as well.
So it's important to know what to do if such things as storms
or falling trees interrupt your service.
F. W. Andrew^ agricultural engineer at the University of Il-
linois College of Agriculture, offers some tips on what to do in case
the power fails. Rural Electrification Leaflet 13, "Operating Electri-
cal Equipment During a Power Outage," which contains these tips, is
yours if you'll write to the Agricultural Engineering Department at the
University and request it.
In the leaflet Andrew tells how to operate chick and pig
brooders, automatic furnaces, water systems and other electric-powered
equipment in case the power falls.
Tractor, truck, car, lawn mower and garden tractor engines
can be called in to pinch-hit for electric power in emergencies, says
Andrew.
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Farm News
IIIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE EXTENSION SERVICE
FOR RELEASE WEEK OP MARCH 5, 1956
Set Junior Chicken Deadline for April 1
Entries in the 1956 Illinois Junior Chicken of Tomorrow con-
test must be in the mall by midnight on April 1.
Get your entry blank from your county farm adviser, vo-ag
teacher or the College of Agriculture, Urbana. Fill it out and mail
It to Clarence Ems, Poultry Division, State Department of Agriculture,
Springfield.
An entry will consist of 100 straight -run or 50 cockerel
chicks of one breed, strain or cross. You can have more than one
entry so long as each is of a different breed, strain or cross.
As soon as your entry is received, wing bands and a hatching
certificate will be sent to your hatcheryman. Birds must be banded as
day-old chicks and must be hatched on April 16, 17, l8 or 19.
Contestants will deliver 10 live banded cockerels to Armour
Creameries, Lincoln, Illinois, between 8:00 a.m. and 2:00 p.m. C.D.T.
on June 20. The entries will bj judged on June 22. Judges will be
Vern Almqulst, Armour Creameries, Chicago, and Don Bray, extension
[poultry specialist. University of Illinois College of Agriculture.
Awards will be furnished by the Illinois Poultry Improvement
Association.
Last year's winners were Sam McClure, Assumption, first place,
and Molly Yost, Greenview, second.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP MARCH 5, 1956
Operation Will Help Urinary Calculi and Hardware Disease
An operation by a veterinarian can often cure the fairly com-
mon cattle ailments of hardware disease and urinary calculi (stones in
the urinary tract), says Dr. Denzll E. Dees of the University of Illi-
nois College of Veterinary Medicine.
Hardware disease, found most often in mature dairy cows, may
occur when a cow swallows a sharp metal object like a nail or a piece
of wire. The object may penetrate the stomach walls and sometimes work
its way to the animal's heart.
Affected cows go off feed and are reluctant to move. The
back may be arched, and the breathing Is short and shallow. If you
suspect that a cow has "hardware" in her stomach, stand her with the
front feet higher than the hind feet until a veterinarian examines her.
Recovery without treatment is rare, but an operation to re-
move the object will often save an animal.
Urinary calculi Is the formation of stones in the urinary
tract. You'll find it most frequently In feedlot steers.
The cause of this trouble is not well understood, but a low
|water Intake such as may occur in winter, a mineral imbalance in the
iration and a deficiency of vitamin A appear to be contributing factors.
j
Affected animals appear stiff, pot bellied and reluctant to
move. They make frequent unsuccessful attempts to urinate.
A veterinarian may be able to remove the stones In an opera-
tion that is not dangerous to the animal.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OF MARCH 5, 1956
Svlne Growers to Hear Tips on Higher Profits
Mark Thursday, March 29, as the date to visit the University
of Illinois College of Agriculture, Urbana, to learn about new prac-
tices In swine production. That's the date selected for the 1956 Il-
linois Swine Growers' Day.
S. ¥. Terrlll, head of the swine division, says this year's
program is planned to help swine raisers increase their profits.
Tours of the University farm will begin at 8:00 a.m. The
tour will give early visitors an opportunity to see research in progress.
Swine specialists will give special reports in the morning
and afternoon programs held in the University auditorium. These ses-
sions will provide swine farmers with the latest Information on feed-
ing and management
.
A. H. Jensen, swine specialist at the college, will begin
the program in the University auditorium at 10:30 a.m. He will report
on the latest developments in early weaning.
Swine raisers, Terrlll says, can now get vitamins, antibio-
tics and unidentified factors for mixing their own rations. He will
have information for farmers who are interested In mixing complete ra-
t ions
.
L. E. Boley, professor of veterinary medicine, will report
on swine diseases and parasites. His talk will Include leptospirosis,
atrophic rhinitis, worming compounds, baby pig scours and swine ery-
sipelas.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP MARCH 5, 1956
Swine Day - 2
R. L. Coppersmith, extension livestock marketing specialist,
will start the afternoon program by discussing the need for marketing
quality pork. He says the housewife now has a wide variety of high-
quality products to choose from, and these products are being priced
by consumer demand. Producing higher quality meat -type hogs will be
one way to regain consumer preference for pork.
J. Marion Steddom, Granger, Iowa, and John P. Lasley of the
animal husbandry department. University of Missouri, will appear as
the featured speakers of Swine Day.
Lasley will discuss breeding methods for producing a more
desirable type of hog. He has been working with various linecross com-
binations to produce a strain that will Include both productivity and
meat -type quality.
Steddom, president of the Iowa Swine Producers Association,
who was a member of the 1955 delegation to Russia, will give his views
concerning Russian agriculture.
Equipment and exhibits will be on display at the Stock Pavil-
ion. Companies manufacturing swine equipment will set up exhibits, and
members of the College of Agriculture will arrange displays to demon-
strate the proper use of swine equipment.
This year Swine Day visitors will enjoy a barbecued pork chop
luncheon served by the Hoof and Horn Chapter of the National Block and
j Bridle Club. This club is made up of students in the College of Agri-
culture who are interested in livestock and livestock production.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP MARCH 5, 1956
Test Two New Vegetable Soybean Varieties
Two new vegetable-type soybeans, developed through state-
federal cooperative research, are announced by Iowa State College and
the U. S. Department of Agriculture.
Seed of these two edible soybean varieties, named Kim and
Kanrlch, has been supplied to commercial seed and canning companies
for testing during 1956. They will gradually become available to the
home gardener and to food canners and freezers through regular seed
sources following further seed Increase. Neither Iowa State College
nor the U. S. Department of Agriculture has seed of these varieties
for distribution to gardeners.
Growers of field-type soybeans are cautioned not to switch
to either of these new vegetable soybeans unless they have a market
connection with a seed concern or food canning or freezing company.
Kim and Kanrlch, the result of more than 10 years of breed-
ing research, are strikingly superior to their predecessors. Kim grows
an average of 15 Inches taller than Sac, its vegetable-soybean parent,
and has averaged nearly 14 bushels more beans per acre. Pods of the
new variety shatter very little after ripening (Sac shatters badly),
and its beans are better tasting. Kanrlch shows similar improvement
over its edible soybean parent, Kanro . A field variety, Richland, is
a parent of both new varieties.
The new soybeans are highly nutritious and can be used as a
green or fresh-frozen vegetable when harvested before they mature. As
mature dry beans, they can be baked or used in soups.
The two new varieties are generally adapted to the same area
as the field soybean Hawkeye--the North Central and Middle Atlantic re-
gions. Planted in May, green beans of Kim and Kanrlch are ready for
harvest in late August or early September.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP MARCH 5, 1956
Future Looks Good for Farm Woodlots
Newspapers are currently faced with a critical newsprint
shortage. This shortage is an example of the ever-increasing demand
for forest products.
Will Illinois farmers be able to supple wood pulp for news-
print to keep the presses running in the future?
The answer is no. There are no newsprint mills near by. But
farmers will be able to supply other wood-using industries whose de-
mands are also increasing.
J. N. Spaeth, head of the forestry department at the Univer-
sity of Illinois College of Agriculture, says Illinois farmers must
play a big role in future production of forest products. Since farmers
own one-third of all the timber land in the continental United States,
farm woodlots will be an increasingly important source of wood products
in coming years
.
Spaeth says we have enough timber land to meet future needs
if this land is properly managed.
For the three million acres of farm woodlands in Illinois,
this means harvesting properly and preventing fire, grazing, insects
and diseases. Spaeth says Illinois farmers could double or even tre-
ble the production of their woodlands in future years with wise manage-
ment
.
'
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Farm News
NIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE EXTENSION SERVICE
FOR RELEASE WEEK OP MARCH 12, 1956
Tornado "Season" Is on the Way
Tornadoes, the most violent and spectacular storms produced
by nature, are a menace to life and property, says 0. L. Hogsett , ex-
tension safety specialist at the University of Illinois College of
Agriculture.
The zone of maximum frequency lies between the Rockies and
the Atlantic. The "season" starts around the first of the year and
lasts until late September.
Knowing what to do when you see a tornado may mean the dif-
ference between life and death. Here are a few suggestions from the
Illinois Rural Safety Council:
Keep calm. It will not help to get excited. Tornadoes us-
ually move in a northeasterly direction at 25 to 40 miles an hour. If
one is coming toward you, move at right angles to its path. If there
isn't time to escape, lie flat on the ground, facing down, in the near-
est ditch or ravine. If possible, get into a culvert.
If you are at home and you don't have a cyclone cellar, the
southwest corner of the basement usually offers the greatest safety.
If time permits, shut off electricity and heating appliances. To re-
duce damage to the building, open doors and windows on the north and
east sides of the house.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OF MARCH 12, 1956
I
Cows Need Rest After Each Lactation
B Dairy cows are hard workers and need vacations too.
R. E. Brown, dairy scientist at the University of Illinois
College of Agriculture, says experiments show that cows dried off six
to eight weeks before freshening will give more milk during the next
lactation period.
The rest between drying up and the next calf gives a cow a
chance to build a reserve of nutrients in her body for the first few
weeks after calving. She can't eat enough then to meet the heavy de-
mands of both maintenance and milk production.
t
Rate of feeding during the dry period will depend on each
cow's condition when she is dried off. Brown says. Peed thin cows all
the roughage they will eat plus five or six pounds of grain dally.
You can feed less than this amount of grain to cows that are in good
condition at the start of the dry period.
Fattening rations that are high in digestible carbohydrates
are best to feed to build body fat. Cows will not store much protein
for future use, so you don't need to feed a high-protein concentrate
at this time. A mixture of farm grains containing 1^ percent salt and
1 percent bonemeal or dicalcium phosphate is good enough.
Pasture in season makes excellent feed for dry cows. Add
grain to fatten them, the amount depending on pasture growth and their
condition.
-30-
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OF MARCH 12 ^ 1956
College to Welcome Foreign Trainees
The University of Illinois College of Agriculture opened its
doors to six foreign trainees March 11-17
.
The trainees have been studying agricultural information
methods in the United States since last August 5. At Urbana the group
will take part in a short course on agricultural information campaigns.
The trainees, brought here by the International Cooperation
Administration J have visited the U. s. Department of Agriculture in
Washington, D. C, and two other land-grant colleges, the University
of Wisconsin and the University of Minnesota.
In the group are two men from the Philippines, two men from
Korea, a man from Thailand and a woman from Peru.
After concluding their study at Illinois, the group will go
back to Washington and then will return to their home countries.
Tuesday morning, March 13, the trainees will hear orienta-
tion talks by R. C. Ross, associate dean. College of Agriculture; W. D.
Murphy, agricultural extension specialist; and Hadley Read, agricultural
extension editor.
I
On Tuesday afternoon and Wednesday morning, the program will
i
,
consist of conferences with extension specialists to study campaign de-
velopment from the standpoint of different subject-matter fields.
On Wednesday afternoon they will see an exhibit and discuss
the legume-grass campaign recently conducted by the college.
On Thursday, they will practice planning and developing cam-
paigns, and on Friday they plan to examine and study the Piatt County
Million-Dollar Club (legume-grass campaign).
-30-
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OF MARCH 12, 1956
Buy Pullorum-Clean and Typhoid-Clean Chicks
If you buy chicks this spring, you'll get a bonus in protec-
tion against poultry disease by ordering from a hatchery that is free
of pullorum disease, because such a hatchery will also be free of fowl
typhoid.
Dr. L. E. Hanson of the University of Illinois College of
Veterinary Medicine says the national pullorum testing program now in-
cludes fowl typhoid testing. The same blood test will detect both
pullorum and typhoid reactors. Reliable hatcheries now test for both
diseases and eradicate them from breeding flocks.
These two diseases belong to a huge family of bacteria that
also cause the various paratyphoid infections.
Although extensive testing of breeding poultry flocks has
greatly reduced the prevalence of pullorum, some chicks are still sold
from untested birds. Each spring pullorum appears in some parts of
Illinois, frequently causing high death losses in young chicks.
Pullorum, fowl typhoid and the paratyphoids can all be spread
through eggs and by direct contact of healthy birds with infected birds
or with contaminated equipment and litter. Most kinds of poultry can
act as carriers if they have chronic infections.
Pullorum is noticed most in young chicks. Infected adults
may show no symptoms except perhaps decreased egg production. Symptoms
of fowl typhoid are found in both chicks and adult birds.
-more-
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP MARCH 12, 1956
Pullorum - 2
Paratyphoid-Infected birds are more difficult to detect.
Blood samples must be taken and sent to a laboratory. The disease is
most serious in turkey poults, and at present only turkeys in some
areas are tested.
No beneficial vaccines are available for these three related
diseases. A typhoid bacterin is used occasionally, but experimental
tests indicate that it fails to give good immunity.
For treatment, a drug called furazolidone appears to be
valuable and is being used more and more. Sulfonamides have also given
favorable results. Hovfever, says Dr. Hanson, none of the present drugs
will eliminate the diseases, so you should rely on prevention, not on
treatment
.
To keep these diseases out of your poultry flocks, you should:
1. Buy chicks and poults only from hatcheries that are
pullorum-typhold clean or passed.
2. Isolate young birds from all other poultry on the farm.
3. Thoroughly clean and disinfect poultry houses and equip-
ment before using them for a new batch of chicks.
If your chicks become droopy, appear chilled and have a
diarrhea, get an accurate diagnosis of the trouble as soon as possible.
A veterinarian can make the tests and advise you on the steps to take
jto cut down economic losses.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP MARCH 12, 1956
Hold Sheep Shearing Schools In April
Extension livestock specialists from the University of Illi-
nois College of Agriculture will hold their annual sheep shearing
schools starting on April 3.
Two schools are scheduled for the Dixon Springs Experiment
Station near Robbs in Pope county. The first will be held on April 3
and 4, and the second on April 5 and 6.
Deep Valley, Fiatt, Pulton county, will be the location of
the third school on April 9 and 10. The fourth school will be con-
ducted at the George Brisbin farm, Plainfield, Will county, on April 12
and 13
.
Anyone who is interested in attending one of these schools
should contact his county farm adviser, who will send his enrollment
to the college. The specialists will then send school instructions
directly to the enrollees.
Specialists H. G. Russell, G. R. Carlisle and D. E. Walker
will teach at the schools. They will furnish all equipment. Each
school will start at 9:00 a.m. on the first day and be dismissed by
3:00 p.m. the second day.
Enrollment fee will be one dollar, which will be refunded to
all who stay for both days of the school.
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Farm News
IIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE EXTENSION SERVICE
FOR RELEASE WEEK OP MARCH 19, 1956
Sell Cull Dairy Cows This Spring
If you are holding unprofitable dairy cows until the beef
market goes up, remember that prices of lower grades of beef are usu-
ally higher in the spring than in the fall.
J. G. Cash, extension dairy specialist at the University of
Illinois College of Agriculture, says the outlook for neither prices
of lower grades of beef nor prices of dairy products appears to war-
rant holding unprofitable dairy cows.
In addition. Cash points out, selling unprofitable cows will
increase your net dairy earnings and will also take surplus milk off
the market
.
On most Illinois farms it will pay to cull, as unprofitable,
cows of the higher testing breeds that produce less than 5,000 pounds
of milk a year and cows of the lower testing breeds that produce less
than 7,500 pounds.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OF xMARCH 19, 1956
Swine Growers Day^ March 29
Swine Growers Day on Thursday, March 29, places the Univer-
sity of Illinois in the spotlight of the swine Industry. All swine
growers are Invited to attend and will find "open house" at the Urbana
campus J says S. W. Terrill, head of the swine division.
A noontime highlight will be an open-pit pork chop barbecue
at the University Stock Pavilion. This event is being planned by the
Hoof and Horn Club of the College of Agriculture.
Breeding and feeding for quality pork will be the main topics
of discussion at both morning and afternoon sessions at the auditorium.
R. L. Coppersmith, extension livestock marketing specialist,
who is an afternoon speaker on the Swine Day program, says that farmers
must be more conscious of the need to produce a higher quality meat-
type product
.
The USDA has shown that the percent of the consumer's dollar
spent for pork decreased from 3*0 cents in 19^7 to 1.9 cents in 1955,
while beef has remained steady. Coppersmith points out that marketing
quality pork may be the answer to regaining consumer preference.
After the formal program, Swine Day visitors will be able to
view machinery and equipment exhibits being planned by commercial com-
panies and University swine specialists.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP MARCH 19, 1956
Protect Dairy Cows From Udder Injuries
Mastitis Is such a common problem In dairy cows that some
dairy farmers regard it as simply a calculated risk in their business.
But calculated prevention will remove much of this risk, says a Univer-
sity of Illinois veterinarian.
Dr. H. J. Hardenbrook of the College of Veterinary Medicine
stresses one broad idea that will help in preventing this disease: pro-
tect your cows from udder injuries.
Short stalls, poor bedding, frost bite and running and slip-
ping in muddy yards and lanes may cause injuries. But most important
is proper use of the milking machine. Milking should be done as fast
as possible. The machine must be operating properly, and it must be
removed as soon as the cow's udder is empty.
Also, it ' 3 a good idea to wash the teats and udder before
milking and to dip them in a quick-drying antiseptic, such as rubbing
alcohol, after milking.
Here are two other suggestions from Dr. Hardenbrook: Set up a
milking rotation, milking first those cows that are mastitis-free, second
I those that are suspected of having had the disease and last those that
have had it. Check up on each cow daily by using a strip cup to see if
I there are flakes in the milk that Indicate Infection.
If you run into such problems as mastitis, regardless of pre-
ventive measures, veterinary diagnosis and treatment are necessary.
Dr. Hardenbrook warns that, while modern antibiotics are effective in
'curing the disease, you can't depend on them entirely to get the dis-
ease out of your herd and keep it out
.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OF MARCH 19, 1956
Attend Lelsurecraft Camp A pril 23-28
Deadline for reservations is April 15 for the 100 people who
attend the annual Lelsurecraft and Counseling Camp at the State 4-H
Memorial Camp near Monticello.
E. H. Regnier, extension recreatlonist at the University of
Illinois College of Agriculture and member of the planning group, says
that the $25 camp fee will admit both husband and wife.
Everyone who wishes to share in the exchange of ideas about
family and community recreation and living is Invited to attend, Regnier
says. The program will examine what has worked for teen centers, golden-
agers, church camps, 4-H camps, daily vacation Bible or church schools,
PTA, homemaker groups, farmer organizations and neighborhood or com-
munity clubs.
Campers will have a chance to share activities in such areas
as music, crafts, art, party program planning and participation, natur-
alist activity and outdoor programs. Resource people will be assigned
to assist the campers in areas in which they wish help.
Counselors will include Dr. Harry Edgren, George Williams
College, Chicago, chief counselor; Ray Olson, Chicago, square and folk
i dance caller and director; Gerald Smith, Evanston, group singing and
music leadership; and Walter Johnson, Lowell Anderson and Don Frith,
University of Illinois arts and crafts.
For more information about the camp, write to Fred Blackburn,
^-H camp business manager, Monticello, or directly to the College of
Agriculture, Urbana
.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OF MARCH 19, 1956
Don't Be a Farm Accident Statistic This Year
What Is an unnecessary statistic? Here's an example: l4,500
farm people In the U.S. died accidental deaths last year.
Here we are three months Into 1956, and what have you done
today to make your farm and home a safer place In which to live? asks
0. L. Hogsett, University of Illinois extension safety specialist.
During the year of 195^> about a million and one quarter
other people suffered loss-of-tlme injuries. That is another good
reason why we must concentrate on safety more than ever this year.
Rememher that, in addition to the loss of life and physical suffering,
victims of serious farm accidents cannot do their part in producing
needed food and fiber.
More workers are accidentally killed in farm work than in
any other major Industry. Agriculture, of course, has the largest num-
ber of workers. But the accidental death rate on farms is about three
times as high as the rate for workers in industrial plants where safety
precautions are more rigidly observed.
Can you afford to be lax in your safety precautions? Do you
want to be an accident statistic this year?
i
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NIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE EXTENSION SERVICE
FOR RELEASE WEEK OF MARCH 26, 1956
Use Care In Handling Gasoline
There's a lot more to filling a tractor--and doing it safely-'
than just pouring in the fuel, says 0. L. Hogsett , extension safety
specialist at the University of Illinois College of Agriculture.
Whenever gasoline comes into contact with air, highly explo-
sive vapors are formed. A pint of gasoline mixed with air has the
power of nearly 11 pounds of dynamite. Handling gasoline carelessly--
overfilling the tank or spilling the fuel--increase3 the chances of a
dangerous and costly explosion and fire.
Gasoline vapors are three times heavier than air, and they
are invisible. This makes it important to have your tanks outside of
buildings so that fumes cannot collect in large quantities.
Always shut off your tractor engine before fueling, and take
special care not to overfill the tank. If you do spill gasoline on
the tractor, wait at least 10 minutes before starting the engine so
that the gasoline will have time to evaporate.
Why let things burn that you worked so hard to earn?
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP MARCH 26, 1956
Feed Dairy Heifers Plenty of Good Roughage
If your dairy heifers are to be large and have the capacity
to eat lots of roughage and produce lots of milk by the time they
freshen^ you must keep them growing rapidly and continuously. To do
that, you will need to feed them well.
The most important thing in feeding dairy heifers is to give
them lots of good-quality roughage, says G. W. Harpestad, extension
dairy specialist at the University of Illinois College of Agriculture.
Good-quality mixed or legume hay and corn or grass silage is your
cheapest source of total digestible nutrients. It will also furnish
most of the protein, minerals and vitamins heifers need for rapid
growth.
To keep your heifers growing at the maximum rate, you will
need to balance the ration with some gra^in. From the time they are
one year old until freshening, feeding two or three pounds per day of
the same grain mixture the milking herd gets should keep them growing
at a satisfactory rate.
Pasture is the cheapest source of nutrients for dairy heifers
during the summer. You can put them on pasture at six months of age,
but you should supplement the pasture feeding with hay or silage until
I they are a year old. A pasture near the barn where you can feed hay
and grain is a good setup.
After heifers are a year old, they will grow well on pasture
1
alone if it is good quality. If it is poor, you will need to supple-
ment it with hay and some grain.
-30-
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP MARCH 26, 1956
Offer U.I, Scholarships on April 28
High school seniors and graduates In each county will write
competitive examinations for tuition scholarships to the University of
Illinois on Saturday, April 28.
C. D. Smith, assistant dean of the College of Agriculture at
the University, says you do not have to apply In advance to write this
examination. All you have to do Is contact the county superintendent
of schools In your county. He will give the examination on April 28.
Dean Smith says each county in Illinois has two full tuition
scholarships to award each year: one in agriculture and one in home
economics. Each covers tuition for the regular four-year course in
the College of Agriculture.
Tuition next year will be $65 a semester, or $130 a year,
plus $32.50 for summer school. Total value of each scholarship is
therefore $617.50 if used for eight semesters and three sessions of
summer school.
In addition, each county has one general county scholarship
and scholarships for children of veterans, usable in any college in
the University. They are awarded on the basis of the same competitive
examination as the agriculture and home economics scholarships. If you
are eligible, you can become a candidate for more than one of these
scholarships by checking the appropriate square on the information
' blank that you fill in before you write the examination.
j
Tuition scholarships will be awarded to the persons making
the highest grades among those writing the examination, in each county,
Dean Smith says. For full information, see your county superintendent
I
of schools
.
J
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OF MARCH 26, 1956
Advocate Hog and Cattle Brucellosis Study
Research to find out what effect brucellosis in hogs may have
on the brucellosis (Bang's disease) eradication program in cattle was
recommended recently by the National Brucellosis Committee, reports a
University of Illinois veterinarian.
Dr. H. S. Bryan of the College of Veterinary Medicine, who
attended this meeting, explains that brucellosis may have to be eradi-
cated in swine before it can be completely controlled in cattla Cattle
may get the hog type of brucellosis when they contact infected swine.
At present the national level of brucellosis in cattle is 1.1
percent if all cattle that are given either blood tests or milk ring
tests are included. All states are now eligible for federal aid in
eradicating the disease. More than half of the states have set dates
in i960 or earlier as deadlines for control.
A state that has less than one percent of infection gets a
I modified brucellosis-free rating. However, as long as even just one
'percent of infection remains, there is danger that the disease may get
out of control again. Dr. Bryan says.
Also recommended at the committee meeting was continued re-
search to improve blood tests, milk ring tests and vaccinations now
used in the eradication campaign.
Other points emphasized in subcommittee reports were the need
or more veterinarians to work in the program, the value of calfhood
vaccination against brucellosis and the need for uniform regulations
governing interstate movement of cattle.
1
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OF MARCH 26, 1956
McHenry County Farm Adviser to India
¥. H. (Bill) Tammeus has pulled up the roots established In
11 years of farm advising In McHenry county and headed for India.
Bill, his wife and four children boarded a plane for India
in Chicago on March 7. For the next two years he will train Indian
agricultural college graduates In extension methods.
Tammeus Is the second agricultural expert to go to India un-
der a new two-year "self-help" program designed to help that country
Improve Its agriculture. The mission Is financed by the International
Cooperation Administration and Is under the guidance of the University
of Illinois College of Agriculture. The college Is looking for six
more specialists to assist in carrying out the program, called the
Indo-Institutlonal Agricultural Program.
H. ¥. (Hank) Hannah, associate dean of the college, has been
active in the program since October, when he went to India. Hannah and
Tammeus were close friends in their undergraduate days at the Univer-
sity. Hannah made a special request that Tammeus be given leave from
his county extension duties to accept the Indian post.
Tammeus has been McHenry county farm idviser since 19^^. As-
sistant Farm Adviser Gene Brown will fill in for him during his absence.
{
The Tammeus children are Karen, 16; Barbara, 12; Bllly^ 10;
and Mary, 8. The family will travel through San Francisco, Honolulu,
Tokyo, Hong Kong, Bangkok, Calcutta and New Delhi before reaching their
new station at the Allahabad Agricultural Institute.
I Tammeus will travel in four states in North Central India,
.consulting with agricultural leaders and training them in various
'jPhases of extension work.
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Farm News
DIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE EXTENSION SERVICE
FOR RELEASE WEEK OF APRIL 2, 1956
New Insecticides Help Gardeners
Three new Insecticides now make it possible for the home
gardener to control many soil-borne insects.
Aldrin, dieldrin and heptachlor can be applied to the soil
and disked under before planting time.
J. M. Wright, entomologist with the Illinois State Natural
History Survey, says aldrin is the chemical that is most commonly used
in controlling such pests as wireworms, white grubs, some cutworms,
corn rootworms, seed corn beetles, seed corn maggots, cabbage maggots
on radishes and turnips, and onion maggots.
A good way to apply the Insecticide is to mix it with ferti-
lizer. Yields of many crops have been greatly increased and quality
has been improved by treating the soil in this way, Wright says.
Soil treatment has even shown promise for controlling such
foliage feeders as cucumber beetles and onion thrips.
-30-
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OF APRIL 2, 1956
Report Progress on Brucellosis Eradication
More than half of the states in the nation have set dates in
i960 or sooner as deadlines for controlling brucellosis (Bang's disease)
in cattle, reports a University of Illinois veterinarian who attended
a meeting of the National Brucellosis Committee.
Dr. H. S. Bryan of the College of Veterinary Medicine says
all states are now qualified to participate in the accelerated eradi-
cation program backed by the federal government. The program provides
state and federal funds for farmers who send brucellosis-infected cat-
tle to slaughter.
Most states now aim at a modified brucellosis-free status in
which the number of infected cows is one percent or less of the total
number tested. On a national scale, if all cattle given either the
blood test or milk ring test are counted, the level of infection is
now 1.1 percent
.
One national committee report noted that attaining a modified
brucellosis-free status is only the first phase In the over-all eradi-
cation program. As long as there is even one percent infection, the
danger of spread and increase of the disease remains.
Another report said calfhood vaccination should be carried
on at the highest possible level in all states. The lowest percentage
of brucellosis occurs in areas that have the highest percentage of
calfhood vaccination. Brucellosis abortion storms are rare now, ap-
parently because of Increased vaccinations.
In Illinois, July 1, 1957^ Is the deadline for all owners of
beef breeding and dairy cattle to be enrolled in eradication plans.
-30-
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OF APRIL 2, 1956
Wood Residues Can Help Soil Hold Water
Your soil can hold more water If you add wood residues to It.
That's one of the ways, too, that you can use products left In
the woods or at the sawmill or planing mill that are usually wasted.
These residues amount to one-third, and sometimes as much as two-thirds,
of the volume of the tree.
W. F. Bulkley, extension forester at the University of Illi-
nois College of Agriculture, lists three uses for wood residues: as a
soil conditioner, as bedding for livestock and litter for poultry and
as mulch for fruit trees, shrubs and other plants.
Such wood residues as sawdust, shavings and chips add humus
to the soil, Bulkley explains. Humus is organic matter that can greatly
improve the soil's crop-growing ability. On heavy clay soils, the wood
residues help aeration. The wood residues also Increase your soil's
water-holding capacity.
The wood shavings, sawdust or chips can't be considered fer-
tilizer. Bulkley estimates that a ton of sawdust would be worth about
$1.00 as fertilizer.
Acids in the wood material are changed into harmless chemi-
cals by organisms in the soil and are leached off by rainfall. You
will usually need nitrogen on the soil where you apply the wood resi-
dues if you crop the field the first year after application. The rate
would be about one poimd of nitrogen for each 100 pounds of sawdust.
Wood residues will benefit your garden plants where water-
holding capacity and Improved tilth of the soil are needed. A three-
inch layer of mulch will reduce the number of weeds.
Wood residue mulches also reduce the surface soil tempera-
tures, allowing for better root development, which can mean more garden
produce
.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OF APRIL 2, 1956
Award Danforth Scholarships to Two ^-H'ers
Bernlece Aden, 20, St. Joseph, Champaign county, and James L.
Mueller, 20, Taylor Ridge, Rock Island county, are the Illinois 4-H'ers
to win Danforth Gamp scholarships this year.
These two outstanding Illinois 4-H Club members will spend
two weeks in leadership training and outdoor life next August at the
American Youth Foundation Leadership Training Camp at Camp Miniwanca
on Lake Michigan near Shelby, Michigan.
The Danforth Foundation sponsors this award. The Foundation
is a private family fund started by the late William H. Danforth, for
many years chairman of the board of the Ralston Purina Company, St.
Louis. The scholarship covers the cost of the two-week camping period.
Bernlece and James were selected by the state 4-H Club staff
at the University of Illinois College of Agriculture to represent the
more than 65,000 Illinois 4-H members on the basis of their 4-H leader-
ship and activities, scholarship and character.
Bernlece has been in club work for 10 years. Her projects
include 12 units of clothing and 17 garments, seven units of leisure-
hour activity and 106 articles, 27 units of foods and 784 products, and
three units of room improvement and 31 articles. She has been a dele-
gate to State Junior Leadership Conference and served seven years as a
junior club leader. She was also a winner of the Chicago trip spon-
sored by the C. & E. I. Railroad.
James, also a 10-year club member is a sophomore at the Uni-
versity of Illinois College of Agriculture. His 4-H projects have in-
cluded swine, beef, poultry, crops, party-a-month, handicrafts and out-
door meals. He has attended Junior Leadership Conference, been a junior
club leader for five years and attended National 4-H Club Congress as a
national winner in the Rural Arts and Recreation awards contest.
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Clean Up Before Busy Farm Season Starts
Before the busy spring seasons starts, clean up the hazards
that have accumulated around your farm this past winter.
Every farm family should plan a "spring cleanup" all around
the farm, says 0. L. Hogsett, extension safety specialist at the Uni-
versity of Illinois College of Agriculture.
"A place for everything and everything in its place," is a
good safety slogan. Disorder around the farm and home is responsible
for hospitalizing one out of every five accident victims.
Check your farm shop. Make sure that tools are in good re-
pair and in their right places. Remove the accumulation of scrap
metals and debris and trash, such as paper, packing boxes and boards,
that are fire hazards and ideal hiding places for rats.
At this season many barns have become cluttered with things
used during the winter. With the coming of spring it is important to
find suitable locations or storage space for feed, tools and other
equipment to keep alleyways and work areas clear. A little cleanup
now not only will provide a healthful environment, but will help to
save time and manpower throughout the coming farming season.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OF APRIL 2, 1956
Open Pilchard Memorial Fund In 4-H Foundation
A memorial fund has been established In the Illinois 4-H
Foundation In memory of E. I. Pilchard^ state leader of agricultural
4-H Clubs since 1923 > who died Monday morning, March 26, at his home
In Champaign.
Members of the Pilchard family suggest that friends who wish
to do so many contribute to this new Foundation fund or to the Illi-
nois Heart Association.
The Illinois 4-H Foundation Is a not-for-profit corporation
to promote and aid the 4-H Club program. It Is designed to receive
gifts In support of long-range 4-H goals rather than Individual spe-
cific projects. Gifts to the Foundation are deductible on Income tax
reports.
Pilchard was actively Interested In the organization and
work of the 4-H Foundation and was a member of the board of directors
at the time of his death.
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DIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE EXTENSION SERVICE
FOR RELEASE WEEK OF APRIL 9, 1956
Select a Good Calf for Junior Dairy Project
Choose a calf for your 4-H or F.F.A. dairy project that will
make a profitable dairy cow and a good foundation animal. You will be
repaid well for the time you spend to make a careful selection.
Leo Fryman, extension dairy specialist at the University of
Illinois College of Agriculture, says that your chances of getting a
good calf will be high if you pick a good individual that has good an-
cestry.
Buy a calf that was sired by a proved bull or a son of a
proved bull. Make sure the dam has a record of at least 400 pounds of
butterfat on twice-a-day milking under average farm conditions.
Check the dam's udder to see that it is well attached and of
good quality. The dam should also be well balanced, open in conforma-
tion, have a roomy digestive system and come from a family of good in-
dividuals with good udders.
Be careful to get a calf that has not been exposed to disease.
You can guard against tuberculosis and brucellosis by buying from a
herd that is free from these diseases and by buying on condition that
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP APRIL 9, 1956
Select a Good Calf for Junior Dairy Project - 2
the calf will pass a 30- to 90-day retest. If you should happen to
get an animal from a herd that is infected with brucellosis, have it
vaccinated between four and eight months of age.
Buy the breed of calf you like best or the one that is most
numerous in your community. Your farm adviser, the vocational agricul-
ture teacher or a reliable local dairy cattle breeder may be able to
help you select a calf you will be proud to own.
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2,000 Hog Producers Attend Swine Day Program
You can tell more about when to wean pigs by their weight and
condition than by their age.
In most cases, don't wean pigs before they weigh 10 pounds,
A. L, Jensen, swine staff member at the University of Illinois College
of Agriculture, told an audience of more than 2,000 Illinois swine pro-
ducers at the Annual Swine Day program .^
Taking pigs away from the sow removes a source of both food
and warmth for them, Jensen emphasized. The smaller they are when you
wean them, the more care you'll need to give them.
S. V[. Terrill, head of the college's swine division, suggested
that producers would need a supply of grain and supplements, along with
good equipment, before deciding to grind and mix their own swine ra-
tions at home. They would also need a good feed formula to help pigs
grow fast.
One of the simplest ways to feed a complete ration to hogs is
to mix groiind grain with a good commercial drylot or pasture supplement,
Terrill said.
Other speakers Included H. D. Hutchinson and R. L. Copper-
smith of the College of Agriculture staff; Dr. L. E. Boley, College of
Veterinary Medicine; J. P. Lasley, Animal Husbandry Department, Univer-
sity of Missouri; and J. M. Steddom, president of the Iowa Swine Pro-
ducers Association, who was one of the delegation of farmers going to
Russia last summer.
A pork-chop barbecue was a feature of the noon luncheon in
the livestock pavilion at the University.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP APRIL 9, 1956
Be a Tree Farmer
You can be a tree farmer. If you have woodland, a forest
plantation or farm land that you plan to reforest, you can become a
member of the American Tree Farm system, reports J. N. Spaeth, head of
the Department of Forestry at the University of Illinois College of
Agriculture.
American Tree Farmers are owners of private, tax-paying for-
est land. They dedicate the land to growing and harvesting repeated
forest crops.
Last year Illinois became the 39th state in the system. To-
day diamond- shaped all-weather green signs identify 26 Illinois tree
farms in 21 counties.
It's easy to become a member if you have more than 10 acres
of native timber on your farm or three or more acres of planted wood-
land. You'll have to show that you've managed the timber properly and
intend to make profitable use of it
.
Spaeth says membership would Identify you with thousands of
others throughout the country who own 38 million acres of certified
tree farms
.
Tree farmers have the chance to produce a crop that is not
likely to face the threat of surplus in the future. A temporary slump
in economic conditions merely means delayed harvesting for the tree
farmer. There are no storage costs in tree farming. Even mature trees
can store wood on the stump for many years without serious loss.
How can you become a member? There's no expense in the way
of dues or other costs. You'll find an application form in a circular.
"How You Can Become an Illinois Tree Farmer." You can get the circular
from Spaeth, your farm adviser, state district forester or the State
Division of Forestry, Springfield.
-30-
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OF APRIL 9, I956
Guard Puppies Against Illness
A two- to four-month-old puppy has a turrmy just about as sen-
sitive as that of a four- to five-month-old baby when it comes to di-
gestive upsets, says Dr. Lloyd C. Helper of the University of Illinois
College of Veterinary Medicine.
In general, you can feed a puppy the same type of diet and
the same amounts as you would feed a small baby.
The most common illness in puppies is diarrhea, which may be
caused by a change in diet, by overfeeding, perhaps by worms or by in-
fection with distemper, which is a common virus disease of dogs.
Unfortunately, says Dr, Helper, many people think diarrhea is
a sure sign of worms, and they treat their puppy for worms. However,
worm medicine is irritating to a young dog's intestines and may be
somewhat toxic for young puppies if used indiscriminately. Get a vet-
erinarian to make a diagnosis if you think your dog has worms.
A puppy that is infected with distemper may have diarrhea,
act depressed and show flu-like symptoms. The disease can be prevented
by vaccinating the puppy when it is two to three months old. There are
several vaccines and methods.
A hepatitis vaccine is often given simultaneously with the
distemper vaccine, but it can be given later.
In Illinois all dogs over three months old that are not con-
fined must be vaccinated against rabies each year. Dr. Helper says
this program is essential for controlling rabies in animals and human
I
beings
.
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Farm News
DIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE EXTENSION SERVICE
FOR RELEASE WEEK OF APRIL 16, 1956
Control Crabgrass and Lawn Weeds With Chemicals
Use a combination of herbicides on your lawn this spring that
will control crabgrass as well as such weeds as dandelions, plantain,
curled dock, wild onion, chickweed and henbit
.
Killing broadleaved weeds alone permits crabgrass to move in
and infest the spots where the weeds were growing, says H. R. Kemmerer,
extension landscape specialist at the University of Illinois College of
Agriculture.
Make a satisfactory spray mixture for spring control of crab-
grass and weeds from 2 gallons of water and 2 ounces or 4 tablespoons
of phenyl mercuric acetate (PMA), using any commercial product contain-
ing 10 percent PM . Add to this 1 ounce or 2 tablespoons of an amine
salt of 2,4-D {any commercial product containing 4 pounds of 2,4-D per
gallon of concentrate). Thoroughly mixed, this spray will treat 1,000
square feet of lawn area.
Repeat this treatment, omitting the 2,4-D from the mixture, at
7- to 10-day intervals until three applications have been made. The
first treatment with the PiyiA-2,4-D combination should be applied as
soon as possible after crabgrass appears and while it is still in the
two-leaf stage of growth.
Potassium cyanate at 3^ ounces or 7 tablespoons may be used to
replace PMA in the treatments described above. MCPA at the same rate of
application suggested for 2,4-D maybe used instead of 2,4-D.
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Twisted Snout Indicates Atrophic Rhinitis
If you have a pig whose nose Is pointed northeast or north-
west when the pig as a whole Is pointed north, you may have a serious
swine disease problem In your herd. That pig probably has atrophic
rhinitis
.
Dr. L. E. Boley of the University of Illinois College of Vet-
erinary Medicine says this Infectious disease Is one of the swine ail-
ments that turn up frequently In the clinical and diagnostic services
provided at the college.
Atrophic rhinitis causes shrinking of bones and decay of tis-
sues In a pig's nose. It retards growth In young hogs. There Is no
known cure, but antibiotics may help some Infected swlne to gain weight
to the point where they may be fed on a profitable basis. If the dis-
ease is mixed vrlth pneumonia, death losses may be severe.
Symptoms that precede the twisted snout are sneezing, snuff-
ling, and watery or perhaps bloody discharges from the nose. The cause
and method of spread of the disease is not clear, but it can be trans-
mitted by continuous close contact with Infected pigs.
There are three control plans:
1. Farrow your sows in Isolated lots and individual farrov:-
ing houses. Keep sows and newly fai'rowed pigs Isolated until weaning
time. Select breeding stock from those litters that show no sneezing
or coughing, and isolate them from the rest of the herd.
2. Sell all your hogsj disinfect the premises and leave them
vacant for three to four months; restock with animals from farms where
atrophic rhinitis has never been present. Faults in this plan are lack
of evidence that infected premises will transmit the disease and the
difficulty of being sure that you get rhinitis-free replacement stock.
3. Take the baby pigs from the sow when they are 24 hours
old or less, and raise them in disease-free surroundings.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP APRIL 16, 1956
Create a Picture With Foundation Plantings
Use foundation plantings to tie your house In with Its sur-
roundings and make a picture that you'd like to frame.
H. R. Kemmerer, extension landscape specialist at the Uni-
versity of Illinois College of Agriculture, suggests some key ideas to
help you get the best results from your foundation plantings.
Select plants that will make your home more attractive rather
than Just a background for some odd pieces that you buy, Kemmerer says.
You can use plantings to hide bad architectural features if you have
such a problem.
Plantings look best if you select them to repeat the balance
in your house. For example, use low, rambling plants for a low, ram-
bling house, taller plants for a two-story house.
If the foundation is attractive, you can let the lawn grass
grow up to the front of the house in spots. Tie the foundation plants
in with other plantings in the rest of your lawn.
It isn't a good idea to indulge in a great variety of shapes,
colors and textures, Kemmerer points out. Too wide a variety will de-
tract from the beauty of the house. Don't conceal attractive brick or
stone houses with too many plants.
Since windows are for light and ventilation, you should not
put tall plantings in front of them, the specialist says. And put some
of the plantings a distance from the foundation to give a more pleasing
effect to the whole design.
-30-
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Putt In' on the Paint
You don't have to be an artist to paint a house, but you do
need to use a little sound economic sense.
K. R. Peterson, forestry products specialist at the Univer-
sity of Illinois College of Agriculture, says a good paint job depends
on three things: proper choice of paint, its quality and its applica-
tion.
Since labor represents about three-fourths of the expense of
painting, you can hardly afford to buy a cheap paint, says Peterson.
The best assurance of quality is to rely on name-brand paints. Nation-
ally known manufacturers can't risk their reputations by producing in-
ferior paints.
The time-worn caution, "Follow label directions," applies in
all do-it-yourself painting.
For best results, apply paint in clear, dry weather when tem-
peratures are above 40 degrees. If it's very hot--say 90 degrees--
paint those surfaces that have already been exposed to sunlight first.
In other words, "Follow the sun around the house."
If siding is thoroughly wet from rain, let it dry for several
days before painting. On old surfaces where paint has deteriorated to
the peeling stage, scrape and clean before putting on a new coat of paint.
For new work, three coats will usually do the job--a primer
and two finish coats. A two-coat job, properly applied, also gives dur-
ability.
Don't think that, if three coats are desirable, more coats
will give better protection. You're only fooling yourself and wasting
pa int
.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OF APRIL 16, 1956
Mind Your Home Lighting F's and Q'3
The P's and Q's of home lighting are plenty (or quantity) of
light and proper (or quality of) light.
R. M. Peart, agricultural engineer at the University of Il-
linois College of Agriculture, says poor lighting produces eyestrain
and invites accidents.
The answer to more quantity is bigger bulbs or a change-over
to fluorescent lights. Peart says.
Why bigger bulbs? Because a 100-watt bulb, for instance,
will give you half again as much light as four 25-watters. And the
100-watt bulb costs only a few cents more than one 25-watt light.
Fluorescent lights give 2^ to 3 times as much light per watt
as ordinary incandescent bulbs. Fluorescent fixtures are more expen-
sive than convent lonals, so take this into consideration. If you're
thinking of instant-start fluorescent s to replace regular fluorescent s,
you'll need special fixtures and new tubes.
Quality lighting means soft, uniform light --no glare or shad-
ows. Peart says. Too much contrast on your television screen produces
eyestrain. Too much contrast in lighting does the same thing.
CLM lamps are rather costly but give good light distribution.
CLM stands for Certified Lamp Manufacturers. The CLM tag means that the
lamp has been inspected for high-quality standards.
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DIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE EXTENSION SERVICE
FOR RELEASE WEEK OF APRIL 23, 1956
Helps to Guarantee Nothing In Your Garden
Spring is here, and thousands of amateur gardeners are don-
ning their new bib overalls and rimning out to their back yards.
FromC. Y. Arnold, associate professor of vegetable crops at
the University of Illinois, comes a list of rules that should guarantee
any backyard gardener the worst-looking and worst -producing garden in
his area.
To start, don't have your soil analyzed. What do you care if
your soil is too acid. You've gone to work with heartburn—why
shouldn't it?
Spade your garden when it's wet. It will leave the ground as
f
lumpy as cement chunks. Murder on crops, but it's great for raising
Rocky Mountain goats.
Pay no attention to planting tables. The late Robert Benchlej
planted his potatoes a few months late and didn't do badly at all.
"Got some the size of golf balls, some the size of marbles, and a lot
of small ones," he reported.
Crowding crops, cultivating root deep or letting weeds grow
j
free should help to put the unsuccessful gardener well on his way to
becoming lord and master of one of the biggest plots of nothing in any
backyard.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OF APRIL 23, 1956
Shade Trees May Cause Lavn Problems
Poor grass under trees results from competition of the tree
roots for moisture and plant food, from too much shade and from smoth-
ering by fallen leaves
.
H. R. Kemmerer, extension landscape specialist at the Uni-
versity of Illinois College of Agriculture, says that putting more
fertilizer than normal under the crown of the tree will help to take
care of the needs of the tree as well as the grass.
And you can water around the trees enough in dry weather to
soak the soil several inches deep so that both trees and grass will
get enough moisture.
Plant grasses that will grow better in the shade than will
Kentucky bluegrass, Kemmerer suggests. Red fescue and trivlalis blue-
grass are recommended for the north-central states.
Rake fallen leaves promptly to prevent them from smothering
the grass. When you can, it is a good idea to force grass into rapid
growth while the leaves are off the trees. That will help you to get
a good turf before the area becomes too shaded. You can do it by fer-
tilizing in the spring and fall and by watering whenever the soil is
dry.
If you still cannot grow grass in your shaded areas in spite
of enough fertilizing and other steps, you'll probably be more satis-
fied if you plant ground cover like vinca, pachysandra or purpleleaf
euonymus, Kemmerer says.
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FOR RELEAbE WEEK OP APRIL 23, 1956
Keep Pullets and Hens In Separate Pens
It's usually nice to have the family all together--but not
in the poultry world.
In most money-making flocks, pullets never rion with older
birds, says D. J. Bray, poultry extension specialist at the University
of Illinois College of Agriculture.
Experiments and experience show that many parasites and dis-
eases can be passed from one generation to another. In the poultry
business. Bray says, trouble usually starts when old and young stock
run together, use the same feeders and waterers and pick at common
droppings
.
You can break disease and parasite cycles by keeping young
and older birds separated and by thoroughly disinfecting all houses
and equipment between seasons.
The quickest way to break these cycles is to confine your
laying flock and let young chickens range on alternating edges of the
farmstead, the specialist says. Don't let pullets range over the same
area more often than every two or three years.
Most birds will stay near the range shelter if they have
plenty of vegetation, shade, feed and water close by. Keeping pullets
a disease-safe distance from the poultry house doesn't necessarily
mean increased labor. Pipes, hoses or portable tanks are answers to
the water-carrying problem. A small, rainproof feed storage bin will
cut down labor and cost of hauling feed.
-30-
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OF APRIL 23, 1956
Woods Have Lov Grazing Value
Tests at Purdue and Wisconsin show that you'll need at least
six acres for each animal to get the normal steer gains in your farm
woodland that you can expect from open, unimproved pasture.
And that figure jumps to 12 acres a head if you want the same
gain you can get from Improved pasture, according to L. B. Culver, ex-
tension forester at the University of Illinois College of Agriculture.
In addition, you run the risk that such plants as white snake-
root, cherry, buckeye, Dutchman's breeches, squirrel corn and oak leaves
and acorns may poison your stock.
Livestock in your woodlands will cause much damage, too. Cul-
ver says. In the first place, grazing stock trample and compact the
soil. Tighter soil increases water rion-off and erosion. The trampling
wounds the shallow feeding roots of the trees, and soil compaction in
that area prevents both water and air from reaching the roots.
I In addition, the destruction of young seedlings means that
the woodland does not have a normal supply of yoxing trees growing to
ll
take the place of harvested ones. More open space lets drying winds
blow through and makes the woodland more sensitive to dry weather when
tree growth stops.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP APRIL 23, 1956
A Clean Farm Is a Safe Farm
For your safety's sake, extend spring housecleaning to your
whole farm, says 0. L. Hogsett , University of Illinois extension safety
specialist.
Scattered tools, bags of feed and seed, buckets, broken lum-
ber and just common trash are responsible for hospitalizing one person
in every five who meet with farm accidents. Not only that --next to
poor judgment, disorder is the largest single cause of injuries.
Inside and out, get rid of trash, paper, scattered boxes and
boards, rags and rubbish. They are serious fire hazards and ideal
breeding places for rats and mice.
Tear down and dispose of broken, wobbly steps that could
cripple someone for life.
Remove old, shaky buildings on your farmstead.
Throw out unmarked bottles of poison, and don't take chances
P
on the ones that are marked. Be absolutely sure they are out of reach
of your children and animals. This is just as important at the barn
or shed as it is in the house.
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Farm News
DIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE EXTENSION SERVICE
FOR RELEASE WEEK OF APRIL 3O, 1956
Protein Levels Affect Cattle Reproduction Rates
I
The amount of protein that cattle eat may affect their re-
production.
A. L. Neumann, head of the beef division at the University
of Illinois reports that scientists at the U. S. Department of Agri-
culture's Beltsville, Maryland, research center are exploring the ef-
fect of different levels of protein of cattle reproduction.
These same scientists had previously found that adequate
carotene (the nutrient in green forage that animals convert into vita-
min A) is essential to normal reproduction in cows. Their present
studies will shovr whether small calf crops in some areas can be attri-
buted to lack of sufficient protein in natural feeds available there.
Among cows observed thus far, those fed lower-than-recommended
levels of protein came into heat slower, and the interval between calv-
ings was longer.
Also, calves born of cows fed low-protein diets, while not
significantly different in weight at birth from calves born of cows re-
ceiving higher rates of protein, averaged 4o or more pounds lighter
than the others at weaning time six months later.
Use of protein supplements in some low-protein areas has not
I increased calf crops to the desired level. The present work may show
the kind and amount of protein needed, as well as the best time and
method of supplementing the natural diet.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP APRIL 30, 1956
P'attenlng Hogs Know What They Need
Pigs know about what they need to eat to put on economical
gains.
G. R. Carlisle, extension livestock specialist at the Univer-
sity of Illinois College of Agriculture, says that research shows that
self-feeding shelled corn and protein supplement to growing-fattening
hogs on pasture will produce the most economical gains.
In one test, hogs put on each 100 pounds of gain at a cost of
$7.9^ with corn valued at $1.30 a bushel and protein supplement at
$98.00 a ton. A second lot, fed ground shelled corn and supplement
free choice, produced 100 pounds of pork for $8.64.
The third group received a complete mixed ration containing
14 percent protein until the pigs reached 100 pounds and 12 percent pro-
tein from then until market. This group was also fed a complete ration,
but it contained 2 percent less protein for each period.
The costs of 100 pounds of gain for these two lots were $8.87
and $8.89 respectively. Costs of grinding were included, but no charge
was made for mixing the complete ration.
Farmers planning to self-feed shelled corn and supplement
free choice should consider the following things: The pigs should be
well started, thrifty, and weigh 50 pounds or more. Any changes in ra-
tions should be gradual, since an abrupt change will result in lower
dally gains for the first week or so. The protein supplement should
not be too palatable or the pigs will consume more than necessary.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OF APRIL 30, I956
Tidy Farm Protects Livestock Health
URBAWA--Farm animals with their curious tongues and habit of
exploring by tasting may become victims of poisoning if you don't keep
things like grease, lead paint and fertilizers out of their reach.
Dr. D. I. Newton of the University of Illinois College of
Veterinary Medicine suggests that you have a spring clean-up and fix-up
day on your farm to remove poison and Injury threats to your livestock.
Here are some points to consider In tidying up the farmstead:
1. Repair fences and buildings to keep animals where they
are supposed to be.
2. Clean up stray nails, bits of wire, broken machinery and
other sharp metal objects. Animals, especially cows, may swallow them
and get hardware disease, a condition in which the metal objects pene-
trate the stomach wall. Trash in corrals and pastures may also cause
foot injuries that open the way to such infections as tetanus and foot
rot
.
3. Keep greased machinery and lubricant containers out of
reach of livestock. Petroleum products, including some roofing materi-
als, may contain certain chemicals that cause hyperkeratosis (X-dlsease).
4. Don't use lead paint where animals can lick it, and don't
leave old storage batteries lying around the yard. Weathering does not
alter the poisonous qualities of lead and lead products.
5. Be very careful about storing and handling chemicals used
for fertilizing, for spraying or dusting crops, or for killing rodents
and for controlling parasites. Many of them are toxic to livestock.
Completely destroy empty containers that have held these materials.
6. Keep a good cover above salt licks so that rain won't
form a brine, which is toxic to livestock.
-30-
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OF APRIL 30, 1956
Stop Wasteful Woods Fires
It's been a dry spring, the kind of season when brush fires
can get out of hand and burn valuable timber.
It's best not to burn waste at all, says W. F. Bulkley, ex-
tension forester at the University of Illinois College of Agriculture.
Let it decay naturally. But if you feel that you must destroy wood
slash, carry it out of the woods into a plowed field or onto pasture
when grass and weeds are wet before burning it. Have a plow and water
handy in case a fire-spreading wind springs up.
There's usually more to a woods fire than meets the eye,
Bulkley says. Scorched trees may look as if they've come through a
fire all right, but later bark may fall off and decay set in. The tree
may be useless for lumber by cutting time.
The woods also loses its carpet of litter in fires. This lit-
ter of decaying leaves, branches and other organic matter nourishes
trees and slows down water flow.
When litter is burned off, water runs over the timber soil
unchecked, eroding land, flooding streams and leaving the ground dry
and cement -hard.
-30-
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OF APRIL 30, 1956
College Starts Nev Science Radio Series
"Discovery" Is a new 13-week series of radio visits with
scientists of the University of Illinois College of Agriculture. The
programs start Monday evening, May 7, at 7:00 p.m. over Radio Station
WILL, Urbana, 58O on your radio dial.
This new program Is an addition to the present radio service
of the College of Agriculture over the University's station, which in-
cludes the "Farm Hour" from 12:15 to 12:55 p.m. six days a week and
"For You At Home" from 9:00 to 9:15 every weekday morning.
"Discovery" will be presented in two 15-mlnute parts. The
first section will take you by tape recording to the laboratories and
other places on the college campus where agricultural research is being
done. The second part will feature a recorded interview with an ag-
ricultural scientist that will bring to you the latest information
about some of the new findings agricultural research is uncovering.
Here's a chance to listen to some of the leading college re-
search men in the country talk about their work; report on the progress
they are making toward answering some of the many questions still un-
answered; and tell what they see for the future. Tune in for "Dis-
covery" next Monday evening.
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IIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE EXTENSION SERVICE
FOR RELEASE WEEK OF MAY 7, 1956
Provide First Aid Kits Around Farms
You may save your life or prevent serious infection by prompt-
ly and correctly treating injuries that may occur on your farm or in
your farm home
.
0. L. Hogsett, extension safety specialist. University of
Illinois College ofAgriculture, says that you owe it to yourself and those
who work with you to provide adeqiaate and up-to-date first aid materials
and equipment. Locate first aid kits at convenient places in your home,
on your farm equipment and in your farm buildings.
Good first aid kits need not be expensive or difficult to pro-
vide. Homemade kits containing the essential medication, dressing and
supplies will do just as well as the more costly kits on the market.
All you need to start with is a tight metal box or tightly covered tin
can. Clean it out thoroughly and label it "First Aid Kit."
The following materials are recommended for assembling a good
first aid kit: rolls of adhesive tape of varying widths, sterile cotton,
sterile cloth for large bandages and tourniquets, tube of sterile white
vaseline for minor burns, scissors, boric acid, tincture of benzoin and
accepted antiseptic and spirits of ammonia.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP MAY 7, 1956
Veterinarians Launch Study of Mucosal Disease
Veterinarians in about 15 states are aiming their research
weapons at mucosal disease, a new ailment of cattle that causes acute
diarrhea and death. It appears to be prevalent in the Midwest.
Dr. Paul D. Beamer of the University of Illinois College of
Veterinary Medicine has attended several conferences on mucosal disease
in the past year. At those meetings, research programs were outlined
and plans were developed to find out how the disease is spread, how to
prevent it and how to treat it.
Dr. Beamer says mucosal disease is very similar to the virus
diarrheas found in New York and Indiana. It was first recognized in
Iowa in 1952 and in Illinois in 195^.
If you notice unexplained scouring in your cattle, contact a
veterinarian. Mucosal disease can be easily confused with other
diarrhea-producing diseases, and accurate diagnosis is vital.
How frequently it occurs in Illinois or how much loss it
causes is not well known. The disease could become widespread before
it is recognized, declares Dr. Beamer.
Mucosal disease usually occurs in winter and spring in all
types of cattle, but it is most common in feedlot animals. It attacks
either sex and is found mostly in cattle six months to two years old.
Symptoms are loss of appetite, depression, nasal and eye dis-
charges, sores about the nose and mouth and possibly lameness. The
acute diarrhea may cause increasing amounts of blood in droppings.
These symptoms last for seven to 10 days and are usually fol-
lowed by death. However, the number of cattle Infected in a herd is
usually low- -sometimes only two or three, although an occasional herd
may suffer a 50 percent death loss.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP MAY 7 , 1956
Keep Competition Down in New Tree Plantations
With most tree planting completed for this spring. It's time
to turn your attention to survival and growth In the new plantation.
T. W. Curtln, forestry research specialist at the University
of Illinois College of Agriculture, says moisture is probably the num-
ber one problem, but there's little you can do about it, especially on
large plantations. You can, however, do something about other more
easily controlled factors.
Keep down competition from other plants. Cut back the ones
that rob young trees of moisture and light. Cultivation is not advis-
able because it dries out the ground and invites winter frost-heaving
in heavy soils.
Insects and rodents can be a problem in new plantations if
you don't keep sharp watch. For your particular problem, see your farm
forester or contact the Department of Forestry at the college in Urbana.
Always be on the lookout for fire. If your trees are near a
highway or other place where fire can easily start, a fire lane may be
in order.
Remember, livestock and timber don't mix.
Don't expect much growth from your trees the first year, or
the second either. They're too busy getting used to their new home and
getting a firm foothold, Curtln says.
A pine plantation will yield Christmas trees in five to eight
years. Later posts, poles and lumber from your plantation will help to
further supplement your farm income.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OF MAY 7, 1956
Full Bloom Time to Cut Red Clover
Cut red clover in the full-bloom stage to get highest yields
and to reduce losses from root rot.
That's the advice of J. A. Jackobs, crops specialist at the
University of Illinois College of Agriculture.
Red clover will reach full-bloom stage between June 10 and 20
in the northern half of the state and between May 25 and June 10 in the
southern part
.
Jackobs believes that Kenland, a new, higher yielding variety
that is tolerant to root rot, will probably be grown more in the futura
Root rot, a disease caused by several fungi, starts about two weeks after
the red clover seedling emerges. It increases as the season progresses.
Because red clover is unable to heal wounds, root rot means
stunted and dead plants.
Jackobs explains that there is little decline in the quality
of red clover from late cuttings because the plants have a large pith,
, which makes them less woody. That means the fiber doesn't increase as
fast as the fiber in other hay crops like alfalfa.
Red clover can be cut twice a year, but the second cutting is
weedier than the first, because the weeds grow in the openings left by
dead plants. The second cutting of Kenland, however, is less weedy
than the second cutting of common varieties, because Kenland is toler-
ant to root rot and leaves fewer openings for weeds.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OF MAY 7, 19 56
Raise Your Own Good Dairy Heifers
If you have the average dairy herd, one heifer will probably
have to take her place in the production line this year for every four
or five cows in the milking herd.
K. E. Harshbarger, dairy production specialist at the Univer-
sity of Illinois College of Agriculture, says raising heifers Is an im-
portant Item of cost in the dairy business. It deserves your attention.
It costs about $200 to raise a Holstein heifer from birth to
first calving. Expenses are for feed, bedding, labor, housing and other
items
.
Since feed costs make up about two-thirds of the total ex-
penses, good feeding may be the best way to cut costs in raising heifers.
Limit whole milk feeding to 35O pounds In 8 to 10 weeks. Use a corn,
oats and soybean oil meal feed to supplement hay and milk up to four
months of age. Calf feed should contain at least 18 percent protein.
Peed high-quality hay free choice. Silage can be used to re-
place part of the hay.
Peed a limited grain ration to yearling heifers. Keep them
growing but thin. Harshbarger says overfat heifers are not desirable.
Another way to cut costs is to raise only enough heifers to
make needed herd replacements. Right now heifers sold on the beef mar-
ket lose money. Be sure to keep and raise only the best heifers.
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NIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE EXTENSION SERVICE
FOR RELEASE WEEK OF MAY Ik, I956
Use Power Take -Off Shields and Live Longer
Four months of 1956 have passed, and four Illinois farmers
have been injured and another killed while using unguarded power take-
off shafts.
0. L. Hogsett, extension safety specialist in the College of
Agriculture at the University of Illinois, says such needless tragedies
will probably take an upturn during the hay and grain harvesting season.
Yet power take-off accidents can be prevented by simply using the
shields provided by the manufacturer.
Shields are now standardized so that they'll fit every make
of tractor. And machinery manufacturers have gone another step toward
protecting the farmer by making non-removable shields. These cannot be
removed without taking the universal joint apart.
The biggest problem, and the one manufacturers can do nothing
about, lies In the millions of implements with removable shields. If
you have one of these. It's up to you to see that the shields are kept
in place.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP MAY ik , I956
Give Your Birds a Break
Today's chickens are bred for high performance. Modern ra-
tions make it possible for birds to lay more eggs than ever. But in-
adequate feeding, watering, roosting and nesting space can lower per-
formance below that bred into your birds and built into your rations.
See how your laying-house equipment measures up to the follow-
ing guideposts suggested by D. J. Bray, poultry extension specialist at
the University of Illinois College of Agriculture.
For each 100 hens you should have:
1. 30 to 4o feet of feeding space or three to four
hanging feeders.
2. One watering trough or two pans.
3. 800 to 1,000 running Inches of roosting space,
with at least 13 Inches between perches.
4. 20 to 25 nesting compartments or 20 square feet
of community nest
.
5. One wall or hanging hopper full of shell and grit.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP MAY l4, I956
June 1 Deadline for 4-H Garden Projects
Illinois 4-H Club members who plan to have a garden project
this sununer have until June 1 to enroll. Age limits are between 10 and
20 years.
To be eligible for state judging, demonstrations and award
contests, 4-H'ers must enroll in one of the garden projects at their
county extension office. The home garden project is the most popular,
and it requires a minimum area of 750 square feet or a 25 x 30 foot
plot , Other garden projects include potatoes, small fruits and commer-
cial garden.
For the commercial garden project, 4-H'ers must plant at
least 1/4 acre to a specialized crop, such as sweet corn, tomatoes,
pickles, peppers or watermelon.
H. J. Wetzel and N. F. Oebker, state garden project supervi-
sors at the University of Illinois, point out that state garden activi-
ties wind up at the State Fair with exhibits of produce and vegetable
demonstrations. The top vegetable demonstration team will be eligible
to represent Illinois at the national demonstration contest during the
National Junior Vegetable Growers convention at Atlanta, Georgia, from
December 9-13
•
Final state activity is the state vegetable judging contest
at Urbana on August 27. Highest scorers in this contest will be or-
ganized as a team to represent Illinois in the national judging contest
in Atlanta during the convention.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP MAY l4, 1956
Jime 1 Deadline for 4-H Garden Projects - 2
The Illinois Canners Association plans to award a $100 schol-
arship to the Illinois winner in the canning crops section of the NJVGA
contest and other awards to the next four high individuals in that sec-
tion. These five will also get expense-paid trips to the Illinois
Canners School at the University of Illinois next January.
For more information and an enrollment card, see your county
farm adviser or write directly to either Wetzel or Oebker at the Col-
lege of Agriculture, Urbana.
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NIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE EXTENSION SERVICE
FOR RELEASE WEEK OP MAY 21, 1956
Prices Go Up On Illinois Timber Product
s
Farm timber prices are higher this year than they were in 1955.
W. F. Bulkley, extension forester at the University of Illi-
nois College of Agriculture, says the average price of white oak saw-
logs is now $45 a thousand board feet, three dollars higher than last
year. Oak makes up the bulk of Illinois timber sales.
Other timber that has gone up in price Includes hard maple,
$4; hickory and soft maple, $2; and red and black oaks, $1. Prices of
water oaks and ash are the same as last year, while walnut has gone
down $7 and yellow poplar is $2 less.
These prices are listed on a semiannual timber products mar-
ket report prepared jointly by the Illinois Crop Reporting Service and
the Illinois Technical Forestry Association at Springfield. The Infor-
mation for the reports comes from timber buyers and sawmill operators
who send quarterly reports to the Crop Reporting Service.
Woodland owners benefit first from these reports by getting
price Information when they want to sell. Timber log or forest products
buyers also use the reports to keep informed on current prices. Rises
in saw log prices are usually followed by Increases in the price of
finished lumber, Bulkley says.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OF MAY 21, 1956
Paved Feedlots Pay
Paved feedlots are profitable.
Farmers say so and research proves It, according to D, G.
Jedele, farm structures specialist at the University of Illinois Col-
lege of Agriculture.
If you want to get your animals out of the mud and onto a
comfortable, easy-to-clean feedlot , the first thing to do is to select
a suitable location, says the specialist. Next, grade the lot and then
set the forms.
Concrete is no better than the base it's poured on. If you
build your lot on sandy, well-drained soil, you won't need a fill. But
if the ground is half or more clay and silt, spread on a two -inch fill
of gravel. You'll need four to six inches of gravel over poorly drained
clays and organic soils.
The next step is pouring the concrete. If you decide on
ready-mix, have it prepared like this: six gallons of water for each
sack of cement and not less than six sacks of cement for each cubic
yard of concrete.
For farm-mixed concrete, add five gallons of water to each
sack of average moist aggregate. If the mix Isn't coming out just
right, vary the amount of aggregate- -never the amount of water.
Curing the concrete properly is just as important as the other
steps. Slow curing makes a stronger, longer lasting floor than letting
the concrete dry too quickly. One way to curs slowly is to spread
wetted straw over the concrete from time to time for a week after pour-
ing.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OF MAY 21, 1956
Oat Silage Needs to Be Well Packed
Oat silage put into a bunker, stack or surface silo needs to
be especially well packed.
W. W. Albert, livestock specialist at the University of Illi-
nois College of Agriculture, reminds you that oat stems are hollow.
For that reason oat silage is harder to put up than other forms of si-
lage and needs to be well packed to cut down spoilage.
Some farmers have been timing their cuttings of oats and
grass-legume mixtures to put alternate loads of each into the silo,
Albert says. You can usually expect from three to six inches of top
spoilage no matter how hard you pack the silage.
Either oats or grass-legume mixtures cut at the right stage
and allowed to wilt in the field before ensiling will keep fine with-
out preservative, the specialist points out. However, 150-200 pounds
of ground ear corn in each ton of silage is good insurance against
spoilage and increases the feeding value of the silage.
Grass silage has more protein but less energy than oat silage,
but both make very good wintering forages for a cow herd. Oat silage
needs less grain for winter supplement but may sometimes need a little
protein supplement.
You can maintain the flesh of cows during the winter on grass
silage, but you'll need to add grain to Improve their condition. For
gains of over one po'und a day, stockers will need three to four pounds
of corn a day added to either oat or grass silage throughout the winter
feeding season.
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JIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE EXTENSION SERVICE
FOR RELEASE WEEK OF MAY 28, 1956
Grazing vs. Green-Chopped Feed for Steers
Feeding green-chopped forage in drylot makes use of all the
forage that a pasture produces.
But pasturing lets the animals select the forage they want to
eat, and they make more efficient use of the amount they do eat, says
H. G. Russell, extension livestock specialist at the University of Il-
linois College of Agriculture.
Steers in each lot gained about 1 2/3 pounds a head daily in
a carefully controlled California test comparing results of pasturing
yearling steers with feeding fresh chopped green forage, Russell reports.
Steers on pasture ate much less than the steers on chopped
forage, but the pasture forage had higher nutritive value because of
selective grazing. Grazing steers ate 10.2 pounds of dry matter a day
compared with 12.9 pounds a day for steers on chopped green forage.
The steers that grazed produced 533 pounds of beef an acre, while those
on chopped forage in drylot produced 733 pounds of beef an acre.
Cattle on green-chopped forage ate 6,893 pounds of forage an
acre, while grazing steers selected only 3j7^3 pounds of forage an acre.
Where you have enough pasture, cattle will apparently gain
just as well by grazing as by green-chopped feeding. But if you are
short of pasture, you can increase its carrying capacity by feeding it
as green-chopped forage.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OF MAY 21, 1956
Upkeep Is Secret to Good Floors
Regular cleaning and waxing will keep your hardwood floors
looking like new.
That's the best way to get top service from any floor finish,
says C. S. Walters, forest products use specialist at the University of
Illinois College of Agriculture. But any floor finish will shov; wear,
and you should plan to refinish your floors before the old finish wears
down to the wood.
Floor sealers of various types have almost replaced varnish
as a home floor finish, Walters says. Sealer is easier to put on, re-
finish and patch and it takes less time to apply than varnish.
You'll need to sand floors before finishing them, whether the
wood is new or to be refinished. Use the sander carefully or there's
a chance that you may ruin the floor with gouges that you can't get out.
Oak floors will need a filler material to plug the open pores
of the wood if you want the highest quality finish. Maple, pine and
birch have much smaller pores, and they will not need to be filled be-
fore finishing. Follow directions on the can of filler, and let dry
for 24 hours. Then sand the floor with fine paper before putting on
the finish.
If you clean your floor with soap and water, use as little
water as possible to clean wooden floors. Dip the mop in hot, soapy
water, and wring it almost dry before mopping the floor.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OF MAY 28, 1956
Leptospirosis Found In 90 Counties in Illinois
Continuation of a survey by the University of Illinois Col-
lege of Veterinary Medicine on the amount of leptosplrosis in Illinois
cattle and swine shows that the disease is even more widespread than
earlier reports indicated.
As project leader on leptosplrosis research. Dr. H. S. Bryan,
in a report covering the past year, says four-year results of the sur-
vey made by blood tests show that "lepto" was found in 34 percent of
the cattle herds and 32 percent of the swine herds tested.
Nineteen percent of the individual cattle and 22 percent of
the individual hogs tested were positive. The disease was found in 90
of the 97 counties from which samples were received.
Results for the first three years of the survey fo\md "lepto"
in 77 counties out of 92 surveyed, in 30 percent of the cattle herds
and 28 percent of the swine herds tested and in l6.5 percent of the in-
dividual cattle and l8.5 percent of the individual swine tested.
These other major points were included in Dr. Bryan's report:
A bacterin for vaccinating pigs gave protection against lep-
tosplrosis to nearly two-thirds of the vaccinated animals in one ex-
periment .
Antibiotics do not hasten recovery in chronically Infected
carrier swine. However, blood transfusions and antibiotics are recom-
mended for animals that are acutely ill.
I -more-
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP MAY 28, 1956
Leptospirosis - 2
Blood-test -negative pigs apparently can be raised from in-
fected sows if they are removed from the dams at weaning time and
placed on clean ground. This was demonstrated in a limited experiment.
"Lepto" blood tests conducted on 63 New Jersey and 129 Illi-
nois veterinarians showed leptospirosis antibodies in 10 cases. This
indicates that leptospirosis, like brucellosis, may be an occupational
disease.
A "rapid-plate test" for detecting "lepto" in animals is be-
ing developed for routine use in the diagnostic laboratory at the Col-
lege of Veterinary Medicine. It operates on the same principle as the
older, microscopic test method, but it is faster and easier.
Plans for the coming year include refinement of the rapid-
plate test technique and further studies on the incidence of leptospi-
rosis in Illinois, on vaccination for swine "lepto," on the role of the
bull and the boar in spread of the disease, and on medicines for treat-
ment .
i
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NIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE EXTENSION SERVICE
FOR RELEASE WEEK OF JUNE 4, I956
Stock Needs Cool Summer Shelter
Experiment Station research has shown that keeping animals
cool in summer is almost as important as protecting them from winter
weather.
J. T. Clayton, research agricultural engineer at the Univer-
sity of Illinois College of Agriculture, says air conditioning live-
stock shelters so far is much too expensive to consider.
But you can take advantage of all the natural cooling avail-
able at low cost
.
For instance, you can paint your barn a light color instead
of red to give it much reflective ability and reduce Inside temperatures
on sunny days. A shiny or light colored roof also reflects the sun's
glare, Clayton says.
Ceiling insulation and ventilated attic space also help keep
buildings cooler in hot weather. Put in large windows and doors for
good cross-ventilation and open on the side toward the prevailing summer
winds. If your building has winter ventilating fans, reverse them to
blow toward the animals in summer.
Use natural shade trees when you can, especially to locate
hog shelters on pasture. Or you can put up some inexpensive hog
shelters of straw and poles.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP JUNE 4, I956
Farm-Grown Oak for Flooring,
Oak flooring made from your own trees can save as much as
$150 to $200 a thousand feet of lumber, reports a forestry research
specialist
.
There's a building boom in Illinois, and the farmer is in on
it
.
A lot of new farm homes have been built and many more will be going
up in the future.
If you're building, naturally you're interested in saving
costs wherever you can. Your farm woodland can be a source of one
cost -cutter, according to J. K. Guiher, research forester at the Uni-
versity of Illinois College of Agriculture.
B Here are some comparative costs of different kinds of floor-
ing. Select red oak flooring retails at $280 to $3^0 a thousand board
feet. Softwood flooring (made from needle-bearing trees) can be bought
at the lumber yard for $l80 to $200 a thousand.
Good oak flooring can be made from the farm woodlot for as
low as $130, Guiher says.
If you decide on farm-grown oak for flooring, locate a wood-
working plant that has a flooring machine. Many of the larger cities
in Illinois and in the neighboring states of Iowa, Missouri and Indiana
have such mills. They'll be able to tell you what kind of oak lumber
is needed to manufacture good flooring. It usually isn't necessary to
cut the very best trees. Either black or white oak can be used.
After felling, trees should be cut into lumber as soon as
possible and the lumber properly cured. Let oak season about six
months in the air. Air seasoning takes out most of the moisture and
makes kiln-drying easier.
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NIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE EXTENSION SERVICE
FOR RELEASE WEEK OP JUNE 11, I956
Always Hitch Implements to Tractor Drawbar
Always hitch trailing implements to the drawbar to prevent
your tractor from tipping backward.
The farmer who ignores this advice may not get a chance to
correct his error, says 0. L. Hogsett, extension safety specialist at
the University of Illinois College of Agriculture. When a tractor
tips backward, it often crushes the driver or pins him down. Spilled
fuel catching on fire is an additional danger.
Modern tractors are designed so that they will stall or lose
traction before they will tip backward if implements are hitched to
the drawbar. But hitching to the axle, around the power lift or to
any point above the drawbar eliminates this safety feature.
Often improperly hitched machinery won't cause the tractor
to tip backward until you get into tough pulling or head uphill. When
a tractor tips, things happen so quickly that you seldom have a chance
to reach the clutch.
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Illinois Delegation Attends National ^-H Camp
Four Illinois 4-H Club members and two state leaders are In
Washington, D.C., this week attending sessions of the 26th National
4-H Club Camp, June 13 through 20.
Susannah Alfredson, 19, Big Rock, Kane county; Loretta Nagel,
20, Basco, Hancock county; Phil B. Jones, 19, Richview, Washington
county; and Wayne Heberer, 18, Belleville, St. Clair county, are the
4-H'er3 selected this year to represent the 65,000 Illinois 4-H mem-
bers at National Camp.
Adult state leaders are Miss Florence Klmmelshue and F. H.
Mynard, members of the state home economics and agricultural 4-H staffs
respectively.
Selection to attend National 4-H Camp is the highest dele-
gate honor that a 4-H Club member can achieve. These four Illinois
rural young people are so honored because they have shown high quali-
ties of leadership, have achieved outstanding results in 4-H Club work
and have taken an active part in project and community activities.
While they are in the nation's capital, the delegates and
leaders will follow a full schedule of discussion meetings, historic
tours and educational visits with governmental officials. At the camp
,1 the outstanding 4-H members from all the states and territories learn
i! how the federal government works and get a background of the nation's
history in the actual spots where many of the events happened.
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Mulch Windbreak Trees for Best Growth
Mulch around your windbreak trees will help them to grow
faster and put on denser foliage.
Harold Scholten, extension farm forester at the University
of Illinois College of Agriculture, says a mulch will .absorb and hold
rain water that otherwise would run away. And it wil.. hold moisture
in the soil by slowing down evaporation.
Then, too, mulch helps to keep weed competition down. And
it keeps soil temperatures fairly even, helping to prevent winter in-
jury to the trees.
Scholten suggests that you use peat moss, sawdust, chopped
hay, straw or ground cobs for mulch. Cobs are probably best, if you
have them, because they are easy to put on, they stay put better than
lighter mulches and they can usually be used two years before you'll
have to add more mulch.
Cover an area not less than four feet in diameter around
each tree, the forester suggests. Mulch about three Inches thick, and
keep it two to three inches away from the trunk of the tree to prevent
mouse damage. Cup it in saucer shape to help catch and hold more rain
when it falls.
Manure doesn't make good mulch because its high nitrogen
content tends to burn the tree roots. Straw and sawdust will crack
with the soil in extremely dry weather and so increase evaporation.
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Fains May Cause Moisture In Crawl Space
Heavy rains may cause moisture to collect in the crawl space
under your house if you don't have a good way to take away roof and
ground water.
First indication of water in the crawl space may be a bad
odor in the rooms above. Excess water under the house may also cause
moisture to penetrate the walls and affect the outside paint, says
K. H. Hinchcllff, extension agricultural engineer at the University
of Illinois College of Agriculture.
If you do get excess moisture in your crawl space, first
check the gutters and downspouts to be sure that roof water is being
carried far enough away from the foundation to drain away from the
house. You can help the situation by using drain tile or splash
blocks and a well-graded slope away from the foundation.
You can also cover the ground surface in the crawl space
with rolled roofing, lapping the edges several inches, to keep mois-
ture from entering the space from below.
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Bleach Powder Takes Odor From Cisterns
You can make cistern water usable for everything but drink-
ing by using a heavy dosage of chlorinated lime or bleaching powder.
Frank Andrew, extension agricultural engineer at the Uni-
versity of Illinois College of Agriculture, says the bleach will have
a strong smell for a day or so. But It will go away and leave your
cistern water free from harmful germs and bad odors.
It is possible to help keep disagreeable smells from develop-
ing in a cistern by cleaning It out thoroughly and then Installing a
filter and a rain switch. The switch allows the rain to wash the roof
dirt away before it turns the runoff water into the cistern.
In spite of all your precautions, Andrew says, you can't
keep all leaves and insects, or even a mouse once In a while, from
getting in and causing musty odors. Then you can use the lime or
bleach. This chemical treatment is especially useful in dry weather,
when a low supply of water might make you hesitate to drain it away
to clean the cistern.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OF JUKE l8, 1956
4-H Key Club Plans State Meeting
John Gesell, Belvidere, and Barbara Boyd, Anna, have been
named co-chairmen to plan a statewide meeting of Illinois 4-H Key Club
members for Sunday, August 12, at the State Fair.
This will be an organization meeting held in cooperation
with state 4-H staff members from the University of Illinois College
of Agriculture in Urbana. Members will also take part in the E. I.
Pilchard Memorial Service scheduled for 10:00 a.m. on that date in
the Junior Department auditorium.
There are now 3til Key Club winners who are eligible to be-
long to the organization, according to Gesell. This is the second
year for this new award program in Illinois and the first time the
whole group has had a chance to get together.
Gesell emphasizes that it will be up to members who attend
the Springfield meeting to decide whether there shall be a statewide
Key Club organization. Some of the projects tentatively suggested
for the group to sponsor include general support of 4-H Club work in
Illinois, work with and through the Illinois 4-H Foundation in fund-
raising activities and participation in other statewide 4-H activities.
Other committee members appointed on a temporary basis un-
til the August 12 meeting are Martha Massie, Colusa; Mary Jane Smith,
Ellery; Frances Nelson, Wataga; Russell Youmans, Ogden; Marilyn Perry,
Adrian; Jim Mueller, Taylor Ridge; Judy Hage, Yorkville; Delbert Denby,
Girard; and Mary Piper, Sharon, Wisconsin.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OF JUNE l8, 1956
Clip Pastures To Increase Forage
Research studies at the Universtiy of Illinois College of
Agriculture show that clipping pastures can Increase forage yields as
much as 10 to 20 percent.
Dairy specialists at the University point out that the in-
creased yield comes in young, fast-growing plants that make the best
feed for the dairy herd.
In pasture mixtures, the grasses often grow rank and tend
to crowd out the legumes. Clipping off this excess growth will give
the legumes a better chance to grow.
Cattle are likely to graze even a well-managed pasture un-
evenly . They may not eat some of the grass, and it will go to seed.
Clipping will remove these seed heads and allow the pasture to recover
at a uniform rate.
Clipping pastures also fits well into a rotational grazing
system. The clipping should be done about two days after the herd
has been moved to a new pasture plot. A chain or harrow can be hooked
to the rear of the mower so that the droppings can be spread in the
same operation.
In addition to improving the quality of the pasture crops,
clipping will also control weeds. It will keep them from going to
seed and also keep them from crowding out the grasses and legumes.
The result will be higher quality pasture for your dairy herd.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP JUNE 25, 1956
Prevent Grain Field Fires
Your small grain crop plus a season's work can disappear in a
few minutes if fire gets started in your fields.
Exhaust sparks, fuel leaked or spilled on heated engines, care-
less handling of matches and lighted cigarettes are the major causes
of field fires, says 0. L. Hogsett , extension safety specialist at the
University of Illinois College of Agriculture.
Before starting to combine, check for holes in the muffler and
tail pipe on your tractor, combine, and truck. If a muffler is lo-
cated where straw will touch it, put a smooth metal shield under it.
Check the fuel lines and carburetors for leaks.
As another safety tip, Hogsett suggests that you avoid backing
your truck in a grain field. Whenever you back your truck, you run the
risk of the muffler and tail pipe picking up straw. If possible, al-
ways_j>ull forward to the combine grain tank.
Refueling calls for care, too. Shut off the engine and let it
cool a few minutes. While the engine cools, you can grease and check
the machine for any needed adjustments or repairs. Make sure the ra-
diator or screen isn't clogged, since this will cause the engine to
heat. A clogged air cleaner also will cause overheating.
If possible, carry a good fire extinguisher with you and know
how to use it
.
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Screw Worms Are Summer Threat to Livestock
A good fly control program and prompt veterinary attention
for the wounds of animals are keys to prevent ion" of losses from screw
worms during the summer, says Dr. R. E. Bradley of the University of
Illinois College of Veterinary Medicine.
In the life cycle of the screw worm fly, the larvae (maggot
stage) live only on the living tissue of the warm-blooded animals.
The aduit fly lays its eggs in wounds, the navels of new-
born animals or in moist folds of skin on livestock. When the eggs
hatch, the worms burrow into and eat surrounding tissue, making wounds
worse. The larvae may even burrow into the body cavity and open the
way for serious infection. Screw worms in sufficient numbers in an
animal may cause death.
When the worms are 7 to 10 days old, they drop to the ground
and in a few more days they mature into flies. This life cycle starts
all over again and continues throughout the summer.
Screw worms cannot survive in temperatures below 50 degrees.
They are usually spread north each spring via shipments of animals
from the southern states.
For prevention of screw worm damage, northern farmers should
inspect newly purchased livestock carefully for signs of infestation.
Surgical operations such as dehorning and castrating should be done
when the weather is cold enough to kill the flies.
Prompt attention to wounds and injuries and use of dressings
to repel the flies is important. A fly control program will help
break up the rapid life cycle of the screw worms.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP JUNE 25, 1956
Veterinary Research Work Approved
Reports on results and progress in 22 research projects for
the past year at the University of Illinois College of Veterinary
Medicine have been approved by a federal examiner, according to Dr.
Robert Graham, dean of the college.
Dr. Paul J. Jehlik, state agricultural experiment stations
examiner for the Agricultural Research Service, complimented the
college's departments on their research work and reports.
The projects, many of which are being continued, are supported
by federal and state funds and grants from private companies and or-
ganizations. They cover basic and applied research in a wide variety
of animal and poultry diseases.
' As part of a coordinated research project, called "Death Losses
in Baby Pigs," being conducted by experiment stations in the north
central states, the U. of I. College of Veterinary Medicine is con-
centrating studies on transmissible gastroenteritis. Work is also
under way on an unidentified virus-like organism that infects swine.
Projects dealing with parasites include a survey on incidence
of worms in cattle, experiments on the effect of pasture rotation on
worms in sheep, screening of new chemical compounds for controlling
roundworms, and attempts to grow cecal worms outside chickens' bodies.
A survey on parasites in wild birds was made in cooperation
with the Illinois Natural History Survey. Research is continuing on
the effect of preservative compounds and freezing on protozoan para-
sites which might be spread by artificial insemination.
;*r<± v»
FOR RELEASE WEEK OF JUNE 25, 1956
Veterinary Research Work Approved - 2
In poultry disease, projects Include various aspects of chroni6
respiratory disease, duck virus hepatitis, effects of drugs and anti-
biotics in chickens, effects of simultaneous virus infections, some
aspects of turkey enteritis, and the immunity given against turkey
erysipelas by a bacterin.
In the field of functional, non-infectious diseases, studies
on adrenal glands and on feeding certain compounds are being con-
ducted in connection with ketosis and hypoglycemia (low blood sugar).
{
Other projects In this category cover bloat, hyperkeratosis (effect on
I
1
pigs of chlorinated naphthalenes which are found in some petroleum prod-
I
' ucts) and relationships between antibiotics and vitamins E and K.
A survey and various experiments on leptospirosis in cattle
and swine is continuing, with emphasis on Improved testing methods and
vaccination. A new project last year is on diagnosis and treatment
of trichomoniasis in bulls. Both "lepto" and trichomoniasis cause
abortions in cattle.
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Farm News
DIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE EXTENSION SERVICE
FOR RELEASE WEEK OF JULY 2, 1956
Grazing Deadline for Soil Bank
Cropland that has been grazed between January 1 and June 22
of this year Is eligible to be Included In the soil bank, according
to an amendment to the regulations for the 1956 acreage reserve of
the soil bank program.
The regulations as originally announced provided that no
cropland grazed at any time during 1956, or from which a crop was
harvested during the year, could be Included In the farm's acreage
reserve
.
The grazing limitation now applies only to the period be-
ginning June 23 and running through the rest of the year.
If the governor of a state certifies that there Is need
because of natural disaster, the Secretary of Agriculture may give
consent for such special grazing privilege at any time.
The amendment does not change the provision that no crop
can be harvested at any time during the year from land to be Included
in the acreage reserve.
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Four 4-H'ers to Attend Danforth Camp
Lois Kiehus, 20, Plalnfleld; Bernice Aden, 20, St. Joseph;
James Mueller, 20, Rock Island; and James Short, Jr., I8, Petersburg,
are the Illinois delegates to Danforth Camp this year.
These four outstanding 4-H Club members will spend two full
weeks in leadership training and outdoor living at Camp Miniwanca,
the American Youth Foundation Leadership Training Camp near Shelby,
Michigan in August
.
Lois and Bernice will attend camp from July 30 to August 12,
and the two boys will be there from August 13 to 26. Each Danforth
scholarship covers the cost of the two weeks in camp.
These young people were selected from among the 64,000
Illinois 4-H Club members as 1956 scholarship winners on the basis
of their athletic activities, scholarship standing, leadership in
4-H Club work and character.
Sponsor of the award is the Danforth Fo\indatlon, a private
family foundation begun by the late W. H. Danforth, former chairman
of the board of the Ralston-Purina Company in St. Louis. Purpose of
the award is to help young people with marked leadership ability to
become better leaders.
Camp Miniwanca is owned and operated by the American Youth
Foundation, a non-profit, non-denominational Christian organization,
to help young people develop their leadership abilities. It includes
300 acres about 35 miles north of Muskegon, Michigan, located on Stony
Lake and Lake Michigan.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP JULY 2, 1956
Soil Bank Sign-Up Time
Agreement forms for the new soil bank program are nov:
available to farmers at the county Agricultural Stabilization and
Conservation office.
They must be signed not later than July 30 if the farmer
wishes to take part during the 1956 crop year.
One caution: No producer should go ahead with plans to par-
ticipate in the soil bank until he has checked with his county ASC
committee and has entered into an agreement with the committee regard-
ing the practice he is to carry out.
By keeping corn acreage for harvest below the level of his
corn base and holding these acres out of production, a farmer can
qualify for the acreage reserve payments under the soil bank.
Payment for corn will vary somewhat with the method of
compliance, but In general will be computed by multiplying 90 cents
a bushel times the corn yield determined by the county ASC committee
times the acreage taken out of production.
For this year only, farmers may participate by not harvest-
ing acres that suffered from weather damage or by clipping, mowing or
cutting an acreage of corn. Oats must have been clipped by July 1,
while soybeans and corn can be destroyed up to July 31. But each
farmer should be sure to check with his county ASC committee before
he destroys a crop.
This is a special provision because the law was not passed
until after planting was well along. The entire 1956 program is in
many respects a special one, with many provisions to meet the time
limitations this season. That is why farmers are urged to seek ad-
vice from the local ASC committee before the deadlines pass.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP JULY 2, 1956
Get Clipped Oats Off Your Legumes
If you clipped your oats to qualify the acreage for soil
bank payments, you'll need to get the straw off the field so that it
will not smother the legume seeding.
You can't use the oats for feeding, but agronomists at the
University of Illinois College of Agriculture say that you can either
burn the clippings or make compost to be hauled back to the fields
later.
Or you can use a beater that will shred the stalks so fine
that they won't smother the legumes.
Clip as high as your mower will let you--four inches if
possible, the agronomists suggest. Then you'll clip off the least
legume. Alfalfa can stand some clipping, but it will be harder on
red clover.
Only farmers who have linderplanted their corn base are
eligible to use oats in this way for the soil bank program. Such
underplanted acreage of corn plus corn otherwise disposed of must
meet the minimum requirement.
In this event you can place one acre of oats in the acreage
reserve for each acre by which you have underplanted your corn base.
But there can be absolutely no harvest or further pasturing of these
acres during 1956.
To avoid any error, always check your plans with your
county ASC committee before you destroy any crop. County ASC commit-
tees are in charge of the program, and that office will make all pay-
ment s
.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP JULY 2, 1956
Mall Notices on Corn Base Acreages
Every farmer should receive notice within the next few
days of his soil bank corn base acreage for 1956.
This information, mailed from the local Agricultural Stabi-
lization and Conservation office, will help him decide whether to
participate in the soil bank program.
Agreements for participating in the corn acreage reserve
phase of the soil bank are now available for signature at the county
ASC office. They must be signed by July 20.
Delay in making a decision and contacting the ASC office
may make it impossible to qualify under the program this year.
A farmer's corn base acreage for the soil bank replaces the
corn acreage allotment he received last spring in advance of planting.
The allotment was determined on the basis of the national corn allot-
ment of approximately 43 million acres. In enacting the 1956 soil
bank legislation, however. Congress replaced the 1956 allotment with
a nation-wide base acreage of 51 million acres, about 17 percent
above the former allotment.
This national base acreage has now been broken down to in-
dividual farms and forms the basis for the farmer's participation in
the 1956 acreage reserve program for corn.
To earn acreage reserve payments, the farmer places in re-
serve specified acres of his corn base and agrees not to harvest
corn or any other crop from them. He can then earn payments at the
rate of 90 cents a bushel based on the yield determined by the county
ASC committee.
The maximum acreage that may be placed in the corn reserve
is half the corn base or 50 acres, whichever is larger, except that
it may not exceed the soil bank corn base acreage. The minimum
amo\int of corn land that may be placed in reserve is the larger of 10
percent of the base acreage or five acres, or the allotment in case
it is below five acres.
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Farm News
IVERSITY OF ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE EXTENSION SERVICE
FOR RELEASE WEEK OF JULY 9, 1956
Set Farm and Home Week for January 27-31
You'll have a chance to see how your College of Agriculture
serves you at the 1957 University of Illinois Farm and Home Week, Jan.
27-31.
C. S. Walters, chairman of the Farm and Home Week committee,
says that the program will include demonstrations, talks and exhibits
showing new developments in food production, marketing, processing
and use. It also will cover labor-saving equipment for the farm and
home, housing and home furnishings, clothing, child care, gardening
and special topics on public affairs.
Walters believes the women will be especially interested in
tours of the new home economics building, which will be opened this
fall. And you'll have a chance to hear some internationally known
speakers at the general sessions.
Farm and Home Week is for everyone, Walters stresses. It's
your chance to see for yourself some of the research that means better
living for you and your family.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP JULY 9, 1956
Explain Acreage Reserve Yields
Regulations have been clarified to determine when "normal"
yields and when "appraised" yields will be used as the basis for pay-
ments under the 1956 soil bank acreage reserve program.
The simplest way to remember Is to associate normal yields
with underplantlng, explains the county Agricultural Stabilization
and Conservation office. The regulations require the county ASC
Committee to base payments on normal yields for acreage placed under
the acreage reserve by underplantlng this year.
This means that farmers who participate In the program by
underplantlng are assured of payments based on normal crop yields.
Where land qualifies for the acreage reserve through crop
destruction due to natural causes, such as flood or drought , or where
It Is plowed or otherwise physically Incorporated Into the soil, or
where It Is clipped, mowed or cut before harvest, the regulations re-
quire the county committee to appraise the yield that would have re-
sulted had the land remained In production under conditions existing
this year.
This appraised yield must be compared with the normal yield
for the farm. The regulations require that the smaller of the two--
appraised yield or normal yleld--be used as the basis for soil bank
acreage reserve payments on the land.
Both normal yields and appraised yields will be determined
by the county ASC Committee.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OF JULY 9, 1956
Treated Vood Adds Life to Porches
You can add years of useful life to a wooden porch for jour
house if you use treated lumber for sills, joists and flooring.
Pressure-treated lumber is best, but is also most expensive,
according to C. S. Walters, forest products research specialist at
the University of Illinois College of Agriculture.
Or you can buy imtreated lumber and soak, dip or brush-
treat it yourself with solutions of pentachlorphenol, copper naphthe-
nate or creosote. For wood to be painted, however, you can't use creo-
sote or the other chemicals dissolved in a heavy oil. Use kerosene.
No. 1 fuel oil or mineral spirits as a solvent for penta and copper
napthenate, and then season at least two weeks before painting. Ask
your dealer about paintablllty of treated lumber.
It's especially important to use treated wood if you set
joists in concrete or brick work, Vfalters says. Concrete and masonry
hold moisture in the wood and encourage rot
.
Dry wood will not rot. Keep the sills from contact with the
soil under the porch. Provide some openings in porch walls for venti-
lation. Slope the porch floor away from the house so that water will
drain off, and cut water holes under screen frames or railings that
fit tight against the flooring.
Nail flooring securely to the joists to help eliminate warp-
ing, cupping and squeaking. Then use a good porch paint, and put on
two coats over a primer coat. Be sure wood Is dry before you paint,
and allow two days or more between coats to let each coat dry before
you put on the next one.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OF JULY 9, 1956
Explain Soil Bank Acreage Reserve Payments
You'll be able to earn about $5^ an acre on an estimated
yield of 60 bushels of corn an acre from corn acres designated for
the acreage reserve of the soil bank.
The total amount you earn will depend on the amount and
kind of acreage you designate for the acreage reserve and the practice
you carry out to qualify for acreage reserve payments, reports the
County Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Committee.
You can take part in the acreage reserve in one of three
ways:
1. You may have underplanted your (crop) allotment (base
acreage). You then certify that you underplanted either in antici-
pation of complying with the 1956 acreage reserve or because of ad-
verse weather conditions.
2. You have complied with your farm allotment (or base
acreage) for corn, but you did not harvest an acreage of the crop
because of destruction by natural causes.
3. You have complied with your farm allotment (or base acre-
age) and, before the deadline for carrying out such practice, you
plow or otherwise physically incorporate the crop into the soil or
clip, mow or cut the crop.
Payment for underplantlng will be based on the normal yield
for the farm. Thus the higher yielding acreage will bring a larger
payment per acre. The payment for destruction by natural causes or
-more-

FOR RELEASE WEEK OP JULY 9, 1956
Explain Soil Bank Acreage Reserve Payments - 2
for plowing or cutting will be based on either an appraised yield for
the field or the normal yield for the farm, whichever is smaller, but
it will not be less than $6 an acre.
The chairman emphasized the point that the acreage reserved
must not be cut for hay or cropped for the entire calendar year 1956
and must not be grazed after June 22. Noxious weeds must also be
controlled.
The final date for signing acreage reserve agreements is July
20.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OF JULY 9, I956
Must Apply For Acreage Reserve By July 20
Deadline for applying for an acreage reserve agreement for
all crops this year is July 20.
But to be eligible for payments under the 1956 soil bank
acreage reserve program, you must first comply with all acreage al-
lotments and the corn base acreage.
This means that if you put land for a particular crop in
the acreage reserve you not only have to moet program requirements
for those acres, but you must also stay within your farm's allotments
for all other crops covered by the program.
Under the 1956 acreage reserve program, to qualify for soil
bank payments, farmers must comply with the acreage allotments for
wheat, cotton, rice, tobacco and peanuts and the soil bank corn base
acreage assigned to their farms.
Farmers placing land for any of these crops except wheat
under the acreage reserve can produce up to 15 acres of wheat --even
though their wheat acreage allotment is less than 15 acres--and still
be eligible for soil bank acreage reserve payments.
This qualification for wheat would be of no Interest to
farmers placing land for that crop in the acreage reserve. Such a
farmer, of course, would have to abide by any agreement he might make
on the wheat acreage to be placed in the reserve program.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP JULY 9, I956
Soybean Meeting to Emphasize Exports
Export markets for soybeans and soybean products will get
a big play at the 36th annual meeting of the American Soybean Associ-
ation to be held on the University of Illinois campus August I3 through
15.
That's a preliminary report form J. L. Cartter, head of the
U. S. Regional Soybean Laboratory in Urbana and chairman of the ar-
rangements committee.
The convention Is being held in conjunction with the an-
tj
nual business meeting of the National Soybean Processors Association.
All sessions will be in the Illini Union at Urbana.
Several men who have had recent first-hand contact with
;
the export markets in Asia and Japan will be on the program. They
1 include George M. Strayer^ Hudson Iowa, executive vice president of
the American Soybean Association; Ersel Walley, Ft. Wayne, Indiana;
and Marion Hartz, Stuttgart, Arkansas.
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Farm News
DIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE EXTENSION SERVICE
FOR RELEASE WEEK OF JULY 16, 1956
R ight Oil Helps Engines Work Better
You'll get better service from your tractor engine and more
hours of useful work from It If you use the right grade and classifica-
tion of oil in it
.
Wendell Bowers, extension agricultural engineer at the
University of Illinois College of Agriculture, says the right kind of
oil will help keep your tractor engine clean. It will also seal com-
pression for more power, help to cool the engine, reduce friction and
wear and absorb shock.
I Numbers in the new classification table for oils represent
the grade of oil and describe its thickness or viscosity. The letters
describe the classification or type of oil.
\ For example, M in the classification means that oil is for
use in gasoline engines, D means for use in dlesels. The second M,L
or S means that the oil is for medium, light or severe use.
Most machines on the farm need oil marked for severe service.
Bowers says. Wide variation in loads and operating temperatures, con-
stant starting and stopping and frequent overloads all indicate the
hard service farm machinery gets.
Under severe service conditions, dirt and fuel soot collect
and form sludge in engines. Detergents in oil increase its cleaning
ability and hold this accumulation in suspension. Very little deter-
gent is added to light service oils. Check with your implement dealer
or fuel supplier to get the right oil for your machinery.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP JULY 16, 1956
Nitrate Fertilizer Is Poisonous to Livestock
Nitrate fertilizer makes corn grow tall, but it may harm
livestock that eat it.
Dr. R. M. Thomas of the University of Illinois College of
Veterinary Medicine points out that animals can accidentally take in
toxic amounts of fertilizer.
This can happen if you use old fertilizer bags for feed
bags, leave supplies of fertilizer where animals can eat them, mix
fertilizer and feed on the same floor or apply fertilizer when a
strong wind may carry poisonous amounts onto pastures where livestock
are grazing.
Another possible source of nitrate poisoning is a residue
of the chemical in crops grown under certain conditions on heavily
fertilized fields. Some unpublished reports indicate that a deficiency
of the trace element molybdenum may prevent corn from fully utilizing
nitrates and cause amounts that are toxic to animals to remain in the
plants. This aspect of nitrate poisoning is not yet clearly under-
stood, and further research on it is under way.
Tests also indicate that very heavy applications of nitrates--
400 pounds an acre a 3eason--may produce crops containing nitrate res-
idues. Oat hay and corn grown where fertilization was not especially
heavy but weather conditions were very dry may contain dangerous
amounts of nitrates.
Generally, young animals are much more susceptible to nitrate
poisoning than older animals, but susceptibility varies considerably.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OF JULY 16, 1956
State Poultry Day Set For July 23
A poultry research roundup will highlight the morning
session of the annual Illinois All-Industry Poultry Day at the
University of Illinois, Urbana, on Monday, July 23.
D. J. Bray, extension poultry specialist at the University
of Illinois College of Agriculture, in charge of the day's program,
says that registration will start at 9:00 a.m. DST in Gregory Hall.
Morning session speakers will include Roy Van Arsdall,
W. K. Capener, L. E. Hanson and H. M. Scott, all of the University of
Illinois. Their research topics will include a discussion of whether
or not Illinois poultrymen use their labor efficiently, results of
the 195^-55 poultry cost study, the current poultry disease picture
and research in progress at the poultry farm.
Ralph Thomas, Sycamore, president of the Illinois All-
Industry Poultry Council, will open the afternoon session by telling
about the expanded council program. C. S. Outright, Effingham county
farm adviser, will head a panel discussion of the Effingham county
poultry improvement program, and D, J. Bray will talk about the Illi-
nois Junior Chicken-of-Tomorrow program.
A quest ion-and-answer session, followed by open house at
the poultry farm, will end the formal part of the program. Guests will
be entertained at a broiler barbecue at the farm sponsored by the
Illinois Poultry Improvement Association.
Members of the Illinois Poultry Improvement Council will
hold a meeting at 7:00 p.m. in the Illinl Union.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP JULY l6, 1956
Forests Offer Good Chance For Recreation
L. B. Culver, extension forester at the University of Illi-
nois College of Agriculture, suggests that forests offer opportunity
for wholesome outdoor recreation.
In a forest you'll be able to enjoy such excellent vacation
activities as camping, picnicking, fishing, hiking, hunting and nature
study. Culver says.
Because private forests generally lack improvements, they
may not be so attractive as public forests where recreation is an
organized part of the land-use program, the specialist points out.
In Illinois the Shawnee National Forest in the southern tip of the
state offers fine possibilities for recreation. State forests are
located in Henderson, Mason and Union counties.
In addition, many of the Illinois state parks offer oppor-
tunities for hiking, picnicking and nature study.
Keep your forest vacation experience a happy one by avoid-
ing poisonous plants. Culver suggests. Be prepared to ward off insects
with a good repellent, use only a tested water supply and, if you plan
to explore or travel off the beaten path, get an area map and use a
compass so you'll know where you are at all times.
For opportunities for Illinois forest vacations, you can
write to the Division of Parks and Memorials, Springfield, for a copy
of "Illinois State Parks and Memorials." Or you can write to the
forest supervisor, Harrisburg, for a copy of "A Forest Outing Awaits
You in the Shawnee National Forest," or to the Forest Service, Wash-
ington, D.C., for information on national forests in other states.
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FOR RELEASE V.'EEK OP JULY 16, 1956
Brown Swiss Picnic July 28
Breeders from all over Illinois will attend the annual pic-
nic of the State Brown Swiss Association on July 28 at Municipal Park
in Pekin, according to Willis Vagler, state president.
Activities will begin at 9:30 a.m. and there will be a pic-
nic lunch at noon. Main speaker of the day will be Fred Idtse, secre-
tary of the Rational Brown Swiss Association
Dairy specialists from the University of Illinois College of
Agriculture will supervise a judging contest, with divisions for men,
|i women and young people under 21 years. A state queen will be chosen
from candidates picked by the eight Brown Swiss cantons in the state.
Members at the picnic will guess the production of an old
Brown Swiss cow that will be tethered on the grounds. Prizes will be
given to winners in that contest and in the judging contest.
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IVERSITY OF ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE EXTENSION SERVICE
(NOTE TO EDITORS: For names of those attending from your county, see
your farm or home adviser.)
FOR RELEASE WEEK OP JULY 23, 1956
You Can Still Attend Rural Youth Camp
Illinois State Rural Youth Camp will be held August 6-10 at
4-H Memorial Camp near Monticello.
And it's not too late to plan to attend, according to Miss
Clareta Walker, Rural Youth specialist at the University of Illinois
College of Agriculture
.
So far 90 Rural Youth members from 30 Illinois counties have
pre-registered. Miss Walker suggests that others who wish to attend
write her at the College of Agriculture in Urbana right away.
Campers will find a broad and interesting program, good food
and lots of swimming. Miss Walker explains.
Among the camp staff personnel will be Mrs. Millicent Martir.
instructor in home economics at the University of Illinois, who will
lead classes on "Marriage Readiness," and F. L. McReynolds, associate
professor of rural youth work and recreation at Purdue University, who
will assist with recreation. Others on the staff will conduct ses-
sions aimed at Rural Youth members' interests and needs.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP JULY 23, 1956
Sleuth Needed In Lead Poisoning Cases
A veterinarian sometimes has to become a detective to help
a farmer track down the source of lead poisoning in livestock.
Dr. R. M. Thomas of the University of Illinois College of
Veterinary Medicine says a diagnosis of lead poisoning often leads to
a thorough search for a clue to one of the many ways in which an animal
may get small but fatal quantities of lead or lead compounds.
Some sources are lead paint, either new or old and weathered
red lead on watering facilities and old auto batteries left lying
around the farm.
On one farm pieces of wallpaper, made many years ago when
lead pigments were used for coloring, killed some cattle that ate the
paper, says Dr. Thomas. On another farm a scrub bucket made partly
of lead was used to feed "slop" to hogs. When some of the pigs
started dying, the bucket was indicted as the killer.
Sheep grazing on dry pastures where hunting has been done
may eat some of the lead pellets and die.
Some insect sprays contain lead arsenate. To prevent poisor.
ing, the containers for such sprays should be destroyed after use.
The reason lead causes livestock losses is that its poison-
ous effect is cumulative. An animal that continuously consumes only
tiny quantities will eventually get enough lead in its system to cause
poisoning symptoms to appear.
Symptoms of lead poisoning are frothing at the mouth, mad-
ness, blindness and paralysis. Affected animals may lie on their side
or have "running fits." The symptoms are very similar to those of
rabies in cattle, sheep and sometimes dogs.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OF JULY 23, 1956
Proper Care Cuts Refrigeration Costs
You can cut the cost of operating a refrigeration unit in
half, in some cases, by giving it proper care.
Robert M. Peart of the Agricultural Engineering Department
at the University of Illinois College of Agriculture offers these tips
on how to care for your unit to make it run cheaper, last longer and
do a better job of cooling.
Your refrigerator or freezer has a condenser coil or warm
coll outside the box. This coll gives off heat taken from inside the
box. This warm coll probably looks something like a radiator, and
it's usually located near the floor, with a fan to pull air through it.
To clean lint and dust out of the warm coil so that the heat
can pass off, use a vacuum cleaner with a brush attachment . Put a few
drops of oil on the fan once a year. The warm coil on your refriger-
I
tor probably is located where it won't need much attention.
The cold coil or evaporation coil is inside the freezer or
refrigerator. Defrost when the layer of frost gets half an inch thick.
If you don't, the box will run continuously and never reach the proper
, temperature because frost acts as Insulation.
r
On your air-conditioning unit the warm coil is outside the
window. Usually it will not collect enough dust or dirt to affect its
operation. To keep the air moving across both colls, give the two
fan motors a few drops of oil each year and keep the filter clean or
change it regularly
.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OF JULY 23, 1956
Get Ready Now for Fall Alfalfa Seeding
If you plan to seed alfalfa In late summer or fall, you
should start preparing your seedbed as soon as possible.
C. N. Hittle, agronomist at the University of Illinois
College of Agriculture, explains that preparing the seedbed early
helps to control weeds and leaves you in a good position to seed al-
falfa when moisture is best for good establishment.
In central Illinois, the best time to seed alfalfa without
a nurse crop is between August 15 and 20; in southern Illinois, be-
tween August 15 and September 10. The important point to remember is
that the plants should have enough moisture and have time to make gooc
growth to avoid winterkilling.
For stands of more than two years, recommended varieties
are Buffalo and Ranger, which are resistant to bacterial wilt
.
In stands of one or two years or in a catch-crop, wilt is
not a problem. Recommended varieties are the common alfalfas from
the Dakotas, Idaho, Kansas, Montana, Nebraska, Oklahoma and Utah.
Two newer varieties that are higher yielding than the common alfalfas
are also available. They are Atlantic and DePuits. Buffalo and
Ranger are also recommended for short-term stands.
Circular 756, published by the College of Agriculture, gives
more details on dates for sowing alfalfa, seedbed preparation, mix-
tures, inoculation, varieties, management and disease. You can get a
copy from your farm adviser or from the College of Agriculture, Urbana.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OF JULY 23, 1956
Quarantines Recommended
Quarantining sick or newly purchased farm animals is be-
coming more common- -and for good reason, notes Dr. L. E. Boley of
the University of Illinois College of Veterinary Medicine.
Quarantines may make extra work, but the effort will be
worth it if they prevent disease outbreaks on your farm.
Of course you don't knowingly buy diseased livestock. But
many animal diseases are difficult to detect, even for a veterinarian,
especially when the disease is in the incubation period or when the
infected animal has almost recovered.
Most diseases are purchased with herd additions or replace-
ments. When you buy new livestock, it's a good idea to quarantine
them for at least 30 days on your farm to see whether they develop
any diseases before you introduce them into your herd. Make tests for
diseases like brucellosis and leptospirosis near the end of the quar-
ant ine
.
When you find a sick animal on your farm, it is wise to
isolate it until a veterinarian can diagnose the trouble. Isolation
helps to prevent an infectious disease from spreading rapidly.
For the greatest precaution, you should completely seperate
sick or newly purchased animals from all other livestock. It is risk;
to isolate them in box stalls in the same barn where healthy animals
are kept. Many disease germs and agents are spread by air currents,
feeding equipment and even the shoes of caretakers.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP JULY 30, 1956
Ten More IFYE Exchangees to Visit in Illinois
Ten new rural young people from foreign countries will visit
in Illinois for three months following a mid-point meeting of all In-
ternational Farm Youth Exchangees at Iowa State College July 31 to
August 5.
These young people will take the places of seven others who
have been living with farm families in this state for the past three
months under the IFYE program. One, Alexander Blackhall of Scotland,
is already in the state and will return here from Ames.
The new exchangees include Antonio A. R. de Magalhaes,
Brazil; Abdel El Awar, Egypt; Miss Mira B. Bhalaik, Mrs. Hemalatha
Devi, Sukhdevkumar Jadeja, Gumana Ram, and M. P. Shroff, all of India;
Adel N. Mousa, Jordan; Ahmed Kazma, Lebanon; and Miss Helen Gorden,
North Ireland.
At present 151 exchangees from 36 countries are in the
United States. Most of them will meet at Iowa State College, accord-
ing to 0. L. Whalin, chairman of the Illinois IFYE committee, Urbana
.
Main purpose of the mid-point meeting, Whalin says, is to take a for-
ward look at the second state visit to see how the experience can be
made more valuable for each exchangee. It also provides the opportu-
nity for the young people to meet the rest of their exchange group.
Five rural young people from Illinois are now in Europe and
Central America in the other half of the Exchange program.
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FOB RELEASE WEEK OP JULY 30, 1956
Records Give Successful Dairymen the Facts
Successful dairymen make Intelligent decisions about their
business from the facts they get from their record books.
Fortunately, It's relatively easy to keep good records in
the dairy business, says G. W. Harpestad, extension dairy specialist
at the University of Illinois College of Agriculture.
If you want to keep complete records, you can join a Dairy
Herd Improvement Association. One operates in nearly every section
of the state, Harpestad says.
Each association employs a tester who spends one day a month
on the farm weighing the milk from each cow and testing it for butter-
fat. He also weighs the feed and calculates the cost of the feed and
the profit made by each cow.
Those who are interested in production records for their own
use only may use the Owner-Sampler testing system. This program, which
usually operates in conjunction with D.H.I. A. program, is also avail-
able in most counties. In this program you weigh the milk and take
the samples yourself. The D.H.I. A. tester then r^ans the butterfat
test on the milk and calculates the records. Usually only production
records are kept . The Owner-Sampler type of record is a private rec-
ord, and no use is made oT It outside of the herd.
The simplest type of record-keeping is the Welgh-a-Day-a-
Month program. As the name implies, you simply weigh the milk produced
by each cow on one day each month. In some areas in the state, you
can join with other dairymen and hire someone to calculate your rec-
ords. If there is no organized group, you can do so yourself with
very little effort.
If you are interested in getting started In one of these
programs, contact your county farm adviser to see what program is
available in your county.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP JITLY 30, I956
In-The-Rov Weeds Reduce Soybean Yields
In-t he-row weeds can cut soybean yields as much as 10 per-
cent .
Fred Slife, weed control specialist at the University of
Illinois College of Agriculture, reports that work by the U. S. De-
partment of Agriculture and Iowa State College since 1951 has shown
how expensive weeds can be in soybean fields.
In the tests scientists planted such typical weeds as yellow
foxtail, velvet leaf and Pennsylvania smartweed along with the Hawkeye
variety of soybeans. The weeds were planted singly and in combination
in the row with the soybeans and were then thinned to stands of 3, 6
and 12 weeds in each foot of row. The weeds were then removed at half
a dozen specific intervals during the growth of the soybeans.
Results showed that soybean yields were cut in proportion to
the amount of weed growth. The combined aboveground growth of soy-
beans and weeds was about the same as the aboveground growth of the
weed-free soybeans.
Presence of weeds delayed maturity of beans about one day,
decreased the height of soybean plants about two inches and increased
lodging of the soybean plants about 2 to 6 percent, Slife says.
Weather is an important factor in soybean production. In
dry years weeds did not have much effect on soybean yields. But in
years with plenty of moisture the weeds tended to cut soybean yields
most late in the season. On the average, the effect began early in
the season and progressed to cause greater yield reductions as the
soybean crop matured.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP JULY 30, 1956
Set Illinois Dairy Day for September 6
An exhibit showing the results of an experiment to compare
green chopping of pasture for dairy cows with conventional grazing
methods will be one of the features of the fifth annual Dairy Day at
the University of Illinois College of Agriculture on September 6.
This experiment involves 30 cows which were paired in two
groups according to breed, age, stage of lactation, and level of pro-
duction. One group is being fed chopped forage from half of a group
of pastures made up of alfalfa, brome, ladino and alfalfa, timothy,
ladino mixtures; while the other group is being pastured on the other
half of the same fields.
Both groups of cows on the test are being milked in the same
barn by the same men and receive the same supplemental feed. Produc-
tion level of the cows, rates of consumption of forage, carrying ca-
pacity of the pastures and recovery rates of the legume-grass mixtures
are being studied in this first of a series of planned trials.
This is just one of the many exhibits planned for this year's
big Dairy Day showing the practical application of the newest research
work in the Department of Dairy Science. A few of the other features
which will be of extreme interest to dairymen are displays of what
happens to feed in the digestive system of the cow, what causes swol-
len or caked udders in cows close to calving time, what the feed tag
means, how to prevent milk fever and storing of bovine semen at room
temperature
.
Visitors may start viewing the exhibits at 10:00 a.m. DST in
Room 4l4 Animal Sciences Laboratory building. Lunch will be served in
mini Grove at noon. After lunch additional exhibits at the dairy
farm will be discussed.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP JULY 30, 1956
Leukos is Is Most Frequent Poultry Disease
Leukosis is apparently the largest single poultry disease
in Illinois. It makes up nine percent of the poultry disease cases
submitted to the diagnostic laboratory at the University of Illinois
College of Veterinary Medicine.
Respiratory diseases as a group make up almost 20 percent of
the cases brought in. The group Includes Newcastle disease, 8 percent;
infectious bronchitis, 7 percent; and chronic respiratory disease,
4.5 percent
.
Dr. L. E. Hanson of the Veterinary College cited these fig-
ures in a talk at Illinois All-Industry Poultry Day at the University.
Leukosis, a disease of the blood that may produce paralysis,
is caused by a virus that can be transmitted through eggs. Epidemics
may occur, especially in young flocks. Sanitation and segregation of
age groups are recommended for prevention.
Of the respiratory diseases, Newcastle should not be a prob-
lem, since effective vaccines are available. But vaccines for infec-
tious bronchitis have not been so satisfactory, said Dr. Hanson.
Chronic respiratory disease is difficult to detect by symp-
toms, but good laboratory tests are now available. The disease can
be spread through eggs. No vaccine has been produced to control it.
Other Important poultry diseases in Illinois are epidemic
tremors, coccldlosis (intestinal parasites), blue comb, anemia, chronic
fowl cholera and the salmonella Infections, which include pullorum,
typhoid and paratyphoid.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OF AUGUST 6, 1956
One Grain Fungicide Shown to be Non-Toxic
An experiment at the University of Illinois College of Veter-
inary Medicine indicates that corn treated with the fungicide Captan
is not harmful as feed for pigs and chickens.
Dr. R. P. Link of the college staff says the experiment was
conducted because surplus supplies of seed grains^ treated to protect
them against fungus in the soil at seeding time, are sometimes fed to
livestock.
Some fungicidal agents are toxic, and grain treated with rec-
ommended amounts ^ of them should not he fed to animals. Tests with
Captan, however, show that it has a low toxicity. It produced no harm-
ful effects in pigs and chickens that were fed a balanced ration con-
taining corn treated with the amounts of Captan ordinarily used for
treating seed.
Treatment of corn with the fungicide did not appear to affect
jt he nutritive value nor the amount of grain the pigs and chickens ate.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP AUGUST 6, 1956
I
' Overweight Hogs Mean Lower Market Prices
Nothing has a more consistent record for weakening hog prices
than marketing overweight hogs.
And it's really not much trouble to do, says H. G. Russell,
extension livestock specialist at the University of Illinois College
of Agriculture. All you have to do is let the hogs eat up the reserve
feed supply.
But that's an expensive way to cut hog prices, Russell points
out. Heavy hogs eat more feed for each pound of gain. And feeding over-
> weight hogs is the easiest way to produce pork that consumers refuse to
buy .
f Russell, a member of the Meat Type Hog Education Committee of
the Natior^al Swine Growers Council, agrees with the following informa-
tion prepared by Carroll Plager, Austin, Minnesota. Plager, also a
member of the education committee, says that market prices express both
the kind of supply and the kind of demand. John Q. Public will eat 80
pounds of pork each year, but he doesn't want much of it in the form of
salt pork from heavy hogs
.
Likewise, there's a world of difference between three 200-
pound meat hogs and two 300-pound fat hogs, Plager says. The tonnage
is the same, but the kind of supply is in sharp contrast.
Obvious as these facts are, there is always a temptation to
feed hogs to heavy weights. Periodically a short supply of heavy hogs
•pulls their market price close to the market top. But nearly always
producers that take the gamble and feed longer than they should find the
price differential back to normal again before they decide to sell, and
they lose again.
I
Furthermore, the discount on a 300-pound hog is three times as
great as it seems. It applies to the original 200 pounds as well as to
the extra 100 pounds. It follows, then, that selling at 200 to 220
pounds is the easiest way to raise and maintain market prices for hogs.
-30-
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OF AUGUST 6, 1956
Livestock Outlook Meetings Ready to Roll
The 1956 series of county livestock outlook meetings start
on Wednesday, August 29, at Quincy.
A staff of 10 specialists from the University of Illinois
College of Agriculture and a similar number of representatives of live-
stock marketing agencies have been selected to conduct the meetings.
Teams of one specialist and one agency representative will visit 98 of
the state's 102 counties during the series with a carefully prepared
analysis of the livestock situation and an appraisal of opportunities
for livestock producers in the year ahead.
Key factors to be covered are 1) supplies and prices of hogs;
2) supplies and prices of beef cattle, including both slaughter and
feeder cattle; 3) feed situation; and 4) the ever -import ant consumer
demand for meat .
Farmers are expected to greet the meetings with high interest,
because meat animal production has been the most depressed sector of
agriculture during the past year. Cattle, hogs and corn account for
the greatest share of Illinois farm income. Low prices to producers of
these items made headlines all year.
Because of the smaller number of meat animals likely to be
marketed in the year ahead and the record level of consumer buying
'power, many farm economists believe that returns to livestock producers
will be higher than they have been in the past 12 months.
Dates and places for the other county meetings will be an-
nounced within a few days by county farm advisera^..
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OF AUGUST 6, 1956
Livesteeyc Outlook Meetings Ready to Roll
The 1956 aeries of county livestock outlook meetings start
on Wednesday, August 29, at Quincy.
A staff of 10 specialists from the University of Illinois
College of Agriculture and a similar number of representatives of live-
stock marketing agencies have been selected to conduct the meetings.
li
Teams of one specialist and one agency representative will visit 9'6 o:
I
the state's 102 counties during the series with a carefully prepared
" analysis of the livestock situation and an appraisal of opport "unities
for livestock producers in the year ahead.
Key factors to be covered are 1) supplies and prices of hogs;
2) supplies and prices of beef cattle, including both slaughter and
feeder cattle; 3) feed situation; and 4) the ever -import ant consumer-
demand for meat
.
Farmers are expected to greet the meetings with high interest,
because meat animal production has been the most depressed sector of
agriculture during the past year. Cattle, hogs and corn account for
the greatest share of Illinois farm income. Low prices to producers of
these items made headlines all year.
Because of the smaller number of meat animals likely to be
marketed in the year ahead and the record level of consumer buying
power, many farm economists believe that returns to livestock producers
will be higher than they have been in the past 12 monchs.
Dates and places for the other county meetings will be an-
nounced within a few days by county farm advisePSfey^
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OF AUGUST 6, 1956
Cut Feed on Cattle to Reduce Their Water Intake
You can help your cattle get through a temporary dry spell
when your pond or well goes dry by cutting their feed down.
C. F. Winchester and M. J. Morris of the Agricultural Researc
Service of the USDA have worked out a series of tables that show the
close relationship between feed and water intake by classes of beef
and dairy cattle at different temperatures and rates of feed Intake.
Animal scientists have known for some years that water Intake
for each pound of dry matter eaten is the same no matter whether the
cattle are on full feed or on a near-starvation ration.
In an emergency, you can cut the amount of water your cattle
drink in half by halving their feed allowance. However, this is not a
good practice for lactating cows, because they may not recover their
production once they are back on full feed and water consumption.
According to the Winchester-Morris tables, a 1,000-poiind
animal on maintenance rations, neither gaining nor losing weight, will
drink 4 gallons of water a day when the air temperature is 40 degrees,
6 gallons at 70 degress and 9 gallons at 90 degrees. A 1,000-pound
steer or heifer gaining a pound a day on range needs 7 gallons of water
a day at 40 degrees, 10 gallons at 70 degrees and 17 gallons at 90 de-
grees.
Body size also influences water intake, the tests showed.
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NIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE EXTENSION SERVICE
FOR RELEASE WEEK OP AUGUST 13, 1956
Keep Livestock Out of the Woods
Prevention is the best cure for plant poisoning in your live-
stock.
And the best way to prevent plant poisoning is to keep your
animals out of the woods, says Harold Scholten, extension forester at
the University of Illinois College of Agriculture.
Figures have not been collected to show how much money plant
poisoning costs Illinois farmers each year in death loss and non-production,
Scholten says. But there is one report where the estimated loss to a
farmer caused by white snakeroot over several years amounted to $20,000.
[
About a dozen species of plants are poisonous to animals,
according to the forester. And five of these are trees. Some, of course,
I
are more poisonous that others. Generally all can prove fatal if the
animal eats enough either at one time or over a longer time.
Poisonous plants include buttercups, larkspur, Dutchman's
breeches, jack-in-t he-pulpit
,
pokeberry, bracken fern and white snake-
root. The trees Include the oaks, Kentucky coffee tree, Ohio buckeye,
|black locust and cherries.
Sometimes it's the leaves, sometimes the roots or other parts
of the plants that contain the poisonous materials, Scholten says. Best
policy is to keep your animals away from all of them.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OF AUGUST 13, 1956
Get Laying House Ready for Pullets
Don't sell your new pullets short by keeping the old hens
until it's too late to clean the house between flocks.
Don Bray, extension poultry specialist at the University of
Illinois College of Agriculture, says that many poult rymen move their
hens to old sheds or range shelters to salvage those large eggs that
bring premium prices during the summer and fall.
Moving the pullets needn't throw them into a molt if you
handle them gently and use familiar equipment, especially in the summer.
Bray says
.
Here are some suggestions from the poultry specialist about
what you can do in the hen house when it is empty:
You can Insulate the ceiling or seal off the loft for winter
I and summer comfort, if you have not already done so, and install louvers
or ridge ventilators to carry off hot air. Put in more ventilators,
windows and doors if they are needed, and screen them well to keep out
disease-carrying rodents and birds.
Repair or replace roofing, siding or windows and all equip-
ment to get it in good shape. Replace droppings boards with labor-
saving droppings pits. Wire the house so that you can use lights to
• stimulate fall and winter production.
Then clean and disinfect the house thoroughly.
I
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OF AUGUST 13, 1956
Much Research Behind Instructions on Labe l
Read the label and follow the instructions.
That's the best advice that Norman Gannon, entomologist with
the Illinois Natural History Survey in Urbana, can give either farm or
city gardeners.
The information on the label was worked out through careful
study and experimentation, Gannon reports. On the average, he says,
the research and development necessary to put a new Insecticide on the
market costs about $500,000.
This research is necessary to find out the right amount of
insecticide to use and the best time to apply it.
It ' s a great temptation to put on more than the label says--
on the theory that if some is good, more will be better. But the chances
are that insect control won't be any better, residual level will be
higher and your crop may be condemned as a result
.
Overdose may burn the plant and lower the yield. And it costs
extra money. On the other hand, if you try to save money by putting on
less than is recommended, you may cut the effectiveness below a prac-
tical limit.
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Farm News
{'DIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE EXTENSION SERVICE
FOR RELEASE WEEK OP AUGUST 20, 1956
Empty Stalls Can Make Money For Dairymen
Successful dairymen know that in the long run careful culling
pays off in higher net returns.
Empty stalls sometimes make more money than full ones, reminds
G. W. Harpestad, extension dairy specialist at the University of Illi-
nois College of Agriculture.
Dairymen keep cows to produce milk. If a cow does not give
enough milk to pay for her feed, plus a reasonable return on the labor
she takes, the dairyman is better off without her.
Successful dairymen constantly check and evaluate their cows,
Harpestad says. They know they will make more money from fewer high-
producing cows than from lots of low producers. When they find one that
is lagging behind in production, they get her out of the herd.
One cow producing 500 pounds of butt erfat a year will return
just as much profit over feed cost as will two cows producing 300 pounds
or four cows producing 200 pounds each.
With fewer cows a dairyman can pay more attention to each
individual cow and give her a chance to produce to the limit of her
capacity. Chances of injury are less with fewer cows, and veterinary
fees are also less because of fewer disease troubles.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP AUGUST 20, 1956
Find No Hormone In Stllbestrol-Fed Steer Meat
Extensive tissue tests by the Food and Drug Administration
have failed to show any evidence of the hormone-like substance, stil-
bestrol, in the meat of steers fed this substance in fattening rations.
U. S. Department of Agriculture officials report that the
same results have been obtained in tests at several state experiment
stations.
The FDA tests contradict claims made in some quarters that
such meat contains enough stllbestrol to make it unsafe for human
consumption.
Sensitivity of the tissue-test method used by the FDA vould
detect stllbestrol in the meat if only two parts In a billion were
present. More than 700 mice were used to test the meat samples for
hormone activity.
The meat tissues used in the test came from steers at the
USDA ' s Research Station at Beltsville, Maryland, that were fed doses
of 10, 30 and 60 milligrams of stllbestrol in their daily rations for
three months or longer. The larger doses are three and six times as
great as the 10 milligrams a day recommended for rapid, economical
growth.
These heavy doses of stllbestrol are prohibited in commercial
feeding. Furthermore, USDA beef cattle nutrition specialists point out
that they are less effective than the recommended allowances.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP AUGUST 20, I956
Don't Make Silage From DDT-Sprayed Corn
Corn that has been sprayed with DDT for protection against
the last brood of corn borers should not be made into silage, warns
Dr. R. P. Link of the University of Illinois College of Veterinary
Medicine.
He says that DDT is a "persistent" insecticide that remains
on the plants for a long time. Livestock that eat silage made from
corn sprayed in late summer will "store up" the insecticide in their
tissues.
Although the animals may not get enough DDT to harm them, the
chemical may remain in their tissues up to nine months after they have
stopped eating DDT-treated roughage. This presents a public health
problem when meat from such animals is marketed.
Dr. Link also urges farmers always to be careful in using
insecticides so that livestock will not be accidentally poisoned.
Lead arsenate, one of the older insecticides, is well known as a poison,
but there may be a tendency for farmers to become careless with some of
the new sprays.
Aldrin and dieldrin, two of the newer sprays, are effective
against insects. Although they also are poisonous, the residue from
sprays made with them is virtually gone from plants after about three
weeks.
However, if they are applied to soil, plants growing in that
ground may contain trace amounts of the chemicals.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OF AUGUST 20, 1956
Mew Chemical Kills Cattle Grubs Inside Animals
U. S. Department of Agriculture research is, for the first
time, reporting results of tests with a new chemical that will prevent
the common cattle grub from developing Inside the animal.
In the tests the researchers fed an organic phosphate chem-
ical called Dow ET-57 to grub-infested cattle. This chemical moves
through the animal's body to kill the grubs wherever they occur in the
flesh.
These first highly promising experimental results are con-
sidered a milestone in research progress toward developing a systemic
grub-control chemical that livestockmen can use. Current research is
measuring the effect of ET-57 for grub control, toxic effect on the
animals and chemical residues in milk or flesh.
Cattle grubs cost the livestock industry an estimated $100
million a year in losses of meat and milk and damage to hides. At
present the pest is controlled by dusting rotenone on the backs of the
cattle during the period in which the grubs emerge from the skins of
the animals.
Rotenone assures some protection against future infestation
by killing the grubs before they can lay eggs on the grass that the
cattle will eat. But rotenone control begins only after the grub has
spent about seven months developing as a parasite within the body of
the animal.
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Farm News
INIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE EXTENSION SERVICE
FOR RELEASE WEEK OP AUGUST 27, 1956
Safety For Farm Children
It Is a well-known fact that farm youngsters, and adults as
well, enjoy the dangerous practice of playing and riding on tractors.
Some parents even let their children operate the tractor.
It is also well known that tractors are associated with more
accidents than any other farm machine.
Handling a tractor under most conditions requires mature
skill
,
coordination and sound judgment which a child 12 years old or
even older doesn't have, according to 0. L. Hogsett, safety specialist
at the University of Illinois College of Agriculture. Of course,
children vary a great deal in these capacities at certain ages, but
youngsters are not allowed to drive automobiles in most states until
they are 16 years of age.
Everyone has a stake In the welfare of our young people, but
parents have a special concern. They are in the best position to judge
whether or not their children are mature. But some parents have failed
to exercise good judgment in the matter either because of boastful pride
in their children or because of a shortage of help.
It is the duty of everyone concerned to set a good example
for children and cut out this needless killing of farm children.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OF AUGUST 27, 1956
Get Good Ideas From Farm Management Tours
Good, proven Ideas will be offered to farmers attending the
local Farm Bureau Farm iManagement tour to be held (see list).
Last year more than 6,000 farmers attended these tours in
76 Illinois counties. They found that "one proven idea obtained from
a farm visited on a tour can be well worth your time."
These tours are annual events conducted by the local Farm
Bureau Farm Management fieldman in cooperation with the county farm
adviser and the Extension Service.
This year's tours again are open to anyone who is interested
in seeing how successful farm businesses are organized. Farms on the
tours will have three or more years of records. Facts from these records
will be given to demonstrate what kind of returns the average farmer can
expect from nearly any phase of the farming business.
Importance of balance in farming operations will be shown so
that losses in one part of the business will not unknowingly eat up the
profits from another.
Farmers on the tours will view livestock practices that pay,
new building arrangements, labor-saving devices, soil conservation
practices, fertilizer demonstrations and many other subjects of special
(interest, including farm home planning.
On most of the tours extension specialists from the University
of Illinois will be on hand to discuss the latest research facts.
I
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ICounty tours scheduled so far: Aug. 24, Whiteside; Aug. 27, Clarkj
iAug. 28, Ogle, Coles; Aug. 29, Winnebago, LaSalle, Moultrie, Morgan;
[Aug. 30, JoDavless, St. Clair, Mason, Douglas; Aug. 3 1, Carroll, Cumberland,
DeWitt, Macon; Sept. 5, Stephenson; Sept. 4, Crawford; Sept. 6, Piatt;
,and Sept. 12, Tazewell.
'(ATTENTION EDITORS: You can get full details on tours in your area by
contacting the local farm adviser.)
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP AUGUST 27, 1956
Good Herd Management Can Eradicate Brucellosis
A six-year experiment with 12 Illinois state-owned dairy herds
suggests that careful management practices can produce brucellosis-free
herds
.
This program was started In 1950, when state officials made
the herds available to the University of Illinois College of Veterinary
Medicine for research work.
After three years of tests with various vaccines, all vacci-
nating In the herds was stopped. Closed herd management and blood-
testing practices were depended on to eliminate brucellosis.
When the veterinary college started its project, 6.1 percent
of the cows were positive reactors to blood tests for brucellosis and
24.7 percent were suspicious reactors. By 1956 the herds were com-
pletely free of positive reactors, and the number of suspicious reactor.'
had dropped to 1.4 percent.
Dr. H. S. Bryan, project leader for the college, points out
that heifers vaccinated against brucellosis with Strain 19 vaccine
occasionally show persistent positive or suspicious reactions to blood
tests. These reactions cannot be distinguished from reactions caused
by natural infection. This complicates brucellosis eradication programs.
Also the Illinois experiments conducted by Dr. Bryan show that
Strain 19 vaccine does not produce full immunity to brucellosis. In a
test of the vaccine, 35 percentcf Strain 19 vaccinated heifers had abor-
tions or abnormal births when exposed to infection midway in their first
pregnancy.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OF AUGUST 27, 1956
Good Herd Management Can Eradicate Brucellosis - 2
A large number of cows in the herds at Illinois state in-
stitutions had been vaccinated with Strain 19 prior to 1950. Since
brucellosis has been prevalent in most of these herds at one time or
another, the use of Strain I9 vaccine on heifer calves during the 19^^-
1950 period may well have lowered the activity of the disease.
An accelerated program to eradicate all brucellosis in cattle
is under way in Illinois and in the nation. Federal-State Plan A is
advocated. In that program. Infected animals are slaughtered, and vac-
cination of calves four to eight months of age is optional.
Dr. Bryan believes that vaccination is useful in brucellosis-
infected herds. But when incidence of the disease has been lowered,
vaccinations can be halted and good management practices alone employed
to completely eradicate the disease.
In addition to proper care, feeding and housing for cattle,
good management practices include making annual brucellosis blood tests
on all animals in a herd and maintaining a closed herd. For dairy herd:
frequent use should be made of the milk ring test.
Closed herd means raising your own replacements, as was done
in the veterinary college program on state dairy farms. If you add
newly purchased cattle to your herd, be sure their blood tests were
negative prior to purchase. Then isolate them on your farm for at leas'
30 days and have them tested again before introducing them to your herd.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OF AUGUST 27, 1956
Facta on the Wheat Acreage Reserve
Farmers need not delay until sign-up day to do some figuring
on the 1957 wheat acreage reserve program.
Outlined below are facts compiled by agricultural economists
at the University of Illinois and the State Agricultural Stabilization
and Conservation Committee.
To figure the maximum possible payment per acre, a farmer can
multiply his normal wheat yield by the county rate per bushel. Both of
these figures may be obtained from the county ASC office. County bushel
rates in Illinois vary from $1.21 to $1.28. Using this rate per acre
md the facts listed below, he can decide whether he wants to partici-
pate in the wheat acreage reserve program under the soil bank.
1. Who is eligible to participate? Any farmer who has a
/heat acreage allotment for 1957 except new wheat farms
.
2. Can the farmer who has no wheat acreage allotment, but wh
;ould produce 15 acres of wheat without penalty under marketing quota
jrovisions, put some of this 15 acres into the wheat acreage reserve?
lo. The farmer must have a wheat allotment and reduce wheat acres be-
.ow it to be eligible for a wheat acreage reserve payment
.
3. How much will the payment be for putting wheat land into
he acreage reserve? The rate of payment will be determined by multipl-
ng the county rate per bushel by the normal yield for the farm or the
jiormal yield for the tract of land designated as wheat acreage reserve,
hichever is smaller. The county rate will vary from $1.21 to $1.28
•er bushel among Illinois counties.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OF AUGUST 2?, 1956
ifheat Acreage - 2
k. How small an acreage can a farmer put Into the acreage
'eaerve? The minimum acreage for the wheat acreage reserve will be
hree acres or the amount of the allotment, whichever is smaller.
5. What is the largest amount that could be put Into the
heatacreage reserve? All of the wheat allotment on farms with fewer
han 50 acres, 50 acres on all farms with allotments of 50 to 100 acres,
nd one-half of all allotments over 100 acres.
6. What can the farmer do with land that goes into the wheat
creage reserve? No crops may be harvested or grazed on this land during
he calendar year 1957 • A cover crop may be planted, and noxious weeds
ust be controlled.
7. Does the farmer have to comply with all acreage allotments
or 1957 in order to get wheat soil bank acreage reserve payments? Yes,
farmer with both corn and wheat must be within his soil bank corn base
V allotment, whichever is in effect. Whether it will be a soil bank
5rn base or corn allotment will be decided by a referendum of corn
reducers in the commercial corn-producing area, to be held by Decem-
er 15, 1956.
8. Do you also have to put corn into the corn acreage reserve
' get payment on wheat put into the acreage reserve? No, you just have
) be within the corn base or allotment (whichever applies in 1957).
9. Can a farmer put land that has been in the acreage reserve
l^ 1956 into the wheat acreage reserve for 1957? Yes.
-more-
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP AUGUST 2?, 1956
Wheat Acreage - 3
10. Can land put Into corn acreage reserve in 1956 be seeded
to wheat this fall for harvest in 1957? Yes.
11. When does the 'farmer have to designate the land that will
be put into the wheat acreage reserve? The land must be designated when
the contract is signed thisfall, and the reserve, tract cannot be changed.
12. When can wheat acreage reserve contracts be signed?
bounty ASC committees do not have authority to sign wheat contracts
-0 date. Final date for signing wheat contracts is September 21, 1956.
Phis date also applies to wheat to be seeded in the spring of 1957.
-30-
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Farm News
igiVERSITY OF ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE EXTENSION SERVICE
FOR RELEASE WEEK OF SEPTEiyiBER 3, 1956
New Device Measures Actual Plow Draft
Wendell Bowers, extension agricultural engineer at the Uni-
versity of Illinois College of Agriculture, has designed a simple
dynamometer that measures the actual pull a plow exerts on a tractor
under all work conditions.
Bowers made his device from a flat steel ring that takes the
place of the conventional clevis. Strain gauges on the ring measure
the strain on it as the load is applied. Wires run from the gauges to
an instrument panel where Bowers can read the amount of load directly.
The extension specialist says that at least 75 percent of all
plows in Illinois are improperly ad justed, causing them to pull from 10
to 20 percent harder than they should.
Proper plow adjustment reduces wear on the tractor and plow
and may lower fuel consumption by as much as 30 percent. With this new
dynamometer. Bowers can easily show a farmer the difference in draft in
actual pounds of pull both before and after plow adjustment.
For full information on how to adjust a plow correctly, write
|to the College of Agriculture, Urbana, for a copy of Circular 755, "6
Steps in Adjusting Moldboard Plows."
I
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OF SEPTEMBER 3, 1956
D13C U3 3 Bulk Milk Handling at Dairy Day
Growing popularity of bulk milk handling may mean that it will
be only a short time until most U. S. market milk will be handled In
that way.
To meet the demands for more Information about bulk handling,
one part of the afternoon program will cover this topic at the fifth
annual Dairy Day program at the University of Illinois College of Agri-
culture on Thursday, September 6.
Advantages for bulk handling over cans generally Include
(1) a chance to sell better milk, (2) less handling labor, (3) lower
hauling and cooling costs, (4) less shrinkage In handling and (5) a
chance for premium payments.
Principal disadvantages are the high first Investment Involved
inthe change-over from cans, and new quality control problems that have
not yet been solved.
One feature of the bulk handling system at the University is
the pipeline conveying system, which has not been taken dovm for clean-
ing since February 28, 1950. Dairymen at the University have been suc-
cessful in keeping bacteria counts low by cleaning the pipeline In place
with detergent solutions.
Another Interesting feature of the Dairy Day program will be
samples of dairy products given to visitors at the start of the morning
tour In the Animal Sciences Laboratory. Other exhibits to be seen on
the tour Include those on storing semen, cause of udder swelling, a
"live" rumen without an animal, galactocemla studies and how bacteria
help a cow use her feed.
Lunch will be served at Illlnl Grove on the campus. Afternoon
exhibits have been set up at the South Lincoln Avenue Dairy Barns. They
include information on preventing milk fever with Irradiated yeast, green
chop feeding versus grazing and high corn diets for cows.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OF SEPTEMBER 3, I956
Inexpensive Device Keeps Eggs Cool
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Pals, Teutopolls, made an egg cooler for
$10 that does a good job for them.
During the hot weather this simmer, the Pals marketed better
than 90 percent Grade A eggs from their cooler. Only about one egg
in 17 that they sold was undergrade, checked or lost.
The Pals gather their eggs four times a day, at 7 and 11 a.m.
and at 1 and k p.m. They put the newly gathered eggs immediately into
the cooler and market them twice a week.
Evaporation provides the cooling in the Pals' homemade cooler,
Evaporating water not only keeps the temperature down, but raises the
relative humidity. Both are necessary to keep egg quality high.
The cooler measures 36 by 30 inches and stands 42 inches high.
A metal water pan four inches deep covers the top.
Fine-mesh burlap saturated with water hangs over the top and
down the sides of the cooler. The top edge of the burlap is fastened in
the pan of water. Wick action draws the water out of the pan and keeps
the burlap soaked. Evaporation from the cloth reduces the temperature
inside the cooler and raises the humidity.
With a cooler like this, you'll need to watch for mold growth.
Clean the pan and burlap often, and provide drainage for excess runoff.
The cooler needs a little ventilation to increase evaporation and cut
down mold growth. Precool the cases as well as the eggs before casing,
^and keep a lid on filled or partly filled cases.
-30- .
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OF SEPTEMBER 3, 1956
Implements on the Hl^hvay
More than ever before, farm implements are competing with
cars and trucks for space on our public highways.
This increase is one result of rapid mechanization on our
farms, and it has brought with it added dangers, says 0. L. Hogsett,
extension safety specialist at the University of Illinois College of
Agriculture.
One-third of all tractor fatalities occur on public roads.
Many others happen on private lanes and drives. Mile for mile it is
much safer to operate an automobile on public roads than to operate a
tractor.
If at all possible, plan your farm work to reduce the exposure
of slow-moving tractors and farm machinery to traffic hazards. The
heavier the traffic, the greater the danger, Hogsett says.
The rules of the road apply to farm tractors and Implements
as well as to cars and trucks. Come to a full stop when entering the
highway, and do not proceed until the way is clear. Then stay on your
side of the road.
If you must take your farm machinery onto the road at dusk
or during darkness, proper lighting is a must. The evening hours are
not only a period of heavy traffic, but also the time when it is hardest
for the motorist to see. In the daylight hours, a red flag on a tall
I mast helps to draw the attention of the motorist to the hazards of
j alow-moving machinery.
The motorist should not be expected to assume the whole
responsibility for safety on rural highways. You also must share this
responsibility.
J
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP SEPTEMBER 3, I956
Animal Disease Diagnostic Laboratory Increases Services
The number of diseased animals on which autopsies were
performed increased during the past year at the diagnostic laboratory
of the University of Illinois College of Veterinary Medicine. The
laboratory is operated in cooperation with the State Department of
Agriculture.
The annual report of the laboratory shows that autopsies
were performed on 211 cattle, up 2^ percent from the previous year; on
155 sheep, up 61 percent; on 1,013 swine, up 35 percent; and on 2,591
birds, mostly chickens and turkeys, down 33 percent.
Animal disease specimens are referred to the laboratory by
Illinois veterinarians. Reports of diagnoses are sent to them, and
they then inform the owners of the findings.
In- addition to poultry and animals on which autopsies are
performed, the laboratory examines specimens collected by veterinarians
in the farm livestock disease problems.
These specimens, such as blood or tissue samples, may be
examined for bacteria, virus and chemicals. Samples of tissues may be
examined microscopically for telltale signs that characterize many
diseases.
The diagnostic laboratory tests blood samples for brucellosis
and leptospirosls in cattle and swine and for pullorum disease in poultry.
The number of specimens submitted to the laboratory for the
past fiscal year totaled 106,017, an increase of 22 percent over the
previous year.
-30-
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Farm News
NIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE EXTENSION SERVICE
FOR RELEASE WEEK OF SEPTEMBER 10, 1956
Dairymen Need To Keep Good Records
Good dairymen would no more think of trying to manage their
herds without records than they would think of driving down the highway
I
blindfolded.
In either case it's essential to know exactly where you're
going, says G. W. Harpestad, extension dairy specialist at the University
of Illinois College of Agriculture.
Production records of individual cows are the most important
I records a dairyman keeps, Harpestad says. That is the only way he can
! know which cows are making money for him and which are the boarders.
The Dairy Herd Improvement, Owner-Sampler or Weigh-a-Day-a-Month system
will give him this information.
Breeding records are necessary to keep the cows producing.
Keep a record of heat periods and breeding and calving dates for each cow.
You'll need this information if you want each cow to freshen once and
to give milk 10 months every year.
Keep a record of the sire and dam of all your cows, as well
information on why cows leave the herd and at what age. Records like
these will help you to select cows that will produce year after year.
-30-
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP SEPTEMBER 10, I956
Keep Safe Around Farm by Knowing Hazards
The first step in farm safety Is to be able to recognize
hazards. The next step is to do something about removing those you see,
says 0. L. Hogsett, extension safety specialist at the University of
Illinois College of Agriculture.
Rundown condition of equipment and buildings is the most
common cause of farm safety hazards. Help to prevent accidents by
keeping both buildings and equipment in good repair.
Rubbish in basement or attic , ashes kept in wood or paper
containers, clothes dried too near a stove, a tractor stored in a hay
barn, gasoline in a glass jug--these are all danger spots where a
serious and expensive fire might start
.
Some machines and tools, like axes, circular saws, disc harrows,
mowers, corn-pickers and tractors, are hazardous either because of their
design or because of the way in which they are used. And a good way to
cause an accident is to start a fire with kerosene, refuel your tractor
while it is hot, adjust or clean machines without stopping the power
unit or let children ride on machines.
Another hazard for animals as well as for people is equipment
left scattered around the farm. For safety, provide a safe place for
everything, and then keep everything in its place.
-30-
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OF SEPTEMBER 10, I956
Paint Galvanized Roofs Before They Break Down
Keep galvanized roofs In good condition indefinitely by
painting when rust spots first appear.
Don Jedele, extension agricultural engineer at the University
of Illinois College of Agriculture, says that if you wait until much
rust shows through you'll have a big job taking off the loose rust and
scale with a stiff brush before you can paint.
Paint on new galvanized roofing is only for decoration, Jedele
says. It will not help to protect the zinc coating on the roof very
much. Life of the original coating will vary with its thickness.
Best results in University tests have come with metallic zinc
paint for the repainting job. Aluminum paint doesn't get along well
with rust, the specialist points out. Iron oxide paint is better than
aluminum paint, but not so long-lasting as zinc.
Before you repaint your old roof, you'll need to renail loose
sheets and patch any holes with sheet -metal screws or mastic. Draw up
gapping side laps with sheet-metal screws, and be sure all rust and dirt
are removed.
For complete information, ask your county farm adviser for a
copy of Circular 759, "Galvanized Roofing for Farm Buildings." Or write
directly to the College of Agriculture, Urbana, for one.
-30-
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP SEPTEMBER 10, I956
i Rural Youth To Hold Annual Fall nnnference
More than 100 members of Illinois county Rural Youth groups
are expected to attend the annual Fall Conference at the University of
Illinois in Urbana on Friday and Saturday, September l-^l and 15
.
Traditional games followed by recreation training and dis-
cussion sessions will open the program Friday evening in Illini Grove
on the University campus at 7:30. E. W. Dalhaus, director of young
people's activities for the Illinois Agricultural Association, Chicago,
will lead the session.
Pinal event on the evening's schedule is a shish-kabob
training school, prepared by a Rural Youth committee for a late evening
snack. Guests will learn how to make shish-kabobs at their home meet-
ings.
Saturday morning's session starts at 9:30 in Room 314 Illini
Union. L. H. Simerl, professor of agricultural economics, will lead a
discussion on the outlook for young farmers and homemakers . V. I. West,
associate professor of agricultural economics, will discuss what con-
sumers pay for and why.
To start the afternoon program, Mr. and Mrs. Robert Smith,
Tolono farm couple, will head a panel on "What Kind of Wife Does a
Parmer Need?" Miss Dorothy Iwig, associate professor of home furnishings
at the University, will talk about selecting furniture. Her talk will
be following by a roundup session on the conference by Miss Clareta
Walker, Rural Youth extension specialist. A recreation session is
scheduled for 7:00 p.m.
Members of the state Rural Youth fall conference planning
committee include Jack Edmondson, Ohio; Gene Schick, Elgin; Georgine
Schild, Eidred; Walter Glaser, Deer Creek; Edwlna Tucker, Vandalia; Joyce
Douglas, Karnak; Harold Roosevelt, Albion; Lauretta Royal, Rock Island;
Donald Schultz, Bismarck; June Pessler, Dow; Virginia Branding, Granite
City; Delila Noble, Vandalia; Richard Johnson, Ohlcj and Linda Pennington,
Elgin.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OF SEPTEMBER 10, 1956
Brandly New Dean of Veterinary College
Dr. Carl A. Brandly is now officially the new dean of the
University of Illinois College of Veterinary Medicine, succeeding
Dr. Robert Graham, who retired on September 1 from a 39-year career at
the University.
Dr. Brandly, 55-year-old native of Kansas^ was in veterinary
research work at the University of Illinois from 1936 to 1939 and in
recent years has been head of the Department of Veterinary Science at
the University of Wisconsin.
He has a daughter, Judy, who will be a sophomore at Illinois
when the fall semester begins, and a son, Thomas, now a practicing veter-
inarian at Boyceville, Wisconsin.
Dr. Graham is spending much of his new freedom on his purebred
Hereford farm near Seymour. His son, Robert D. Graham, operates the
farm.
-30-
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Farm News
NIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE EXTENSION SERVICE
FOR RELEASE WEEK OF SEPTEMBER 17, 1956
Safe Machlr;e Operation Depends on Operator
Safe operation of any machine depends entirely on the operator.
0. L. Hogsett, extension safety specialist at the University
of Illinois College of Agriculture, says the operator must always be
alert and agile if he is to avoid some of the emergencies that cause
serious accidents.
Through training and experience, the best operator acquires
habits that cause him to respond automatically to dangerous conditions.
When learning to operate a new farm machine, get someone to
I
show you how to operate it safely before you try it alone. Always be
cautious of danger to other people around your machine. Never let them
ride on your tractor or on any machine that is being pulled.
Your clothing should fit snugly, with no loose ends. Loose
coat tails, large or torn trouser cuffs, torn coats or shirt sleeves
and double-thumb mittens often cause accidents around moving machinery.
To help reduce farm machinery accidents, learn how to handle
ithe machines safely and know what precautions to take with each machine.
^Then practice until you automatically make the right reponse.
-30-
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP SEPTEMBER IJ , I956
Grass Waterways Keep Gullies From Forming
Plowing down gully-washesln your fields to shut them up may
cause the soil to erode faster than If you didn't plow.
A grass waterway to carry excess rainfall off a sloping field
is the best way to handle the problem, says B. P. Muirheid, extension
agricultural engineer at the University of Illinois College of Agricul-
ture.
For gully control, shape a wide, shallow channel in place of
the gully with a plow or a grader. Disk and roll the channel and then
put on plenty of plant food. Test the soil first to find out how much
lime, phosphorus, potash and nitrogen the soil needs.
Before seeding it's a good idea to put on a starter fertilizer.
Apply 200 pounds of 10-20-0 or 400 pounds of 10-10-10 an acre for a
starter. You can also Improve the soil if you can disk in strawy manure
for a mulch.
Seed a mixture of 8 pounds of timothy and 6 pounds of redtop
or 25 pounds of tall fescue an acre in the fall.
After the grass is established next year, it will be a good
idea to clip and take off the hay, Muirheid says. Then for best results
top-dress each year with 100 pounds of 0-20-20 an acre in the fall and
25-35 pounds of nitrogen in the spring.
Ask your county farm adviser for a copy of Circular 593
>
'"Grass or Gullies." Or write directly to the College of Agriculture,
Urbana, for a copy.
-30-
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP SEPTEMBER 17, I956
Buy Winter Hay When Price Is Low
I
Illinois dairy farmers who put off stocking up on their winter
supply of hay may be left "holding the bag."
E. E. Ormiston of the Department of Dairy Science, University
I of Illinois, says that hay is now selling at a depressed price, but he
predicts that this picture will change soon.
Ormiston points out that abundant rains in east -central Illi-
nois and west -central Indiana have caused a temporary surplus of hay,
i
which means low prices right now. He figures that the effects of a
drought in western Illinois, Iowa and Missouri will soon cause the de-
mand to more than catch up with the supply.
^j Another factor to consider is that in most years hay prices
advance from midsummer until January or February.
At the same time, Ormiston warns that farmers who buy "bargain
basement" hay have two strikes on them before they go to bat. He says
that the dairyman planning to "get by" on low-quality roughage is de-
feated on these counts: (l) the cow will not eat it in large quantity,
and (2) what she does eat is low in nutrients and has reduced feeding
, value.
Ormiston claims that leafy, green, fine-stemmed hay may have
from 25 to 100 percent more protein, minerals, vitamins and net energy
than coarse hay that has been allowed to become too mature before cut-
it ing or has been damaged by rain or sunburn so that the leaves are lost.
As Ormiston puts it, "If a dairyman has an abundance of high-
quality silage and hay, his feeding problem is about solved."
-30-
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OF SEPTEMBER IJ , 1956
pry Spring Causes Some Tree-Planting Losses
A spot check in 25 northern Illinois counties recently showed
an average loss of about 5C percent in 1956 spring tree-planting demon-
stration sites.
Harold Scholten, extension forester at the University of Illi-
lols College of Agriculture, who made the check, says that most of the
tree losses he found happened during one spring dry spell after the
trees were planted.
Normally you could expect spring rains to provide enough soil
moisture for survival and growth of newly planted trees, Scholten says.
But an unusual and critical dry spell during early spring, along with the
dry fall and winter, was the primary cause of the heavy tree losses.
While as an average about half of the planted trees were lost,
'actual survival rates ranged from 10 to 95 percent, the forester reports.
Survivals were best on sites where there was enough soil moisture at
time of planting, and poorest where there was little or no soil moisture
when the trees were planted.
On one farm with a 100 percent loss, a dairy herd broke through
the fence and ate or trampled all the trees that survived the drouthy
weather. Other losses were due to competition from weeds, grass, alfalfa
and other vegetative growth. Last year's dry fall and winter also caused
some loss of other trees of all sizes and ages.
Red, white, jack and Scotch pine were represented in the
plantings. The check showed a great variation in survivals according
to soil types, vegetation and topography.
-more-
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Add Tree-Planting Losses - 2
Most Illinois farmers who plant nursery tree stock will not
experience such high losses. But if you need to replace lost stock or
plan new plantings, you can get tree order blanks from your county farm
adviser. Others will be filled from the state nurseries next spring on
a first-come, first-served basis.
-30-
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IVERSITY OF ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE EXTENSION SERVICE
FOR RELEASE WEEK OP SEPTEMBER 24, I956
Cut Mature Trees in Your Timber Stand
You'll be money ahead by cutting mature trees out of your
timber stand.
L. B. Culver, extension forester at the University of Illi-
nois College of Agriculture, says that mature trees are ready for sale
as saw logs or for use on the farm. And at the same time getting the
big trees out of the woods will make room for smaller ones to mature
Into large, salable trees faster.
Thinning the stand right also helps to improve the quality
of your timber and will mean more profits in the long run. Culver says.
Thinning means cutting out Immature trees that are unthrifty, diseased
or partly decayed, crooked or low-forked, or the lower valued species
where they are crowding superior ones.
Keep animals and fire out of the woods, says the forestry
specialist. Grazing animals trample seedling trees and also slowly
kill larger ones by compacting the soil. Fire scorches the trees and
Increases rain run-off.
Take a trip through your woods before the leaves fall, and
mark the trees that need to come out. Then, when you go in to cut this
winter, you'll have the selection job finished. For more information,
see your county farm adviser or your local farm forester, or write to
the Department of Forestry, College of Agriculture, Urbana
.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP SEPTEMBER 2k, I956
Have You Inspected Your Chimney Lately?
It ' 3 a good Idea to inspect your chimney at least once a
year for soot accumulations and flashing failure and to check the
mortar joints to see whether they need repointing.
One good way to check the chimney for leaking joints is to
use the smoke test, says D. G. Jedele, extension agricultural engineer
at the University of Illinois College of Agriculture.
For this test, build a fire of paper, straw, wood or tar
paper at the base of the flue- -probably in the clean-out pit is best,
Jedele says. When the fire is smoking well, cover the chimney top
with a wet blanket or wet feed sacks. Any leaks will show up plainly.
If you find an accumulation of soot in the chimney, the best
way to clean it out is to hire a furnace cleaning company with modern
suction equipment. But you can do the job yourself by using a weighted
sack filled with straw and attached to a rope.
Most chemical chimney cleaning compounds are dangerous to use,
the agricultural engineer points out. They produce a high temperature
to burn out the soot, and using too much compound may produce an ex-
plosion or an uncontrollable fire.
Gas furnaces can form soot If the burner is not properly
adjusted to burn clean. Coal- or wood-burning furnaces, however, are
more likely to soot up the chimney.
Damp spots on the ceilings or walls near a chimney may show
that rain water is leaking around the flashing or through a leak in
the chimney wall. Sometimes a hood over the chimney top will help to
keep rain out if you can't find the leak.
-30-
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NIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE EXTENSION SERVICE
FOR RELEASE WEEK OF OCTOBER 1, 1956
Keep Safety Shields In Place
In this busy work season. It's smart to play safe by having
all safety shields in place on power take-offs and other moving farm
machinery part s
.
The stakes are too high for you to gamble against having an
accident by working around machinery without guards, says 0. L. Hogsett,
extension safety specialist at the University of Illinois College of
Agriculture. If you lose, it's too late to be sorry.
Get standard power take-off hitches and shields from your
machinery dealer. But even the best shield will not protect you if you
'don't put it on.
Some manufacturers are putting on non-removable power take-
'off shields to help protect operators against negligence. You can open
these shields for service and inspection.
Just remember that accidents don't respect either age or ex-
perience.
-30-
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OF OCTOBER 1, 1956
Fewer Cows Produce More Milk This Year
Even though there are fewer dairy cows this year than last,
higher average production will Increase the supply of milk about 3.5
billion pounds In 1956.
Leo R. Fryman, extension dairy specialist at the University
of Illinois College of Agriculture, quotes a USDA report which says
that the prices received by farmers for milk are increasing seasonally.
Milk prices are likely to stay above 1955 prices for the rest of 1956.
This price increase plus higher production will boost 1956
cash receipts from the sale of dairy products about 10 percent over
1955j Fryman says. However, higher feed prices and other production
costs will hold net income to a smaller Increase.
Average milk production per cow will probably exceed 6,000
pounds this year. In 19^7 the average was only 5,000 pounds. This
rapid increase has been due to many changes in dairy farming in recent
years. For example, changes in price relationships have had some effect
in increasing the rates of concentrate feeding.
Also more artificial breeding has extended the use of good
bulls capable of transmitting higher production. More and more dairy-
men are increasing the quality of their roughage and pastures.
In general, dairymen are optimistic about the future. With
somewhat higher milk prices, the efficient operator can make a reason-
able profit from dairying this year.
-30-
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP OCTOBER 1, 1956
Skimpy Wiring Is Farm Electric Problem
Increasing use of electricity on Illinois farms has caught
many of them with Inadequate wiring.
R. M. Peart, agricultural engineer at the University of Illi-
nois College of Agriculture, estimates that at least one-fourth of them
have serious wiring problems.
How do you know when you have a wiring problem? Here are
four symptoms, according to Peart:
1. Lights flicker noticeably when electric motors start.
2. Television picture shrinks when you turn on other appliances.
3. Fifteen-amp fuses blow on regular circuits.
k. You get electrical shocks, not caused by static, from
metal parts or switches.
If you find any of these symptoms, call the doctor in the
form of your local reliable electrician, Peart suggests. Don't try to
cut costs by doing it yourself unless you really know how.
You can get help and advice with your problem from your county
farm adviser or power use adviser. Have them help you do a complete,
over-all plan of modern wiring for your farm and home to save added re-
wiring and expense in the future.
Or you can write to the College of Agriculture, Urbana, for
copies of Leaflets 9 and 10 from the Department of Agricultural Engineer-
ing. These leaflets give information on different types of wire and
where you should use them on the farm.
-30-
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OF OCTOBER 1, I956
Sheep Day Will Feature Top-Not ch Producers
Henry Barschdorf, Ransom, and Harold Steele, Princeton,
are two producers who will appear on the program of the Sixth Annual
Sheep Production Day at the University of Illinois on Friday, October 26.
Barschdorf and Steele wil discuss their profitable experiences
with farm flocks and feeder lambs. Ralph Grimshaw, extension livestock
specialist at the Ohio State University, will also tell about money-
making ways to raise farm flocks.
Other topics will include better wool production, wool and
lamb marketing problems and the latest research findings from the Illi-
nois Agricultural Experiment Station in Urbana.
The day's program begins with a visit to the sheep farm at
10:00 a.m. DST. Research 3heep will be on display there along with demon-
strations and exhibits of labor-saving practices.
Profitable production of farm flocks will be the topic for
discussion at the morning session starting at 11:15 a.m. In the Live-
stock Pavilion. Noon lunch will be served there by the Hoof and Horn
Club of the University.
New ideas for successful sheep production based on University
of Illinois research will headline the afternoon program. Ed Warner,
Chicago, Sunbeam Corporation livestock specialist and one of the top
shearing instructors in the world, will again show proper shearing
techniques. Sheepmen will have a chance to ask questions and discuss
their problems with the specialists.
Shearers will have a "check-out" with Warner and Illinois
extension livestock specialists H. G. Russell, G. R. Carlisle and D. E.
Walker at 4:00 p.m. following the formal program.
Visitors planning to come some distance who do not have a full
car may wish to invite a neighbor or contact their county farm adviser
to arrange for a group to come together.
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INIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE EXTENSION SERVICE
FOR RELEASE WEEK OF OCTOBER 8, 1956
Limited Sunlight May Cut Soybean Yields
Shaded soybean plants at the Illinois Agricultural Experiment
Station In Urbana may tell how sunlight affects oil and protein pro-
duction in the plants.
Tests this summer by R. W. Howell, plant physiologist at the
U. S. Regional Soybean Laboratory at the University of Illinois, have
compared shaded with unshaded plants. Howell has used an atmometer to
measure the amount of sunlight reaching the plants.
Burlap tents over the shaded plants limited the amount of
light reaching them to only 25 percent of full sunlight.
Growth comparisons this summer have shown that shade decreased
the weight of both leaves and stems. Effect of shade on production of
oil and protein quality will have to wait for chemical analysis of the
harvested crop this fall.
-30-
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP OCTOBER 8, I956
Extension Conference Starts Monday In Urbana
More than 400 members of the staff of the Extension Service
in Agriculture and Home Economics of the University of Illinois will
meet in their annual fall conference here Monday, October 15, through
Thursday noon, October I8
.
Conference theme has been selected as "Program Plus People
Equals Progress," according to W. G. Kammlade, associate director of
the Extension Service.
In line with this theme, Joe M. Bohlen and George M. Deal,
Iowa State College rural sociologists, will discuss "How Farm People
Accept New Ideas" on the Monday afternoon program. Bohlen and Beal have
summarized their research information in the form of a flannelgraph
presentation. Plenty of time will be reserved for discussion from the
floor.
Henry L. Porter, manager of sales training for Standard Oil
Company, Chicago, will help to develop the theme on the Thursday morn-
ing session, when he will discuss "Let's Talk About You." Kammlade will
also appear on that morning's program.
A panel of county extension workers will tell the group about
their experiences at summer school this year with the idea of making
good suggestions available to the staff. Panel members will include
Farm Advisers C. F. Bayles, Tazewell county; E. E. Golden, DeKalb
county; and A. A. Wicklein, Will county; and Mrs. Grace Wepner, Mason
county home adviser.
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Add Conference - 2
Some sessions '^f the (conference will be devoted exclusively
to agricultural and home ooonorains t«=tpics, with county advisers, their
assistants and state staff mem>^ers meetlAg in separate locations. Farm
advisers will discuss the water prohlem and marketing in their sessions,
while home advisers will meet in various sub je/'t -matter Interest groups.
Time on the program will also be given to 4-H, Rural Youth
and camping sessions.
Extra events will include initiation and annual banquet of
Epsilon Sigma Phi, honorary extension society, with recognition of ex-
tension workers with 25 or more years of service, annual meetings of the
state associations of farm advisers- and h«me advisers a.nd meetings of
the five district oamping ass^oiations.
The annual extension banquet is scheduled for Tuesday evening
in the mini Union ballroom. A feature of Monrtay evening will be a
Chick- 'N-Chatter barbecue, followed by a mixer in the Stock Pavilion on
the University campus,
-30-
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP OCTOBER 8, 1956
Christmas Trees Make A Good Farm Crop
Christmas trees have become an Important new farm crop in the
north-central and northeastern United States within the past 10 years.
For many years farmers have been marketing spruce and balsam
trees that have sprung up naturally in cutover woodlands and lightly
grazed pastures, but the business of planting and growing Christmas
trees as a crop is a relatively new business, says J. N. Spaeth, head
of the department of forestry at the University of Illinois College of
Agriculture.
II
No figures are available on the number of Illinois farmers
getting into the business, but the names of several are known who have
ordered 20,000 or more trees. Many have ordered Scotch pine from the
state nurseries, and this species is recommended only for Christmas
trees. Many others have planted this and other species from both state
and private nurseries.
ll
Eight midwestern states are now cooperating in a study of the
Christmas tree situation, Spaeth reports. The study will try to find
out how many trees are grown, how many are used and what kinds and sizes
people prefer so that the nurseries can grow the right stock for farm
planting.
Raising high-quality Christmas trees is something of an art,
Spaeth believes. For instance, pruning in Pennsylvania has increased
average tree value 50 to 75 cents at a cost of about 15 cents. Some of
the best trees grow on the poorer land with least labor because they
grow more slowly and the foliage is naturally more dense. But they
still need some shaping to make them symmetrical.
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FOR RELEASE V/EEK OF OCTOBER 8, I956
Brucellosis Still "Villain" In Too Many Herds
Although there can be more than a dozen reasons why a cow may
lose an unborn calf, brucellosis Is still the "villain" in too many
cases.
Dr. H. J. Hardenbrook of the University of Illinois College
of Veterinary Medicine estimates that brucellosis alone causes the loss
of at least 200,000 calves each year. Thus this disease must always
be suspected when unborn calves are lost in untested herds.
Even though calves are being vaccinated on a farm, there's
always the chance that older animals may be affected without the owner
knowing it. Dr. Hardenbrook points out that the premises may be so
severely contaminated that vaccination becomes ineffective. He suggests
that a farmer carry out a herd-testing program along with any calf vac-
cination program.
Dr. Hardenbrook says that other diseases which may cause
abortion in cows Include vibrionlc infection, shipping fever, listerel-
losis and trichomoniasis, and certain types of yeasts and molds.
Although not so common as might be supposed, occasionally a
pregnant cow will lose her calf if she gets kicked, slips on ice, gets
jammed in a doorway or is seriously injured in some other way.
The matter of nutrition can't be overlooked either. Harden-
brook says that good rations are essential, especially when the breeding
animals are not fully developed.
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Add Brucellosis - 2
Dr. Hardenbrook admits that causes of abortion are so numerous
and sometimes so complicated that even the veterinarian may be stumped
for a while. "But once we learn the cause, we can at least help the
owner prevent further losses. And that means more lives saved in the
next calf crop," he concludes.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP OCTOBER 15, I956
Flaying the Picker" Can Be Costly
If you "play the horses" and lose. It's money down the drain.
But when you "play the picker" and lose, you may lose both money, a
finger, hand or arm cr your life, says 0. L. Hogsett, extension safety
specialist at the University of Illinois College of Agriculture.
When you try to clean or adjust a picker while it's running,
you're betting your hand, your arm or maybe even your life to save a
couple of minutes.
You're doing the same thing when you don't put the power
take-off shield on the picker. The few minutes it takes to attach
shields can save many dollars and months of time if it prevents an
accident
.
The wise farmer won't bet something so valuable as a hand
3r arm when the most he can gain is a minute or two.
Your picker was designed and built with safety in mind--keep
It that way.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OF OCTOBER 15, I956
Cornstalk Poisoning Dangerous
A field of cornstalks looks innocent enough. But it can
sometimes be a death trap to livestock.
Dr. D. R. Llngard of the College of Veterinary Medicine at
the University of Illinois says that every year nitrate poisoning kills
many farm animals when they are pastured in cornfields during the fall
and early winter.
Dr. Lingard says the likelihood of losses from cornstalk
poisoning is far greater in dry years than in wet years. However, he
points out that it's also possible for animals to poison themselves on
cornstalks in fields that received large amounts of high nitrate fer-
tilizer. Poisoning occurs when the animals eat large amounts of uncut
cornstalks.
fl How can the farmer prevent or cut down the danger of this
poisoning? Dr. Lingard says there's no way to be 100 percent safe. He
advises controlled grazing of stalk fields, giving the animals plenty
of good-quality hay in drylot each morning before turning them onto
the field and then leaving them in the field only a few hours at a time.
After repeated small doses of nitrates, animals develop a
tolerance that enables them to eat progressively larger amounts of
cornstalks.
Dr. Lingard says that once an animal shows symptoms of poi-
soning, it's often too late to save it. The poisoning is so acute that
treatment is usually not successful.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP OCTOBER 15, I956
I
State Cattle Feeders Meet on November 2
Carl P. Neumann, secretary-manager of the National Livestock
and Meat Board, Chicago, vlll headline the list of speakers for the
28th Annual Illinois Cattle Feeders Day at the University of Illinois
on Friday, November 2.
Neumann will discuss "The Housewife--Your Beef Customer" as
windup of the afternoon program in the Stock Pavilion on the campus of
the College of Agriculture in Urbana .
Research reports from staff members of the beef division at
the college will highlight the latest information from the laboratories
and test pens on the use of hormones and antibiotics in beef cattle
feeding, according to A . L. Neumann, head of the beef division, who is
in charge of the program.
Staff members reporting on the program, and their subjects,
''include B. C. Breldenstein, "Carcass Evaluation of Hormone-Treated
Heifers"; G. E. Mitchell, "Metabolism of Radioactive Stilbestrol in
Beef Steers"; and W. W. Albert, "Effect of Aureomycin on Hormone-
Implanted Steers Limited-Fed and Full-Fed on Pasture." A. L. Neumann
will discuss "Effect of Terramycin on Hormone -Implanted Heifers Pull-
iPed on Pasture and in Dry lot " and "Study of Time and Methods of Using
jHormones in Beef Cattle."
L. H. Simerl, extension agricultural economist on the Uni-
. versity staff will discuss the beef cattle outlook as he sees it for
the coming year. Official welcome to visitors will be given by
Dr. David D. Henry, president of the University of Illinois, at the
start of the morning session in the Stock Pavilion at 11:00 a.m.
Early guests are invited to visit the Beef Farm on the south
jcampus starting at 9:00 a.m. They will see several lots of calves be-
!ing fed different silage rations and a display of the steers to be
shown at the International Livestock Exposition. Lunch will be served
in the Stock Pavilion by members of the Hoof and Horn Club of the Uni-
versity.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OF OCTOBER 15, 1956
Oil Paints May Mold In Basements
Some paints with an oil or gum base are likely to mold if
used in moist locations.
K. H. Hlnchcliff, extension agricultural engineer at the
University of Illinois College of Agriculture, says that paints pro-
duced especially for use in such places usually do not contain these
mold-encouraging materials.
Some waterproofing paints contain powdered iron that may
cause a rust that could be confused with red mold, Hlnchcliff says.
The only way to be sure what is causing the trouble is to examine the
coating under a microscope.
To prevent mold, you can use anti-fungus materials in base-
ment paint. But you may also be able to cure some of the causes of the
trouble. Using a fan or a commercial or homemade dehumidlfler should
help, the agricultural engineer suggests.
You can buy mold inhibitors to put in paint for basement use.
Recommended inhibitors contain a 1 percent solution of sodium penta-
chlcrphonate. Less effective are bicarbonate of soda or borax solu-
tions
.
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Milk Supplies Body "Building Blocks"
To repair a brick wall, a bricklayer needs a reserve supply
of materials to work with.
Likewise your body needs a reserve of "building blocks" to
repair broken-down tissues. In the body these building blocks are
called amino acids. They make up the protein that builds muscles.
These amino acids are found in milk, Nature's most perfect
foodj according to R. G. Hansen, University of Illinois dairy biochem-
ist. One quart of milk supplies from 50 to 200 percent of these body
building blocks.
At least l8 amino acids make up proteins. Some can be formed
by your body, but at least eight must come from the food you eat each
day.
If you don't get enough of these eight "essential" amino
acids, Hansen warns, you'll actually destroy your body tissues.
Some protein foods are low in important amino acids and won't
help to provide them no matter how much you eat, Hansen explains. Poor
building block mixtures aren't stored in the body long enough to allow
shortages to be made up.
But when you drink milk, along with the other foods you eat,
you'll get all the amino acids you need.
For example, cereal grains are usually low in lyslne--a neces-
sary building block. But milk proteins contain a lot of lysine. So
both milk and cereals or bread at meals give you a better amino acid
balance than cereals or bread alone.
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Winter Short Course Starts November 26
Between 100 and 150 young Illinois farmers are expected to
enroll in the 1956 Winter Short Course in Agriculture at the University
of Illinois starting on Monday, November 26.
H. L. Sharpj short course director at the College of Agricul-
ture, says that all farmers interested in keeping up with the latest
knowledge about farming are welcome to enroll, even though the course
is designed especially for young farmers. Many young people enroll in
the regular four-year agriculture curriculum at the college after finish-
ing the short course.
Purpose of the short course is to furnish an opportunity for
concentrated study in agriculture at a time of year when farm people
are able to get away for a short while. They can bring themselves up
to date on the technological and economic changes and developments in
modern farming methods, Sharp says.
Classes will end on January 17, and there will be a vacation
for Christmas and New Year's from December 21 until January 3-
If applicants have not graduated from high school, they should
|be at least l8 years old. More mature students often have the advantage
bf having had more farm experience.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP OCTOBER 22, 1956
Short Course - 2
Students will have 24 different agriculture courses to choose
from. For complete information and an application form, write to the
Short Course Supervisor, 104 Mumford Hall, Urbana
.
The Illinois Bankers Association again this year is encourag-
ing member banks to offer $100 scholarships to outstanding young farmers
who want to attend the short course. Last year the member banks awarded
26 such scholarships to short course students. See your local bank for
details,
-30-I
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP OCTOBER 22, 1956
Be Careful With Cornplckers Before You're Injured
The best time to be careful with cornplckers Is before you
are injured. One hundred fifty-five Illinois farmers last year found
that "it can happen to me." These men were seriously injured and some
were even killed by their own cornplckers.
But your picker can be just as safe as you want to make it,
says 0. L. Hogsett , extension safety specialist at the University of
Illinois College of Agriculture. A safe picker is one that is mechani-
cally sound, well adjusted and operated right.
Here are four safety tips. Follow them religiously and you
should finish picking your corn without injury.
Never try to unclog, adjust, oil or grease your picker while
it is running. Always shut off the power before you do any work on
the machine.
Never be in a hurry. One of the biggest dangers with pickers
comes when the operator gets in a hurry. Which is better--to play it
slow and safe or to wind up in the hospital minus a hand or foot because
i
you became careless while trying to hurry?
Another big danger comes in running your cornpicker when
rou're tired. Many a hand or foot has been lost when a tired, irritated
operator carelessly tried to unclog the rolls along toward dusk. Better
3uit early than get hurt because you are tired and careless. If possi-
ble, change operators once in a while and rest.
It's wise to carry a fire extinguisher on the tractor. During
Jornpicking there's always some danger that the shucks may catch fire
^rom a hot manifold. In case of fire, a good extinguisher would help
j'O save your tractor or picker.
Be wise--economize by preventing cornpicker accidents through
pafe operation. It's good business.
I
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FOR RELEASE V/EEK OF OCTOBER 22, 1956
Lambs Gain Well on High-Oil, Hlgh-Proteln Corn
Four years of feeding lamb rations containing hlgh-oll, high-
protein corn have produced average gain increases of 7 percent at the
Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station.
U. S. Garrigus, head of the sheep division at the University
of Illinois College of Agriculture, will make a complete report of this
experiment at the annual Sheep Day program in Urbana on October 26.
Corn used in the tests has averaged about 50 percent more oil
than regular hybrid varieties, Garrigus says. Actual oil content has
been about 6j percent compared with 4^ percent for normal corn.
At the same time, protein content of the corn used in the ex-
periment has averaged from 10 to 11 percent instead of the mora normal
8 to 9 percent. Plant breeders have been able to keep yields up on
these varieties of high-oil, high-protein corn, Garrigus says. Some
'hybrid varieties of this corn are now commercially available.
Lambs on the test ate about 6 percent less feed for each pound
of gain. Carcasses, however, did not grade any higher, on the average,
than those of lambs on regular corn rations.
I Several other research reports are scheduled for Sheep Day.
In addition, guest speakers will talk about lamb and wool production
problems
.
Visitors are Invited to see research projects in progress and
the University's sheep flock at the Sheep Farm on the south campus start-
ing at 9:30 a.m. DST . The formal program is scheduled to start in the
JLlvestock Pavilion at 11:00 a.m. Lunch will be served there by the Hoof
and Horn Club.
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Feed Radioactive Stllbestrol to Steers in Test
Animal scientists at the Illinois Agricultural Experiment Sta-
tion in Urbana have used radioactive stllbestrol in tests to find out
whether the hormone-like substance is absorbed in animal tissues and, if
so, where and how much.
A. L. Neumann, head of the beef division at the University of
Illinois College of Agriculture, says that a complete report of this ex-
periment will be given at the 28th annual Illinois Cattle Feeders Day in
Urbana on Friday, November 2.
Other research reports to be given at Cattle Feeders Day will
include carcass evaluation of hormone -treated heifers, effects of ter-
ramycin on hormone -implanted heifers full-fed on pasture and in drylot
,
effects of aureomycin on hormone- implanted steers limited-fed or full-
fed on pasture, and a study of time and methods of using hormones in
beef cattle.
Guests will also hear an outlook report on the beef cattle
situation and a talk on consumer education in the beef market.
Cattlemen attending the program are invited to visit the beef
farm on the south campus for tours of the barns starting at 9:00 a.m.
The "International" steers will be on display there, along with several
lots of cattle on various silage experiments.
I
The formal program is scheduled to start in the Stock Pavilion
|at 11:00 a.m. Lunch will be served there by members of the Hoof and
Horn Club at the college.
-30-
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP OCTOBER 22, 1956
Illinois Vegetable Growers to Meet November 1-2
The 26th annual convention of the Illinois State Vegetable
Growers' Association will be held November 1 and 2 at Southern Illinois
University in Carbondale. All vegetable growers and other interested
persons are invited to attend any or all of the two-day session.
Leading off the Thursday morning program will be a report on
the outlook for the early tomato industry by Joe Vandemark, horticul-
turist from Purdue University other discussions include a report on new
pepper varieties for Illinois by A. E. Thompson, University of Illinois
vegetable crops breeder, and results of vegetable variety tests and
mulching studies at Carbondale by W . T. Andrew of Southern Illinois Uni-
versity.
The Thursday afternoon program will be devoted to experiences
of marketing organizations. This part of the convention will have
special appeal for vegetable growers who are interested in starting
group marketing assocations for their crops.
The annual banquet on Thursday evening will feature Joseph S.
Shelly, executive secretary of the Vegetable Growers' Association of
America, Washington, D. C. He will report on the activities of the asso-
ciation "Along the Potomac."
Friday meetings will cover reports on nitrogen application,
disease and insect control, and farm labor. On Friday afternoon a panel
of University sepcialists will be prepared to answer questions on disease.
insects and other special problems of vegetable growers.
-30-
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Farm News
IMIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE EXTENSION SERVICE
FOR RELEASE WEEK OF OCTOBER 29, 1956
Tax Facts Given to Help Voters
Three University of Illinois faculty members this week present
these facts and opinions about taxes. They will be of special interest
to voters who are thinking about how they want to vote on the blue ballot
November 6.
Real estate taxes in Illinois from 19^9 to 1955 amounted to
about 3«8 cents for each dollar of gross income, points out C. L. Stewart,
professor of agricultural economics. Other state and local taxes will
rqual about 45 percent of real estate taxes. So total property and other
axes will equal about 5.5 cents per dollar of gross income.
If net income is considered, Stewart estimates that farmers
have paid about $10.56 for each $100 of such income during the past
seven years. This figure was even higher in 1955 because net Incomes
^eve down and taxes were up. Taking the last seven years, Illinois had
the largest proportion of net income taken as farm real estate taxes
among all 48 states.
Forty years ago farm real estate taxes per $100 of value of
farm land and buildings in Illinois were 68 percent of the national
laverage. They are now 134 percent of the national average. No other
-more-
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Add Tax Facts - 2
state has shown so striking an increase in taxes levied per $100 value
of farm land and buildings.
"It is not surprising that voices in Illinois agriculture
have been calling for tax revision," exclaims Stewart.
John P. Due, professor of economics, says that Illinois, along
with other states, is almost certain to face increasing need for more
tax revenues in coming years. He points out that tax rates on real
estate cannot go much higher without putting an even heavier burden on
home owners and many farmers.
Due points out that substantial revenue is lost under the
sales tax, and serious inequity is created by escape from tax as a
result of court interpretations of a number of transactions which are
taxable in other states.
Complete overhaul of the corporate tax structure is one of
the most urgently needed reforms, says Due. Illinois gains only 1 per-
cent of its total tax revenue from the corporation tax, while the states
as a whole gain 9 percent.
A general overhaul of the state tax system is highly desirable,
believes Due. But that is virtually impossible within the framework of
present constitutional provisions.
Irving Howards, research associate in the Institute of Govern-
ment and Pulblc Affairs, points out that for the past 10 years local
government officials and citizens alike have found it difficult to
letermine with any certainty what rates actually apply. There have been
trenuous efforts to establish and hold tax rate limits. The result is
jreat confusion regarding what rates and what taxes are legal, and it
^omes at a time when there is an ever-growing need for additional revenue.
L
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP OCTOBER 29, 1956
Wear Right Clothing for Cornplcklng
You've heard the saying, "Clothes make the man." Not only can
they make the man, but they can also be the cause of his death. The rec-
ords show that the wrong kind of clothing is often responsible for
accidents around corn-harvesting machinery, says 0. L. Hogsett , extension
safety specialist at the University of Illinois College of Agriculture.
A man running a cornpicker should wear snug-fitting clothes
that won't catch on moving shaft, belts, gears or other moving parts.
Even a fairly smooth shaft can grab a torn pants leg, beginning with
Dne little thread and then gobbling up the rest of the pant3--wlth the
/ictlra in them.
Be careful about the kind of gloves you wear too. No gloves
it all are safest but, if the weather makes them necessary, they should
)e cloth without floppy gauntlets. Steer away from double-thumb especi-
illy. Leather gloves are not as safe as cloth, because they won't tear
>r pull off as easily if they become caught
.
If you've been putting off having some of those old clothes
lended, do it now before corn-picking season begins. It may prevent an
.njury or perhaps save your life.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OF OCTOBER 29, 1956
Planting More Than One Oat Variety Good Idea
Don't plant all of your oats in one variety, suggests Walter 0.
Scott, University of Illinois crops specialist. He points out that re-
search has given Illinois farmers several excellent varieties in recent
years. But the perfect oat variety has not yet been developed.
Scott says that each of our present varieties has some weak-
ness. Fortunately this weakness is not the same in all varieties. In
one it may be susceptibility to race 7 of stem rust; in another it may
be susceptibility to crown rust race 202.
A disease like race 7 of stem rust can not be eliminated by
dividing the oat acreage between varieties that differ in resistance to
this disease. However, the danger can be kept as low as possible if
farmers can avoid planting all oat acreage with varieties that are
susceptible to a particular disease.
Many farmers will want to consider planting one of the two
new varieties of oats that are available to Illinois farmers this year.
Newton, which was developed and released by Purdue University, matures
about the same time as Clinton. It has a good straw, good test weight
land good yield record in Illinois. It is moderately resistant to crown
rust and resistant to race 7 of stem rust, but is susceptible to race 8
of stem rust and Septoria.
I
Logan was developed at the University of Illinois by plant
breeder 0. T. Bonnett . A cross between Benton and Marion, it matures a
few days earlier than Clinton and yields well in Illinois. It has a
^rellow kernel with a relatively thin hull.
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POR RELEASE WEEK OF OCTOBER 29, 1956
Grinding Roughage Not Recommended for Dairy Cattle
If you grind roughage for dairy cattle, it will pass through
the digestive tract too rapidly for complete digestion, warns Leo
Fryman, dairy extension specialist at the University of Illinois.
Some experiments have shown that digestibility of cellulose,
which makes up most of the energy value of hay, was decreased by as
much as 25 percent by grinding. In some cases the fat content of milk
produced by cows on a ration of finely ground hay has also decreased.
Fryman says you're only fooling yourself if you think cows
will do better when you grind your poor-quality roughage. They might
eat more of the coarse part of it. But since the feeding value is low,
production of the cows may be disappointing.
On the other hand, grinding grain for dairy cows will pay.
Since cows do not chew their feed thoroughly, hard grains like corn,
barley, and oats are swallowed whole. Unlike roughages, grains are not
regurgitated and rechewed. Unless they are grotmd, from 20 to 25 per-
cent of the oats and 30 to 35 percent of the corn may be lost.
When feeding calves up to 6 to 8 months of age, Fryman points
out, you do not need to grind either grain or hay. Up to this age,
calves chew their feed quite thoroughly.
-30-
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OF OCTOBER 29, 1956
Don't Be Rough With Feeder Calves
Be rough with your feeder calves, and they'll be rough with
your pocketbook.
Veterinarians at the University of Illinois College of Veter-
inary Medicine warn that shipping fever, a serious infectious disease
of cattle, is likely to cause a high death loss If cattle are handled
carelessly or roughly in transit or after they arrive at their destina-
tion.
Here are some suggestions veterinarians give for reducing
losses from shipping fever: Avoid hard driving make sure cattle have
been rested, fed hay and watered before loading them at the pens; avoid
rough handling in loading and overcrowding in the cars; protect the
animals from bad weather; feed and water livestock en route, and allow
them to become well rested when unloaded for feed and water.
Once your feeder cattle arrive, segregate the animals that
appear to be "off condition" from the rest. Then feed all animals some
dry roughage and a small amount of water. If the animals are to be
pasture-fed, first let them become accustomed to new grasses a little
I
at a time. If they're to be drylot-fed, feed corn fodder and hay for
10 days or longer before starting them on fattening rations.
Vaccinating with bacterins or anti-serum is believed to in-
Icrease resistance to infection, but it has not prr-ved to be entirely
'satisfactory. However, the advisability of vaccinating should be left
.up to the veterinarian.
-more-
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Symptoms of shipping fever include high temperature, loss of
appetite and weight, mucous discharge from the nose, swollen, watery-
eyes, shivering and coughing, weakness and labored breathing. Early
treatment of affected animals is especially Important for recovery.
g Once the disease is fully established, the chances of recovery
are usually pretty slim. Since shipping fever Is an infectious disease,
carcasses of animals that have died from it should be burned or buried,
and the stables, sheds or yards that contained the infected animals
should be cleaned and disinfected.
i
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Farm News
NIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE EXTENSION SERVICE
FOR RELEASE WEEK OP NOVEMBER 5, 1956
Clip Flanks and Udders of Dairy Gov s
It will be easier for you to keep your cows clean and to
produce high-quality milk this winter if you clip the flanks and udders
of your cows before you bring them into the barn.
Here are five steps to follow in clipping a dairy cow. They
are suggested by Leo R. Fryman, extension dairy specialist at the Uni-
versity of Illinois:
1. Clip the tail and bob the switch so that it clears the
ground about four inches. Clip the tail head and area around the switch
of the tail.
2. Clip the entire surface of the udder.
3. Clip the belly and hocks. Then make a "mark line" from
the navel to the thurl on both sides. Do it by holding the clippers
on edge, with the bottom blade toward the cow's head.
4. Clip the flanks and thighs by running the clippers up
from the hock to the "mark line."
5. Clip up the backbone to help control lice.
Clipping is no substitute for washing the cow's udder before
milking, Fryman says. Even when cows are neatly clipped, you should
still wash the udder and teats carefully with water and chlorine solution
before putting on the milking machine. Washing not only helps to pro-
duce clean milk, but stimulates "let -down" so that the cow can be milked
faster.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OF NOVEMBER 5, 1956
Question Use of Fuel and Oil Dopes
In general, fuel dopes In small quantity don't do very much
good or very much harm.
Wendell Bowers, extension agricultural engineer at the Uni-
versity of Illinois, reports that U. S. Bureau of Standards tests on
more than 130 different fuel dopes showed that none of them made any
Important Improvement In engine performance. Some actually cost the
operators unnecessary expense.
Some dopes, on the other hand, actually have been found to
be corrosive to hard metal bearings. Bowers says. Using them will do
more harm than good, especially under severe service conditions in farm
tractors or trucks.
Other dopes upset the chemical balance In motor oils and may
cause serious lubricating problems. High-quality modern motor oils are
.
balanced chemically, the agricultural engineer points out, and will do
I
' all the things that makers of oil dopes claim that their product will do.
Most dopes or additives are made up primarily from light
lubricating oils. Bowers says. The only time you would be justified in
using a fuel or oil dope, in his opinion, would be in an emergency when
a valve begins to stick or some other similar trouble arises.
However, Bowers suggests that you do not use any dopes if you
are not having any trouble. If you do have trouble, use dope onlylnan
emergency, and then look for the source of the trouble or put your car,
tractor or truck in the hands of a reliable mechanic as soon as possible.
-30-
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OF NOVEMBER 5, 1956
Natural \'Iood Finishes Fine for Farm Homes
Natural wood finishes seem particularly appropriate for farm
homes because they fit so well into rustic settings.
But, although new natural finishes are attractive, they have
special upkeep problems that you should knov about before you decide
to use them, says Keith H. Hlnchcliff, extension farm structures spe-
cialist at the University of Illinois College of Agriculture.
You'll normally have to expect to renew natural exterior finishes
once a year, Hinchcllff says. In contrast, house paint will last about
four years before it needs refinishing. New finish formulas now under
test, however, indicate a longer life than one year for natural finishes.
Sunlight and rain are especially harmful to natural finishes.
Sheltered areas, the north side of the house and parts of the house
protected by shade trees will retain their finish longer than others.
Splash water on the wall to find out whether it needs re-
jflnishing, Hinchcllff suggests. If the water spreads out and is quickly
absorbed, the surface needs refinishing. If you wait too long to re-
'ifinish, rain and moisture will darken the wood to the point where you
can't bring it back when you do refinish.
Natural oil finishes have the least gloss. They will darken
dthe wood more than other finishes, but you can add pigment to offset the
darkening effect.
Wood sealer and varnish finishes produce glossier surfaces.
But varnish is not desirable for large, exposed areas, the specialist
says, because moisture may make it milky, it may crack and it is hard
to remove.
fl For more information on natural exterior finishes, write to the
Forest Products Laboratory at Madison, Wisconsin, for a copy of "Natural
Wood Finishes for Exteriors of Houses."
-30-
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP NOVEIVBER 5, 1956
Leptospirosis Serious and Widespread
As livestock diseases go, leptosplrosls Is an Infant. But
It's one "baby" that Illinois farmers wish they had never been stuck
with.
Dr. Paul Qulnn of the College of Veterinary Medicine at the
University of Illinois says that, although there is no evidence of
leptosplrosls before 1936, the disease is now serious and widespread.
Tests at the College of Veterinary Medicine diagnostic labo-
ratory from 1952 to 195^ showed leptosplrosls in 77 of 92 Illinois
coimties. The study showed that around 31 percent of the cattle herds
and 28 percent of the swine herds were infected.
Dr. Qulnn says that the most serious effect of leptosplrosls
is abortion. Sows infected with leptosplrosls usually abort two
to four weeks before term; cows abort at any stage of pregnancy. In
severe cases the animals are depressed, lose their appetites, run a
high temperature, become anemic and show a marked weight loss.
As is true of most diseases, prevention is the best cure, according
to Dr. Qulnn. He advises blood-testing all new animals for leptospl-
rosls before bringing them into the herd. When it's possible, raise
herd replacements rather than risk "importing" the disease. Vaccinate
all susceptible animals to stop spread of the disease through the herd.
Dr. Qulnn says that, when leptosplrosls has been brought under
control, it may be advisable to keep recovered animals in the herd. Re-
covered animals have generally developed a strong resistance to the
disease
.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OF NOVEMBER 5j 1956
See Short Supply of Some Legume and Grass Seeds
Some legume and grass seed may be hard to get for 1957 plant-
ing, says Earl Spurrier, University of Illinois agronomist.
But total supplies should be adequate, even though dry
weather cut production this year. The large carryover of 1955 seed will
help to bridge the short 1956 crop.
Sweet clover seed could be a little hard to find. Acreage
was about one-third less this year than last, and yields were down. Im-
ports were less than usual. The white clover crop was 31 percent
smaller and below average. Carryover was record high, however.
You should be able to get all the alfalfa and red clover you'll
need. Even though this year's crops were smaller, carryovers from last
year will help to make up the difference.
If you're planning to seed bromegrass. Spurrier suggests
locating your source of supply now. Producers harvested one-fourth less
seed this year and the smallest crop in eight years. Imports have in-
creased somewhat, but not enough to offset the low production.
The Kentucky bluegrass crop dropped to about half the size of
last year's crop. But carryover stocks are the largest in five years.
Timothy also suffered from dry weather, and growers harvested
a 45 percent smaller crop. The supply will be about 23 percent smaller
than it was last year. But Spurrier says there are other grasses that
could replace timothy, so the shortage may not be critical.
-more-
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Add Grass Seed - 2
More encouraging is the orchard grass seed picture. The crop
is two percent above last year and imports have been high. In areas
where orchard grass is adapted, it may be a good idea to substitute it
for brome or other grasses.
Carryover of fescue, bentgrass, perennial ryegrass, annual
ryegrass and sudan grass will help to fill in the shortage in the 1956
grass seed crop, Spurrier says. Redtop production was also higher and
could help to fill in for pasture mixtures.
-30-
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Farm News
INIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE EXTENSION SERVICE
FOR RELEASE WEEK OP NOVEMBER 12, 1956
Thyroproteln Does No t Help In Mo3t Dairy Herds
Recent tests by U. S. Department of Agriculture and Montana
scientists indicate that using thyroproteln in mixed feeds to stimulate
milk production in dairy cows has little practical value in most herds.
Thyroproteln has been available in commercial feeds for a number of year:
The principal weakness, as shown by the USDA-Montana tests, is
that there is no way to avoid a sharp decline In milk production after
the drug is removed from the cows. Gradual removal of the drug, pre-
viously believed to be a means of preventing this drop in production,
proved to be no better than abrupt removal or removal over varying
lengths of time.
Previous trials had shown that thyroproteln increased milk
production as much as 20 percent in some cows for short periods. But
the total amount of milk produced during the entire lactation was not
increased, whether the drug was fed for short periods or throughout the
lactation period.
L More recent tests show that responses to the drug vary widely
liamong individual cows, pointing to unpredictable results in its use in
she average-sized herd. Profit above feed costs was increased for cows
th.H gave the best responses to thyroproteln, but it was reduced for
co\/3 giving average or poor responses.
II
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OF NOVEMBER 12, 1956
Lice Can Be Expensive Proposition
Lice are more than just an annoyance to cattle. Enough lice
can reduce milk production or cut beef gains.
Dr. D. I. Newton of the University of Illinois College of
Veterinary Medicine, reminds Illinois farmers that, If they are going
to spray their cattle to kill lice, they'd better do It before the
weather gets too cold.
A good soaking spray usually gives an animal good protection
against the lice, but the spraying should be completed soon. Spraying
1 in cold weather can lead to pneumonia or other respiratory troubles in
I
livestock.
Lindane, methoxychlor and chlordane are considered effective
sprays, according to Dr. Newton. But he warns that DDT should not be
used around dairy cattle.
Farmers who do not finish spraying their cattle before cold
weather can still use a louse powder, although it isn't so effective
as a liquid spray.
If your cattle have a skin irritation or scratch or rub them-
selves, it ' 3 a good idea to have your veterinarian look them over. He
.
can determine whether the condition is caused by lice or by something
more serious, such as hyperkeratosis, and can recommend control measures.
i
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OF NOVEMBER 12, 1956
Illinois Custom Spray Operators' School January 24-25
The 1957 Insect outlook, latest insect control methods and
new agricultural chemicals are among the long list of topics for the
ninth Custom Spray Operators' School to be held at the University of
Illinois January 24-25, 1957. All sessions will be held in the Illini
Union on the campus.
H. B. Petty, extension entomologist in charge of the school,
says all custom spray operators, agricultural chemical salesmen, dealers
and other Interested persons are invited to attend.
During each session time will be set aside for questions from
the audience. Participating in the school will be staff members of the
College of Agriculture and entomologists of the Illinois Natural History
Survey. In addition, several guest speakers will take part in the pro-
gram.
Headlining th^^^ program on Thursday, January 24, will be the
corn borer situation. Results of the fall survey of overwintering corn
borers, timing applications of insecticides and experiences of researchers
and farmers with control methods will be covered.
Other topics on the first day's program will include weed
control on corn, use of soil sterilants, control of Johnson grass, wild
garlic and Canada thistle; use of liquid fertilizers and equipment for
mixing and applying; care and adjustment of sprayers; equipment for
band spraying; and the spotted alfalfa aphid and its control.
On Friday, January 25, discussion will include pre-emergence
'weed chemicals, ten years of commercial brush control, new herbicides,
more Information on chemical residues, progress with soil insecticides,
1956 results in controlling giant foxtail and controlling weeds in soy-
beans
.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OF NOVEMBER 12, 1956
Ten Hlgjh Counties In School Milk Program Praised
Ten Illinois covintles have received special commendation for
being highest in the state in participation in the School Milk Program.
Source of the praise vas R. W. Bartlett, University of Illi-
nois dairy economist, who is in charge of the state's program. Bartlett
says the top counties averaged more than the recommended 45 quarts of
milk annually per student, according to a survey made last January.
Top county was Putnam with an average of 102.1 quarts of milk
consumed by each student during the year--or over two half-pints of
milk each day--in the county's schools. Ford county placed second with
75.4 quarts annually per student.
Other high counties were Wabash, 64.1; Washington, 57; Cass,
56.8; Mason, 52.6; Macoupin, 51.9; Scott, 51.1; Shelby, 50.9; Clark,
49.6.
Schools under the program can receive a maximum reimbursement
of three to four cents on each half -pint consumed, depending on whether
or not they had a scho^i-iunch, or a school-milk, program previously,
Bartlett says.
In most schools children seldom pay over three cents for each
half-pint of milk and frequently pay much less--particularly if the
school has a lunch program.
Schools not under the program can still join, Bartlett adds.
Any Illinois school can become eligible by submitting an application
through its county superintendent of schools.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OF NOVEMBER 12, 1956
National Farm-City Week Begins Tomorrow
Many Illinois communities will observe Farm-City Week from
Friday, November l6, through Thanksgiving Day, November 22.
Dean Louis B. Howard and 0, F. Gaebe, University of Illinois
College of Agriculture members on the Illinois Farm-City Week committee,
emphasize the importance of this week's observance in furthering mutual
understanding between farm and city workers.
All observances during Farm-City Week, whether they are open
houses, social functions, joint meetings, school assembly programs,
merchandising events or joint tours, will be aimed at getting farm and
city people to know each other better and to understand each other's
problems, say Dean Howard and Gaebe. Many communities plan similar
observances, sponsored by various organizations, at other times during
the year.
Committee members hope that national and local events during
the week will bring about a better understanding of and appreciation for
"The American Way of Life" by people in all occupations. Farmers and
urban people need to realize that neither is self-sufficient, the com-
tnittee points out, but that each must depend on the other.
This is the second annual National Farm-City Week. Kiwanls
International, through its more than 4,200 local clubs, has again
agreed to take the lead in organizing local observances where they are
not already being held. More than 250,000 people took part in the first
such week held last year. It was so successful that it was selected for
a distinguished service award by the Freedoms Foundation.
National chairman of Farm-City Week this year is Merle H.
Tucker, a trustee of Kiwanls International, Radio Station WGAK, Gallup,
New Mexico. Vice chairman is Charles Dana Bennett, Foundation for
American Agriculture, Washington, D. C.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OF NOVEMBER 12, 1956
Hold Farm Structures Day on November 2 9
Rural builders are especially invited to attend the 13th
annual Farm Structures Day at the University of Illinois on Thursday,
November 29.
J. T. Clayton, agricultural engineer at the University's
College of Agriculture, in charge of the program, says this year's
program has been designed to help rural builders In the selection of
farm building types and construction features. Lumber and material
dealers and field representatives of manufacturers and suppliers will
also wish to attend.
Registration starts at 8:30 a.m. in the Animal Sciences Lab-
oratory on the University campus, Clayton says.
Nerval H. Curry, agricultural engineer at Iowa State College,
will discuss farm grain storage needs. P. W. Andrew, agricultural
engineer at the University of Illinois, will talk about planning for
artificial drying and handling equipment.
Other University of Illinois staff members to discuss meeting
farm grain storage needs include J. 0. Curtis and Clayton, agricultural
engineers; Velmar W. Davis, USDA agricultural economist; and H. B. Petty,
agricultural entomologist . They will discuss remodeling cribs and silos
for shelled corn storage, maintaining stored-grain quality, grain storage
economics and grain sanitation.
After lunch at the University YMCA, D. G. Jedele and A. J.
Muehllng, University agricultural engineers, will demonstrate fabrica-
tion of timber trusses in the Agricultural Engineering Research Labora-
jtory. Jedele will also discuss trussed roofs for farm buildings.
K. H. Hinchcliff and Miss Catherine M. Sullivan, extension
jspecialists in farm structures and home management, respectively, at the
University, will present problems in farmhouse planning and design.
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Farm News
IMIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE EXTENSION SERVICE
FOR RELEASE WEEK OP NOVEMBER 19, 1956
Illinois Bred Ewe Sale Set for December 8
The Illinois Purebred Sheep Breeders Association will hold
its 13th annual bred ewe sale at the University of Illinois Stock Pa-
vilion on Saturday, December 8.
U. S. Garrigus, head of the sheep division at the University
and secretary-treasurer of the association, reports that 7^ head have
been consigned to the sale. Breeds to be sold include Southdown,
Shropshire, Oxford, Corriedale, Dorset, Rambouillet, Cheviot, Suffolk
and Hampshire.
To encourage junior sheepmen, a 10 percent discount is offered
again this year to any Illinois 4-H or PPA member who buys at the sale.
Sale time is one o'clock, but all sheep will be ready for in-
spection after 9^30 Saturday morning. A. J. Dyer, University of Missouri
livestock specialist, will inspect all ewes on the sale to pass on their
fitness to be sold. Auctioneer will be Colonel H. Earl Wright, nation-
ally known sheep auctioneer from Mt . Gilead, Ohio.
Further information about the sale and a catalog may be ob-
tained from the Illinois Purebred Sheep Breeders' Association, 110
Stock Pavilion, Urbana, Illinois.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OF NOVEMBER 19, 1956
How to Figure Cost of Produclrg a Dozen Egss
Wondering whether your laying flock is making money? You
can't tell unless you have some Idea what it's costing you to produce
a dozen eggs, says Don Bray, University of Illinois poultry specialist.
Bray points out that you can get a rough estimate of your
feed cost per dozen eggs by dividing your laying house feed bill (in-
cluding farm grains at market price) by the total dozens of eggs pro-
duced. You should not include feed for raising replacement pullets, but
you should include the eggs your family uses.
For example, suppose your total bill for farm grains, poultry
concentrate, grit and oyster shell for a 500-hen flock amounts to $1,6C0.
Your hens produce 8,000 dozen eggs during the laying season. So your
feed cost per dozen would be $1600 divided by 8,000, or 20 cents a dozen.
But Bray points out that your cost will vary with rate of lay,
size of bird and cost of feed. He also feels that you'll get more re-
liable figures by calculating your feed cost over a whole laying season
than for just a short period.
Feed Is only one cost of producing eggs. Studies by the Uni-
versity department of agricultural economics show that feed makes up
only about half of the total cost of producing a dozen eggs. Labor,
overhead, death loss and depreciation on flocl^ buildings and equipment
make up the other half.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OF NOVEMBER 19, 1956
You
Question: "What's the greatest labor-saving device in the
world?" Answer: "Tomorrow." Question: "What's the greatest accident
-
preventing device in the world?" Answer: "You."
Yes, you are the one who can cut down on accidents. By being
careful and alert, you can keep from being hurt. But you should watch
out not only for yourself, but for those who work with you.
Farming is the third most hazardous occupation in the United
States. What can you as a farmer do to help cut down accidents?
Don't attempt to grease or adjust any machine while it is
running. Keep all shields and guards in place; they are there for your
protection. Don't get into too big a hurry; hurry and carelessness
account for 56 percent of all farm accidents. If you see a neighbor
working unsafely, don't hesitate to tell him so.
Remember, it isn't smart to be careless.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP NOVEMBER 19, 1956
Five Steps to Modern Game Management Outlined
Have you ever wondered why game laws restrict the length of
time for hunting certain kinds of game? According to Harold Scholten,
extension forester at the University of Illinois College of Agriculture
the first oh jective of game laws is to save game.
But he points out that they often merely divide the dwindling
supply among more and more hunters. Although such laws are necessary,
Scholten says they do not tend to increase or preserve game.
Another step in game management has been to control predators
that kill game. But studies have shown that game shortages are rarely
caused by normal killing of game by other birds or animals. So where
game, food and cover are not adequate to start with, predator control
is not the answer.
Game refuges are another method of game management. A res-
toration program is not likely to succeed without refuges. A good
refuge provides adequate protection, feeding, breeding and nesting areas.
They must be posted and patrolled. But they are not the only answer to
effective game management.
I Artificial propagation of game has also been tried. Scholten
points out that this is neither a profitable nor an effective means of
increasing our game supply. However, he does give this method credit
for establishing the ring-necked pheasant in Illinois.
The final step is game management of the land. The basic need
in preserving wildlife is to make the land more productive for wildlife.
Extensive cultivation of our most fertile soils is most important for
our food supply, but it does destroy wildlife habitats. However, we
do have plenty of poorer soils on which wise land management practices
will encourage wildlife.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OF NOVEMBER 19, 1956
Frussic Acid Dangerous To Livestock
The prolonged drought has increased the danger of prussic acid
poisoning, veterinarians at the University of Illinois College of Vet-
erinary Medicine warn livestock owners.
Veterinarians point out that prussic or hydrocyanic acid
develops most readily in plants during drought or after the first frost.
Plants that are able to produce this deadly poison include
wild chokecherry, wild blackcherry, sorghum, Johnson grass, Sudan grass,
flax, arrow grass, velvet grass and Christmasberry . However, in Illi-
nois, Sudan grass and sorghum are considered the plants most likely to
contain prussic acid.
Although all animals are susceptible to this poisoning, cattle
appear to be affected most often. For this reason, be very careful
about turning sheep and cattle onto sorghum pasture. A small amount
of stunted, drought -stricken or frosted sorghum may contain a fatal
dose of acid.
Shoots of second-growth or volunteer sorghum and Sudan grass
are especially dangerous and Sudan grass less than 12 inches high and
dark green in color contains the greatest amount of prussic acid.
Mature and well-cured sorghum and Sudan grass, as well as
silage made from sorghum and similar grasses, may be fed with very
little danger. It may be advisable to let the silage stay in the silo
six weeks or longer before you begin feeding it, however.
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Add prusslc acid - 2
Prusslc acid poisoning usually hits with devastating swift-
ness. Prostration followed by death usually occurs soon after the first
symptoms appear. Some of the symptoms include drowsiness, twitching of
the muscles, staggering gait and inability to stand.
Prompt treatment of affected animals by the veterinarian is
usually effective. A drench of a pint or quart of molasses diluted with
water may help to neutralize the uncombined prussic acid constituents
in the animal's stomach and is a good first-aid treatment.
But the best way to prevent losses from prussic acid poison-
ing is not to let livestock get into pastures containing plants that
are likely to contain the acid.
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Farm News
NIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE EXTENSION SERVICE
FOR RELEASE WEEK OP NOVEMBER 26, 1956
Use Poorer Soils to Encourage Wildlife
Wise land management practices on the poorer soils in Illi-
nois will encourage wildlife to grow and increase their numbers.
Harold Scholten, extension forester at the University of Illi-
nois College of Agriculture, says that the basic need for wildlife pres-
ervation is to make land more productive for wildlife.
That simply means that farmers with less productive soil need
to recognize wildlife as a crop and manage their land accordingly.
Modern farming methods tend to destroy natural wildlife hab-
itats, Scholten says. The result has been decreased numbers of wild
game in recent years. But there are still plenty of acres of poorer
soils that can be managed to encourage wildlife production.
Wildlife management practices you can use will depend on the
kinds of crops you grow. Farmers will continue to extensively cultivate
the most fertile soils for human food supplies, even though such prac-
tices destroy natural wildlife habitats.
Wild game depend on both soil and water conservation, the
forester points out. Good soil conservation and forest management prac-
tices will provide both food and shelter and nesting places for wild-
life. Game refuges and game farms are other ways to increase numbers
of wild game and birds. Game laws and predator control under certain
conditions also help.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OF NOVEIVIBER 26, 1956
yorn Growers Vote December 11 on Price Support Program
December 11 is another Important voting day for Illinois corn
growers. The choice this time will be which price support program will
)e In effect for corn during the next three years. Will it be a base
icreage with soil bank required for price support? Or will it be the
icreage allotment with soil bank separate?
If two thirds of the farmers who vote approve the base acreage,
hat will be the program. Otherwise it will be acreage allotments.
Before voting you should study what the base acreage and al-
otment will be on your farm, says Larry Simerl, farm policy specialist
t the University of Illinois College of Agriculture. The county ASC
ffice will mail your 1957 farm base acreage and corn allotment during
he week of December 3- By knowing what the choice between base acreage
nd acreage allotment will mean on your farm, Simerl feels you can make
he choice that will work out best for your farm.
Because of the large supply of corn, acreage allotments will
8 about 16 percent less than they were in 1956. The average support
rice, if allotments are voted, will be $1.36 a bushel for those who
omply
.
Under the base acreage plan, the law sets up the same acreage
3 in 1956. But since it must be divided between a few more commercial
orn counties, it will mean about a 2 percent cut for most Illinois
armers. Support under the base acreage will average $1.31. for those
>tio put 15 percent of their base acreage into the soil bank. Payment
"ates for corn will be 90 cents a bushel, the same as in 1956.
If you have questions or want more information about the corn
3ferendum, see your county farm adviser or county ASC office.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OF NOVEMBER 26, 1956
Fertilizers Will Revive Worn-Out Soils, Morrow Plots Shov
A new record corn yield was made on the famed University of
Illinois Morrow plots this year when a plot of land that had grown corn
continuously since I876 produced 128 bushels an acre. This plot had
received a treatment of manure -lime -phosphate since 190^ plus extra
nitrogen, potash and phosphate in 1955 and 1956.
Perhaps even more startling were the results on another plot
that yielded II3 bushels an acre. This land had also been cropped to
corn for 8I years but had had no plant food treatment until 1955 • For
the past two years, it has received lime, nitrogen, phosphate and potash.
The 1956 yields show that low yields caused by continuous
cropping of corn were due to loss of plant food nutrients and not to
changes in the physical condition of the soil, M. B. Russell, head of
the agronomy department at the University points out.
Changes have taken place in the physical condition of the
plots that have been in continuous corn. Organic matter is lower and
the soil is harder to work than on plots in a corn-oats-meadow rotation.
But Russell says these changes in physical condition have not been a
major factor in affecting yields when enough plant food has been supplied
Altogether four different treatments were used on the corn
section of the Morrow plots this year:
1. Continuous corn with no treatment since I876 yielded 29
bushels an acre.
-more-
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add Morrow plots - 2
2. Continuous corn receiving no treatment until 1955 and then
treated in 1955 and 1956 with lime, nitrogen, phosphate and potash
yielded 113 bushels an acre.
3. Continuous corn with manure-lime-phosphate treatment since
190^+ yielded 96 bushels an acre.
4. Continuous corn with manure-lime-phosphate treatment plus
extra nitrogen, potash and phosphate in 1955 and 1956 yielded 128 bush-
els an acre.
The startling recovery of yields made on the Morrow plots
can't be expected on all kinds of soils, say the Illinois agronomists.
A soil with good natural physical qualities, such as is found in central
Illinois, can be expected to recover in much the same way as the
Morrow plots. But there are many worn-out soils in Illinois that can't
be similarly rejuvenated with heavy plant -food applications.
The total amounts of plant food per acre added in 1955 and
1956 to the previously untreated plot were 5 tons of lime, 400 pounds
of nitrogen, I90 poiinds of phosphate and I30 pounds of potash. It is
not suggested that these are practical applications; they were designed
to completely remove plant-food deficiencies.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OF NOVEMBER 26, 1956
Atrophic Rhinitis Slows Growth
Although atrophic rhinitis apparently doesn't affect prod-
uctivity in swine, it slows up the growth rate of infected pigs after
weaning.
Veterinarians at the College of Veterinary Medicine at the
University of Illinois point out that recent studies by the U. S. De-
partment of Agriculture indicate that some diseased animals show no
outward ill effects from the disease. The economic loss comes in slower
growth in affected pigs.
In addition, pneumonia may occur as a secondary complication
of the disease. One symptom is crooked snouts and noticeable facial
contortions in diseased pigs.
Persistent sneezing is an early--and sometimes the only--
symptom of the disease. Other symptoms may Include nose bleeding, nasal
mucous discharge, coughing or irritation of the snout, which may cause
the pig to rub against the ground or some other solid object.
Veterinarians don't know the cause of or an effective cure
for atrophic rhinitis. However, antibiotics may help some infected
swine gain weight
.
Here are some control plans suggested by the College of Vet-
erinary Medicine:
1. Farrow sows in isolated lots and individual farrowing
houses, and keep sows and pigs Isolated until weaning time. Select
breeding stock from litters that show no sneezing or coughing, and
Isolate them from the rest of the herd.
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Add atrophic rhinitis - 2
2. Sell all hogs In an infected herd; then disinfect the
premises and leave them vacant for three to four months. Restock with
animals from farms where no atrophic rhinitis has been found.
3. Take baby pigs from an infected sow when they are 2k
hours old or less, and raise them in disease-free surroundings.
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Farm News
NIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE EXTENSION SERVICE
FOR RELEASE WEEK OP DECEMBER 3, 1956
Corn Programs Voluntary Either Way Vote Goes
No matter which corn support program farmers choose in the
December 11 corn referendum, the program will be entirely voluntary,
points out W. N. Thompson, University of Illinois farm management
specialist. Only farmers who want to be eligible for government price
support on their corn will be required to cooperate in the base acreage
or allotment program. A farmer who plans to sell all of his corn on the
open market or feed it can plant as much corn as he wants to.
Thompson also points out that there will be no marketing quotas
on corn, whichever way the vote goes. But the corn referendum does not
change the marketing program on wheat which farmers approved last sum-
mer.
On December 11, farmers will choose whether they want a base
acreage program with soil bank required or an acreage allotment program
with soil bank separate. To have the base acreage program, two thirds
of farmers who vote must approve the plan. Otherwise the allotment pro-
gram will be in effect.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OF DECEMBER 3, 1956
\
Don't Be In the Reckless Minority
Our pleasant anticipation of the holiday is darkened by the
certainty of needless deaths and injuries on highways, says 0. L. Hogsett
extension safety specialist at the University of Illinois College of
Agriculture.
So far 1956 has been a bad year for traffic accidents. As
It draws to a close, why not try to improve the record by driving more
slowly and sensibly over the Christmas and New Year's holidays.
There may be some hope for improvement this year, since both
holidays fall during work days rather than on week ends, as Christmas
and New Year's did last year. Remember the black Christmas of 1955?
More people are killed in traffic accidents on Christmas Day
than on any other day in the year.
This year's toll is still a blank. A sharp reduction in
numbers would be a wonderful and positive contribution to the season's
joy. Cutting down the accident rate should concern each one of us as
we walk and drive our way through the holidays.
Don't give your life for Christmas.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OF DECEMBER 3, 1956
Damaged Udders Are Double Risk
You're taking a double risk if you carry cows with udders
badly damaged by mastitis through this winter.
Veterinarians at the University of Illinois College of Veter-
inary Medicine point out that cows with badly damaged udders are apt to
prove unprofitable because of poor production. But, worst of all, they
serve as a source of Infection to uninfected animals.
Although all good management practices are important in keep-
ing down mastitis, using milking machines properly, using veterinary
service and dipping teats into an antiseptic solution are considered
three "essential" measures.
Using the milking machine properly means keeping it in good
mechanical condition, using it properly on the cow and equipping the
machine with inflations that are clean and in good repair. It's impor-
tant to milk cows fast and remove the machine from the cow promptly.
Having a veterinarian examine all cows in a dairy herd and
treat if necessary is an important step in keeping down mastitis. The
farmer who treats his own cows without getting a proper diagnosis, or
who employs a veterinarian to treat only the serious cases, is taking an
unnecessary risk.
Dipping teat ends into an antiseptic solution immediately
after milking not only washes residual milk from the teat, but acts as
a disinfectant. Either a 200 to 250 p. p.m. chlorine solution or an
ordinary 70 percent isopropyl alcohol is suitable. Don't use solutions
containing detergents and other irritants.
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Add Damaged Udders - 2
Other important steps to follov in protecting cows against
mastitis include keeping them in clean, adequate-sized stalls to cut
down the possibility of injuries, providing clean yards, lanes and
pastures and using only mastitis-free replacements.
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Farm News
IVERSITY OF ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE EXTENSION SERVICE
FOR RELEASE WEEK OP DECE^fBER 10, 1956
Corn Borer Could Still Be a Problem In 1957
Fewer corn borers are overvintering in Illinois corn fields
than a year ago. But numbers are still high enough to be a problem In
1957 if spring weather favors their development. H. B. Petty, ento-
mologist for the University of Illinois College of Agriculture and
Natural History Survey, bases this statement on a field survey in about
half of the counties over the state.
Petty points out that borers have shown some southward move-
ment during 1956. The area of Illinois that is most likely to have
borer damage in 1957 is the northern 2/3 above a line drawn across the
state from Mat toon to Carrollton. Below this line there could still be
some damage, but it would be more spotted than in the central and north-
ern parts of the state.
Borer populations per 100 stalks of corn in the different
sections of the state averaged as follows: northwest, 2 08; northeast, l4l;
east, 144 j central, 228; west, l84; west southwest, 132; east south-
east 74; and southern 19. Petty says that whenever overwintering borer
populations average more than one per stalk they could be a problem
the following year.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP DECEMBER 10, 1956
Christmas Tree Safety
Consider the safety factors before you decide when and where
to put your Christmas tree this year, says 0. L. Hogsett, extension
safety specialist at the University of Illinois College of Agriculture.
Place the tree close enough to an electrical outlet to make
it unnecessary to use an extension cord. This will eliminate the
danger of shock and fire from a faulty cord, difficulty in making a
good connection and the possibility of tripping over a long cord.
If you put your tree in a large bucket of sand and keep the
sand moist, the tree will not dry out and the needles will not drop so
early Keeping the needles moist also lessens the chance of fire.
The most satisfactory strings of lights are those that are
wired ih parallel. When one bulb burns out in a parallel string, the
rest stay lighted.
Be sure that all the bulbs screw far enough into the sockets
to prevent tinsel from touching the metal part of the socket.
The better strings of lights have a fiber washer that is
pressed against the socket by the bulb. This keeps out foreign mate-
rial and also prevents shock if you touch the metal part of the bulb
or socket when the lights are on. Be sure that the Underwriter's
Laboratory label is on any string you buy.
Whenever you leave the house, make sure your tree lights
are off. And the fuse on the circuit supplying the tree lights and
electrical toys should not be more than 15 amperes.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP DECEMBER 10, 1956
Milk Production Rises as Number of Farms Declines
Although the number of dairy farms and the number of cows
milked In Illinois declined from 19^9 to 1954, total milk production
showed a slight increase.
A study by Robert Jacobsen, dairy marketing specialist at
the University of Illinois, shows that 103,000 farms in Illinois re-
ported milk cows in 1954 compared with almost 144,000 in 1949. The
number of milk cows declined from 909,000 in 1949 to 757,000 in 1954.
McHenry county is the number one Illinois dairy county,
having an income of $12.9 million from dairying, or 58 percent of its
total income.
Highest counties in total farm income are McLean, DeKalb,
LaSalle, Iroquois, Livingston, Champaign, Henry and Bureau. In none
of these counties does dairying exceed seven percent of the Income,
Jacobsen points out that this does not mean that dairying
Is unimportant; rather, it means that these counties find corn, hogs,
beef cattle and grain production more profitable than milk.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP DECEMBER 10, I956
Winter Brings Newcastle Disease
If your chiokens suddenly twist their heads or begin walking
In circles, don't call a psychiatrist; better check with your veteri-
narian. The birds may have a severe case of Newcastle disease.
Dr. L. E. Hanson of the University of Illinois College of
Veterinary Medicine warns that winter months are the time when such
respiratory diseases as Newcastle cause the most deaths and decrease
egg production farthest.
At its worst, Newcastle may cause twisting of the head,
convulsive seizures, walking in circles and eventual paralysis. How-
ever, more common symptoms are gasping, coughing and hoarseness. Also,
egg production in the laying flock drops very rapidly and may stop
completely within a few days after symptoms are first noted.
Newcastle disease may be "bought" with new chicks and may
be spread in nxjimerous ways. In addition to being spread by direct
contact with infected birds, it can be passed on by transportation
facilities, egg crates, feed sacks, other animals and poultry crates
and also by people walking through the poultry houses.
Dr. Hanson says the most important safeguards against New-
castle include isolating the farm flock from visitors, having your
own chicken crates to be used only with your flock, cleaning and dis-
infecting feed bags thoroughly if they are to be re-used and keeping
poultry buyers and their crates out of poultry house proper when mar-
keting birds
.
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Add Newcastle Disease - 2
There is no specific treatment for Newcastle once it has
started. To reduce losses, give the birds adequate ventilation, but
avoid drafts and encourage feed and water consumption with moistened
feeds.
Vaccination can be a valuable supplement to a sound long-
range program of sanitation. Your veterinarian can advise you on dis-
ease control and sanitation problems.
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Don't Let an Accident Spoil the Holidays
To help yourself and others have a safe and happy Yuletlde,
make care and safety an automatic part of every holiday celebration.
An important way to make your Christmas a happy one is to
make it a safe one, says 0. L. Hogsett , extension safety specialist
at the University of Illinois College of Agriculture. A holiday ac-
cident can quickly blot happiness from the best of celebrations.
When you set up your Christmas tree, place it in a bucket
of damp sand to keep the needles as green, fresh and fireproof as
possible. Keep the tree well away from a fireplace, powerful electric
lights, a radiator or any other source of heat. Turn off the tree
lights when no one is to be in the room for any length of time.
Choose safe toys for the children. For very small children
select toys that are large enough not to be swallowed and that are
colored with non-poisonous dyes and paints. Stuffed animals and dolls
with embroidered eyes are safer than those with button eyes that can
be pulled loose and swallowed. For children of all ages, toys should
be made of safe materials and should be sturdy and well made.
If your plans for the holidays include travel by automobile,
start early and drive carefully.
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Dehorning at Early Age Recommended
If you're planning to dehorn your dairy cattle, do it at an
early age, suggests L. R. Fryman, University of Illinois dairy special-
ist. At this stage the horn-producing tissue is easily destroyed.
Fryman says the best time to dehorn is before the calf is
a week old. Rub the horn button with sandpaper, a corncob or other
abrasive material until it is rav and inflamed. Then you can apply
caustic potash or other dehorning compounds. A ring of vaseline
around the horn will help to prevent the dehorning fluid from running
down the side of the calf's face and possibly into its eyes. You'll
also want to be careful not to get the material on your hands and
face.
Another way to remove horns from calves under three months
old is to use an electric dehorner. It has a heating unit that fits
around the base of the horn. Apply like a branding iron, and burn a
quarter-inch circle around the base of the horn to a cherry-red color.
Because the skin is not broken, there is no bleeding and little danger
from infection.
After a calf is more than six months old, you'll have to use
dehorning shears or a saw. To do a good job with these tools, remove
about a quarter-inch of hide and hair with the horn, Fryman suggests.
You can control excessive bleeding by searing the cut with a hot iron
or by tying a string tightly aroimd the poll. Don't cut in fly season
or during cold weather.
When horns are removed while the calf is young, little or
no bleeding occurs. There is not much chance of infection and the
poll is left smooth, giving the animal a neat appearance. The job is
also much easier because the calf can be caught and held with less
effort
.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OF DECEMBER 17, 1956
Three Primary Caus es Of Baby Pig Losses
In the "old days" farmers just naturally expected to lose
a certain number of their baby pigs. But evidence today shows that a
farmer doesn't "just naturally" have to lose so many of his pigs. In
fact, he can't afford it.
Dr. Jesse Sampson of the University of Illinois College of
Veterinary Medicine says that Illinois has been cooperating with about
a dozen other midwest states in studying death losses of baby pigs.
This study has shown that baby pig losses apparently occur
primarily from three causes: (l) faulty nutrition of the sow during
pregnancy, (2) bad housing and environmental conditions at farrowing
and (3) exposure of the newborn pigs to various infections.
Dr. Sampson explains that faulty nutrition of the pregnant
sow can Involve a number of deficiencies in the diet, such as lack of
enough vitamin A and protein in the ration. Cold, damp pens and
farrowing quarters may lead to scours and other digestive disturbances
that take their toll of young pigs. He adds that baby pigs seem to be
particularly susceptible to infections of the digestive tract.
Dr. Sampson emphasizes the importance of adequate nourish-
ment for young pigs, especially during the first few days of their
lives. Some pigs are weakened because they can't get enough milk from
the sow.
Artificial heat can be used to prevent chilling of young
pigs in cold weather.
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Wiring Knowledge Helps to Avoid Accident
3
Knowing a few facts about wiring will help to avoid accidents,
fires and costly Inefficiency In the home electrical system, says 0. L.
Hogsett, extension safety specialist at the University of Illinois
College of Agriculture.
Call an electrician or power company If the wiring In
your house Is not adequate to carry the extra load of modern living.
You may need heavier service entrance wires, a more modern distribution
panel or heavy-duty circuits installed for range, drier or water heater.
If your lights dim sharply when some piece of electrical
equipment turns on, the wiring Is overloaded. You will need to use higher
capacity wiring. Install new circuits or subdivide old ones so that
each will serve fewer outlets.
Run extension cords behind baseboards or in metal moldings.
Never hide them under carpets or run them across open doorways.
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USDA Begins Sylne Crossbreeding Research Program
U. 3. Department of Agriculture scientists have started a
breeding and selection program for swine similar to that used for In-
creasing yields of hybrid corn.
This breeding program at the USDA ' s Agricultural Research
Center at Beltsville, Maryland, is expected to continue for 10 to 15
years. It is similar to the "recurrent selection'' method now being
tried by corn breeders to produce superior hybrid combinations.
In the swine-breeding experiments, recurrent reciprocal
selection involves four successive steps: (l) crossing, at definite
intervals, two strains of hogs that are known to combine well; (2) test'
Ing the cross-progeny for economically important characteristics;
(3) keeping in the two strains the breeding animals that are proved
best by the performance of their test-cross progenies; and (4) propagat'
ing the two strains, using the animals thus selected.
The scientists make reciprocal crosses between animals of
the two test strains every other yeas They limit the propagation of
these strains in the intervening years to matings between animals
proved best by the cross-progeny tests. In this way they hope to in-
crease the amount of hybrid vigor in succeeding generations of cross-
bred pigs.
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Key Points In Managing Soil Bank Acres
Four key points in managing soil bank acres are given this
week by Earl Spurrier, extension agronomist at the University of Illi-
nois College of Agriculture.
First, Spurrier recommends covering all diverted areas vith
vegetative cover. He suggests use of good quality, weed-free seed of
long-lived adapted grasses and legumes.
Second, use sound soil management. Apply commercial ferti-
lizer according to needs as shown by soil tests. Prepare good seed-
beds, inoculate the seed and follow all other recommended seeding
practices.
Third, build approved soil and water conservation devices,
if financial or technical assistance is available, to further the long
range conservation program on the farm.
Fourth, control weeds by clipping, if necessary. Delay
clipping until after the bird hatching season if practical. Use
chemicals to spot treat weedy areas, if possible to avoid or delay
clipping.
You can get complete details in "Managing Soil Bank Acres,"
Illinois Circular 766, just published by the University of Illinois
College of Agriculture. You can get your copy from your county farm
adviser or by writing direct to the University at Urbana.
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Predator Control Helps Wild Game Very Little
More food and cover for wildlfe is the big factor in in-
creasing number of wild game, not predator control.
Harold Scholten, extension forester at the University of
Illinois College of Agriculture, says that wildlife surveys have
shown that numbers of wild game are directly related to food and cover.
Numbers of predators makes no difference.
The reason is that in any normal year wild animals produce
a surplus for the natural area they live in. Predators live on this
surplus. When a fox kills a rabbit or a horned owl preys upon pheas-
ants, Scholten says, the available cover probably is not good enough
to give protection.
A surplus is anything beyond the carrying capacity of the
land. This surplus will be lost in any case, either to predators,
hunters, weather or by fighting its own kind. You can compare this
situation with an overcrowded chicken house.
Predator control is no good if there isn't a good place for
game to hide, nest and rear their young.
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Farm Land Ovners May Have To Pay Social Security Taxes
Under new amendments to the social security law passed In
1956, farm landowners may qualify for social security.
George Whitman, University of Illinois farm management
specialist, points out that as a general rule, rent income from real
estate is not counted toward self employment Income In figuring social
security taxes. But where land owners rent their farms and "participate
materially" in producing or managing the production of farm products,
the net earnings must be reported as self employment Income.
On all self- employment Income up to $4,200 a self-employed
person must pay a tax of three percent . This is paid at the same time
as your 1956 income tax.
.
The words "participate materially" as they appear in the law
raise a question for many landowners. Whitman lists these points that
are considered in determining whether a land owner would qualify for
social security:
(1) The extent to which he makes decisions about the farm-
ing operation.
(2) The amount of advising and consulting he dees with the
enant about production of crops, livestock, or both.
(3) The frequency he inspects crops, or livestock for the
iurpose of determining whether work is being done properly and what
ise should be done.
(4) The amount of physical work he does on the farm.
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Furnishing machinery. Implements, livestock, or financial
assistance Is not In Itself considered as material participation.
Whitman says a land owner who does not want to pay the tax
and qualify for social security may not, hut he must not participate
materially In the farm operation. This would be done by using a lease
that would provide for very limited decisions by the landlord or by
hiring a professional farm manager who would make most decisions.
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